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Paul Bliss bought his first Soundcraft console in 1978.
As a song writer and record producer, he has always
enjoyed the benefits of ccmposing straight cnto tape
that's why so many of his songs have been hits for
performers as varied as Uriah Heep and Ol via Newton
John.
But we amazed him with the Producer Package. With
the Series 1600 console and Series 760 multitrack, Paul
found he could take an affordable leap from 8 to 24
track recording. And that took him from the realm of
demos to top quality masters, all in a home studio

-

facility.
"I recorded the master of 'Casualty' for the Hollies in
my studio, and we overdubbed the vocals with Graham
Nash over in the States. The engineers in the studio in
LA were quite amazed at the quality of my recording.
"Where the Series 1600 really scores for me is the

patchbay. That lets me connect up my keyboards,
synthesizers and drum machine to the console and tape
machine with just 5 multicore cables. And lets me patch
anything to anything without leaving my chair.
"Soundcraft call the 1600 and 760 the Producer
Package. It really feels like it was designed especially
for me. So perhaps they should call it the Composer
Package too."

Soundcraft
The Producer's choice
Soundcraft Electronics Limited, 5 -8 Great Sutton Street,
London, EC1 V OBX, England. Tel: 01 -251 3631. Telex: 21198.
Soundcraft Electronics USA, 1517 20th. Street,
Santa Monica, California 90404. Tel: (213) 4534591. Telex: 664923.
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Advice, instruction, back-up support.
These are the key words in HHB's digital
service philosophy.
We feel that with technology this
advanced and innovative, these factors
are more important than ever before.
We keep a full range of Sony digital
audio products, from the low-cost
PCMF1 processor to the DAE1100 editor
and PCM1610 processor needed to
make your CD compatible masters,
and of course the CDP101 Compact Disc

player.
Additionally, we can supply the video
recorders you need in both U-matic
and Betamax formats, and advise you on
which machines suit your needs best.
Our comprehensive rental service
now includes all these products,
delivered and installed, and with full instruction on their operation from trained,

experienced personnel.

We can also offer a fully- equipped
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and Sales, Urìit F New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NIA 10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295.
Telex: 923393.
HHB Hire
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in-house editing and transfer facility.
So whether you need to buy or rent,
or just find out what all the excitement
is about, surely it makes sound sense to

contact us -HHB the Number One Name
in digital service.

EDITORIAL

studio
sound
AND BROADCAST
ENGINEERING
STUDIO SOUND is published on
the second Friday of the
preceding month. The magazine
Is available on a rigidly

controlled requested basis only
to qualified personnel (see back
page for terms) or for an annual
cost of £14.00 UK, $40 US
surface mail, $75 US airmail
£20.25 overseas surface mail or
£32.50 overseas airmail to non qualifying readers or where
more than two copies are
required in a studio or small
organisation. All subscription
enquiries, including changes of
address (which should be in
writing and preferably including
an old address label or at least
the 7 -digit label code) should be
made to the Subscription
Department, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9
2TA, Great Britain.
Studio Sound and Broadcast
Engineering incorporates Sound
International and Beat
Instrumental.
US mailing agents. Expediters
of the Printed Word Ltd, 527
Madison Avenue Suite 1217,
New York, NY 10022. Controlled
Circulation postage paid at New
York, NY.
Total average net circulation of
14,307 per issue during 1982.
UK: 5,865. Overseas: 8,442. (ABC
audited)
Printed in England
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Us and Them
I'm getting more and more concerned about
some of our listeners. Not the normal, ordinary,
sensible people who buy records which are

recorded in our studios, but the people -or
some of them at least -who make and listen to
some of the so- called 'top -end' consumer gear.
The current arguments about digital versus
analogue have brought a new, and even more
objectionable crop of myths.
My attitude to analogue versus digital is quite
simple, and I've said it before: digital today is in
the Emil Berliner stage- second generation or
thereabouts. We have just discovered that flat
records are quite nice compared with cylindrical
ones. The fact that at such an early stage digital
audio can excite comparisons with the very best
analogue -say 30 in /s 1/2 in stereo -says to me
that whether or not digital is as good, better or
worse than such analogue techniques, it is in
the same order of magnitude: people can
compare the systems pseudo -objectively and
come out with different answers. Next
generation or two, and these won't be a contest.
Now, you and I know that there are
fundamentally different problems, but on the
face of it people think they can compare the two
in the same terms. Maybe, without knowing
about those different problems, they can. The
fact is that today we have our digital systems:
people want digital recordings and we need to
know how to do them right. We need to grasp
the operational technology. Whether or not we
know or care about whether the electrons do a
better job in one system than the other is only
of peripheral concern: we want -and need
be able to use the stuff. In the course of doing
that, we will find benefits and short -comings like
we do with any studio system, and we will point
them out to the manufacturers
that's how gear gets better: feedback from end users to the designers. What we do not engage
in is things like 'they' out there have been
suggesting. Because we are sensible, and 'they'
are often rather silly.
The characteristic things that 'their'
manufacturers say are generally of the `ours is
better than theirs' type. That's fine, for salesmen
at least. Hardly objective (or even user -based
subjective) but they are there to make money.
Our manufacturers do that too. But how
differently! You don't find JBL -or JBL
users -saying Tannoys are crap' or vice versa,
for example. They might say that they have
designed their speakers with such -and -such
criteria which they regard as important. Their
users will say that they like JBLs because they
give them the sounds they like -they were
brought up on that type of sound so it's only
natural. My attitude to Tannoys is the same:
like them because learned to work that way.
But Barry Fox (among others) has pointed out
to me the latest sayings of Ivor Tiefenbrun of
Linn, whom Barry calls 'the high priest of the
anti -digital faction'. Linn is a British company
making very expensive high -end consumer
analogue turntables. We don't often see them in
studios because they would collapse under the
first tape -op's finger. Some might think of them
as the Tyrannosaurus Rex of the Analogaceous
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Period. Tiefenbrun, is now saying, it is alleged,
that digital recording destroys the tune so that
you can no longer whistle along with the
melody, or at least only with difficulty. Shades
of Dr Diamond and the Anapestic Beat, or
backwards masking. Well, don't seem to have
this problem. can whistle along to my CD with
no trouble at all. have both black plastic and
CD versions of Fleetwood Mac's Rumours, for
example, and Go Your Own Way is equally
whistleable (or hummable, and so are the
I

I

I

harmony lines, etc) in both versions. Now before
some loony points out that Rumours was an
analogue recording, it was of course digitised
just went from A to D a bit
for CD release
later than `digital' recordings. Anyway, PolyGram
say that all analogue recordings are digital
anyway, don't they, if they are on CD? They just
put it in a slightly different way. Now Tiefenbrun
may have difficulty with his whistling. Perhaps
he is out of tune, and all the HF in the digital
recording causes phase -cancellation with his
whistle and stops it. don't know. Allegedly
also, he has an album on his label which 'makes
Abba sound like Stockhausen'-1 find
Stockhausen's music, much as like him, rather
unwhistleable, digitally or 'analogically'. That
doesn't mean don't like it, though. Tiefenbrun
might be considered by some people a class AB
loony. might agree with them.
But Tiefenbrun is only one member of a rather
extreme wing of the Audio Dictatorship Party.
Others tell us more mundane things. They say
that records heard on anything other than an
X- turntable, Y amp and Z speaker sound like
rubbish. That unless your speaker wires are of a
special type, and made out of specially pure
copper crystals, oriented in the right direction, it
sounds like rubbish too. That getting your
speaker wires round the wrong way (so the
signal travels in the opposite direction) is
noticeably nasty. don't believe it. These things
might make little differences, but not
fundamental ones. Studio engineers like
particular consoles for different reasons, and
seldom refer to another console as
rubbish- neither do manufacturers. We wire our
monitors up with mic cable or mains wire and
have loads of switches and plugs and sockets in
the audio path. Maybe consumers should be
degrading their systems to our level so they
more closely approach the 'accuracy' of our
monitoring?
It would be fine to let these people make fools
of themselves if other people didn't believe
them. It would also be fine if these things were
true, if they got you a better end result, a better
'listening experience' -but they don't do either
of these. If anything, they take the listener
further away from what we and the artist liked in
the control room. Myths have a valuable place,
but it is not here. And the myth extends into our
field, to people who will insist that whatever the
evidence of our ears, some things are actually
badly distorted and nasty compared with others,
because the figures or the theory says so.
But there's a simple distinction between 'us'
and `them'. We are professionals: they are
amateurs who open their mouths before putting
their ears into gear.
Richard Elen
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Turnkey's Autumn Roundup
Turnkey and Soundcraft bring back Custom Mixers.

Remember customisation. When just a few
years ago a manufacturer would
bend over backwards to fit
your exact requirements.
Generally speaking, those
days are gone, particularly
when it comes to consoles
in the four figure bracket.
Now here's a range of
mixers that's bringing
back the golden days.
The 400B modular series
can have up to twenty four
inputs, eight group monitors,
auxilairy and metering options.
At Turnkey we make up the
console to your exact custom
requirements, bringing all the
quality of much larger Soundcraft
modular consoles within reach.

Nobody knows Soundcraft better

Microchip
Monitor A power

amp in this efficient
Fostex speaker will
produce high yet
accurate revels of
sound from line
level. Just plug in
audio and mains
power. For near
field monitoring,
presentation, or
personal studios.
Call to evaluate.

Have you tried the Sony test ?

Our offer stands. To discover the
advantages of PCM, you can test
the Sony convertor on free trial,
subject to a few conditions.
Any studio, private or commercial
may apply for a weeks evaluation
Cali Garry Robson for details.

l

SONY

US Best Seller They have survived
fires, floods and gone on to achieve a
reputation as the stereo workhorse in
The 5050 - Mk111

8page manual
on request at
Turnkey

Reverb Success

We are exclusive
South of England
distributors for the
AMS products.

American studios.
Get the whole

story, from

Turnkey
the new
source

1111101111"11=-X,

Tsp Team Paul and Nigel a :e the team we

sad out to major Otani or Sotndcraft

insïallations. Their experience covens
installation, wiring, and comissioninc.
Tliay come as standard with most Turnkey
systems, or call Duncan on 2C2 4366
fo- more on their special services.

Most Challenging Tascams ever

You may have noticed that they always
conquer the market with 'Series'. The
recent 30's range includes a half inch
eight track to replace and update their
classic 80 -8 (at lower cost), a two track
to challenge the foothold of Revox, and
their very first cost effective mixer to
match. Call or write and find out more
about this latest challenging 30 Series of
Tascams from Turnkey.
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Tapes Plus

If you buy Ampex from
Turnkey you already know our keen
prices, prompt delivery and periodic
bulk rebate. In addition we carry
extensive stocks of splicing blocks,
tape and leader from quarter to two
inch. And all the best recorder care
items. We are the one stop tape shop
by mail or daily London delivery. Now
fill all your tape needs from Turnkey.

'It works'

Odd, stray
reflections
can do more
to distort and
muddy sound
than any audio
fault. Using Illsonic
Panels, Simon Shaw
was able to tune out
problems in his London
studio and achieve better
results. These remarkable
foam panels absorb sound
as effectively as an open
window. Call us for fuller
details and a questionaire to
fill in which we return with a
calculation of treatment to sort
out acoustic response problems
in your studio or control room.
Or ask for the Acoustic Cookbook
and do the calculations yourself
Discover Illsonic kills sound dead.

New Drum Computer beats the rest.
enters the rhythm market with a
highly versatile new product offering
many of the facilities that are familiar to
professional users and players.
Twelve programmable sounds, a storage
of up to 100 songs of 100 patterns,
capacity
Ex Stock Availability
each up to 99 beats, conforming to a 1/32
Call to arrange a demonstration
Wide range of MXR always in stock
triplet accuracy per beat. Tape dump and
external voicing are also possible.
For the price of a home made cha -cha-hiss box, you can now have a precision rhythm
computer, offering simple interface and highly authentic sounds.
MXR

Outstanding No other half inch

eight offers these production
'cilities - a switched frequency
to up oscillator - cue monitor
.ix and phone amp - two speed

eck and varispeed - standard
witchable standard reference
oalanced outputs and inputs convenient horizontal deck to
edit, vertical meters to view head aligned splicing block.
Plus the enhanced 5050 III performance. A new Otari from
Turnkey. The new Source.

Jim's London Round Each
day, our van delivers pro
audio in Greater London.
For a nominal fee, you
can have COD, same

day service

The Drawmer Winners When Drawmer introduced their dual noise gate, the new
facilities it offered created new interest in the gentle art of gating. Now there's a dual
compressor, also packed with innovation. A unique metering circuit, side chain filter
semi-automatic
patching,
release and separate peak
Ook
limiter. These are the new
leaders in dynamic control.
Specifications on request.

First pro four
multitrack
cassette. This

Hands on Show
This November

is Tascam's new
model 234. It

19th & 20th at the

Clive Hotel in
Primrose Hill,
our annual show
of the latest and

best in multitrack and music
for creative
recording.
Apply now for
seminar tickets
Dont miss it
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combines the
convenience of
the format of the
Portastudio with
the facilities of
open reel. Three
motors, mixing,

LED counter, search, pitch, dBx noise reduction and stereo monitor.
The result is the working studio's four track for the eighties.

rnkey
Call for a 44 page catalogue.

01 -202 4366

Brent View Road

LONDON NW9 TEL
7

IF YOU ARE NOT ALREADY USING JAMES YORKE
DUPLICATING TAPE HERE ARE SOME GOOD

REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD.
*

Sound

F'3rhaps the most important characteristic of a tape should be the
quality of sound it produces. Millions upon millions of cassettes testify
even the most critical.
that customers like our tapes

-

*

Consistency

Duplicators need tape they can run again and again without problems
tape they know will be the same from batch to batch and from week
to week. James Yorke already have an enviable reputation for this.

-

* Reliability

We actually deliver to customers who order and we have never let a
customer down. Emergencies get emergency treatment and customers
know that if we make a promise it is kept.

*

Value

Our pricing is keen and we generally expect to be lower than equally
good tapes.

*

Confidence

The relaxed knowledge that you are using a good tape, at a good price,
from a UK manufacturer who believes that service is important and that
customers should get only the best.

ENQUIRIES HANDLED WITH ENTHUSIASM:

TAPE MARKETING, 13 ELM ROAD
FARINGDON, OXON, ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: 0367 20262 * TELEX 858623

STL Offers The Most

Complete Selection
Of Test Tapes Available Anywhere

you are looking for precision test tapes, look no further.
STL can serve all your needs with 2 ", 1", 1/2", '/4" and 150 mil
tape.s for frequency alignment, level set, azimuth set, flutter
& speed test, sweep frequE ncy tests and pink noise analysis.
Available on reels, in cartrdges or cassettes. Also available
is the Standard Tape Mar . al and the Magnetic Tape ReproIf

ducer Calibrator.

Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

..
Ilghtweig t portable with
The

.

.

;

heavyweight features.

Write or phone for fast delivery or free catalog.

*
*

4.9 kg Total operational weight
EBU/SMPTE Time-code generator vec

* Universal option includes

navaliarie

mono neo -pilot compatible. mono syncirotone and

stereo synchrotone.

*

0T D
STANDARD TAF
1fi1LIJLDENIANDIN,

Optional plug -in 50/60 Hz synchronizer.

* Very low power consumption
*

LABORATORY, INC.
VWARD. CALIF

OFNIA`a454-..,4t5i;dE-t5a,

6 Simultaneous inputs: 2

x

(90-110 mA).
mike; 2

x

variable line; 2

x

fixed line.

* Passive big reel adaptor allows up to 12" spools to be used, including NAB.

\/

swlrzEaLnNO

SWAM/
1

O

2068 Hauterive-Ne,
Switzerland.Tel: 038 33 42 33.
Telex:35 380.

UK Dstnbutors: FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS.36 /38 Lexington St., London W 1 R 3HR.
England. Tel 01-4371892/3 Telex 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables: Allotrope -London WI
.
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So small

it stands out

in a
crowd

Avt

DEVELOPMENTS
SOUNDS PERFECT EVERY TIME

An exciting little number from Audio Developments, the AD160.
Exclusively designed to meet the needs of ENG Crews, who require
above all a small, light and reliable mixer, thus enabling them to send back
clean, professional quality sound from the most difficult environments.
In the AD160 we have designed a mixer that not only has the capability of
handling all known types of microphones - dynamic, phantom and
AB (T powered) but also has a separate line input which can be used as
a cue or tape return. The AD160 combining maximum features in a
minimum space We think you'll take to it'

Hall Lane, Walsall Wood, Walsall, West Midlands, WS9 9AU.
Telephone. Brownhills (0543) 375351. Telex: 338212 Chacom G.

9

The new semi -automatic WINDER 2005
compliments the ASONA line of loop bin /slave duplication systems.

Approximately 950 C -60 cassettes can
be produced per shift with one winde-.
The winding and splicing phases are
fully automated, enablinç two winders
to be operated by one person, or five
machines by two persons.
Length preselection is provided for
blank taae, automatic cue -tone detection for recorded :ape.
Robust construction, wit-i a minimum
of moving parts.
Low maintenance requirements, low

ersonrel go ts

We

carts

ASONA

Winder 2005
The WINDER 2005

designed for
universal installation. Completely self -contained; may be plugged in
wherever needed. No compressed air or e
vacuum required. Corn
is

tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call for a proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA KG, Stollbergstraße
Tel.: (0)89- 225057, Telex: 522084 AUVIS D

7, D -8000

Munich 22

WITH 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERSWE CAN SUPPLY:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF

EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT!
WE MAKE IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Microphone transbrmers (all types), Microphone Splitter /Comb ner transformers. Input and Ottput transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars,
Multi- Secondary output transformers. Bridging transfo°rmers, Line :ransformers,
Line transforme-s to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance
matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio Mixirg Desk
transformers (all types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature transbrmers
for PCB mounting. Experimental transforme-s, Ultra low frequency transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts,
Inductive Loop Transformers,
Smoothing Chokes, Filte- incuctors,
Amplifier to 100 volt we transformers (from a few watts up to 1030 watts), 100
volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers),
Column Loudspeaker transformer up to 300 watts or more.
We can design for RECORD NG QUA_ITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -FI
QUALITY OR PA QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMP_TITNE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispa =ch times are
short and sensible.
OUR CLIENT'S COVER A LARGE NUMBEF. OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS RECORDING STJDIOS, HI -FI
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBIC ADDRESS FIRM. Export is a
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our at estionnaire which, when ompleted enables ue to post quotation by recurr.

Studio Effects Hire
01 -708

0483

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
E.

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Estalslished 1971), Reg. No. England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich -P1 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone: )473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G
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24 Hour Service
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IITHE CASSETTE DECK
FROM STUDER.
NEED WE SAY MORE?
Only now, ,'ears after the original
aunch of The Compact Cassette, have
Studer pu= their name to a cassette
deck -the Studer A710.
Its everything you would expect
-rom Studer. Impeccable performance.
'recision engineering. Die -cast
Aluminium construction. In -built
short, Studer quality,
longevity.
flexibility aid reliability.
I

i

Its features

iiclude:

Balanced line in and out on XLR
connec:ors
Separate input and output controls
wth cal,braton button
Full remcte control, including fader

]

start
Four mobrs: two spooling and two
capstan

Three head design for maximum
precision with separately adjustable
azimuth
Suitable for rack mounting
The new A710. The Studer name says it all.

STUDER
CH 8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01)8402960

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 329 -9576
STJDER REVOX S A R L Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANACA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831

FWD. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Strect, Boreham Wood Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091 Telex 27502

SUCCESS IS GOOD TIMING

Timing is our speciality, so it won't take a
second to tell you that we have a unique range
of tape timing products. The Spin -Time add -on
timers, the CM50 autolocator, and now a
synchroniser with a number 1 feature: simplicity!

Applied

Microsystems
60 Baker Street, Weybridge,

USA /Canada; Gotham Audio Corp. (212) 741 -7411, (213) 841 -1111

Surrey KT13 8AL.
Weybridge (0932) 54778
Telex 8952022 CTYTEL

Microphones engineered to suit
the most exacting professional standards
Crafted in Japan

Toa's RD series of professional
microphones should prove fine enough
to satisfy the most discriminating ear.
Strict attention to quality and research
into a wide range of varying acoustic
needs and environments have allowed
us to produce a line of microphones
tailored to every kind or circumstance.
The series offers a choice between
unidirectional and omnidirectional
microphones, and for outside use all
are equipped with windscreens and
offer a high resistance to shock, noise

12
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and fumes. To minimize unwanted
noise, breath and pop filters are
provided on all models, and the mics
are all adaptable either for hand -held
use or use on a mic stand.
And behind ail this is Toas assurance
of quality - the guarantee of crystal
clear sound, wherever you are.

0

TSQA1
Ccovnursocations

TOA ELECTRONICS LTD.,
Castle Street, Ongar. Essex
Tel: (0277) 364333

Telex: 995554

r

Please send me your

Professional Microphone Catalogue

Name

Address

Pax.- ors/set

OUTPUT MIX

7.

MNN

41.4.

AUX

5O4100.
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MAfM
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The Natural
Double Act.
Lexicon digital audio equipment has built a
worldwide reputation for providing recording
artists and studios with new dimensions in
sound.
The Super Prime and Prime Time II double
act is a natural development. Cleaner, crisper
sound. Easy to operate high technology which
gives you more scope for imaginative creativity
in musical expression.
With the fully-programmable Super Prime
Time you can create a vast range of individual
and combined effects for a given piece of
music. You can store them, then recall them
through the front panel or footswitch control in
any sequence to provide an almost unlimited

array of musical enhancements. There are
eight built -in effects, 32 user -programmable
storage registers, simple down -loading of
effects onto tape, and full audio bandwidth at
all delay times. Superb audio performance.
Operational versatility. And unsurpassed
reliability.
The Prime Time

II has been designed for
flexible sound reinforcement in studio
production. Incorporating Lexicon's latest
advances in analog to digital encoding, it
provides ultra clean audio at high bandwidth
for fully transparent sound. Separate and
independent adjustable delay outputs,
mixable inputs with four audio output signals

and synchronised delay loops add powerful
new features for improved performance
and control.
Lexicon Super Prime and Prime Time II.
The natural double ad High technology and
creative expression.
Write or telephone for full details:
.

exicon
International: Gotham Export Corporation
New York, NY 10014 TLX: 129269

EW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502

A Sound Investment for

Video and Broadcasting
* General purpose stere.:

* Two large illuminated VU's as standard

or

(PPM's as option) on rear meter

monomixer.

bridge, which houses the
Cue Loudspeaker and
6 digit stopwatch/
clock (hours -minssecs).

*Fully modular in construction.
Range of modules for Broadcast
Video or Film use.
* Long throw plastic
conductive faders
standard.
* Sweepable

* Note: stereo Line
of Phono input
modules are same
width - 45mm - as
Line /Mic module.

Mid EQ/
100Hz

-

10KHz

standard.

* Adjustable peak 1.e.d.
indicator on PPM and

WU

meters.

* Transportable for mobile
use, or drop through mounting
for fixed installations.

* Three standard frame sizes
12 -18 -24

module width.

The Chilton CM2 and CM4 audio mixing console
Magnetic Tapes Ltd, Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey.
Tel: 01 -876 7957 Telex: 912881CW

(M7Y-T-7C1_1-1
EVERYTHING WE DO IS JUST THAT LITTLE BIT BETTER

LOW COST

WE DELIVER
WHAT OTHERS PROMISE!
Suppliers of quaLty PRESSINGS and
MUSIC CASSETTES to the industry.

Our satisfied customers include;
THE READER'S DIGEST ASSOCIATION,
WEA, K-TEL, etc:.

DrQmpíarJ

rw-cor2z-)s 11-0

XLR

CONNECTORS
This new range of XLR

connectors fill a demand in
the audio industry fora high
quality. inexpensive range
of British made components.
The chassis sockets are rear
and front mounting. with a
P.C.B. mounting socket also
available. Made from glass
filled -nylon for a durable
and attractive finish Silver
plated pins give low contact
resistance and excellent
solderability
The line connectors have
been carefully designed
with ease of assembly in
mind, and good cable

,

retention.-

PRESSINGS CONTACT

CASSETTES CONTACT

JIM JOHNSTON

JOHN HUNTER
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
WICK, CAITHNESS
Tel 0955 -2787
Telex 75107

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ANNAN, DUMFRIESSHIRE
Tel 046-12-4261
:

Telex

14

:

776163
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CónnQcrronics

CONNECTRONICS LIMITED

Victoria Road
New Barnet Hertfordshire
EN4 9PF England
20

Telephone 01 4493663/4044
Telex 8955127 SGAL G

CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
1i52 Glenbrook Road
Stamford CT. 06906 U.S.A.
Telephone 12031 124 2889
Telex 643478

NEUMANN
Manufacti.rer of sophisticated Disk Cutting
Equipment 07 worldwide reputation.
TELDEC DMM-Technology, accepted worldwide
and realised by the Neumann system, has
established a new Quality Standard for the Long
Playing Reco-d.
Cutting intj copper for direct production of the
mother eliminates three stages of the previous

Direct Metal

Min
Mastering

processing sequence.
The Technology: -ELDEC DMM
The Equipment NEUMANN VMS 82 Cutting Lathe
SX 82 Cutterhead
SAL 82 Cutter Drive Logic
:

For DMM Licer ce Agreement, please contact
Teldec Schallplatten GmbH, Heussweg 25, D-2000 Hamburg 19

741

AUDIO DCPORT GEORG IsJEUMANN &CO GMBH
Badstraße 14 Postfach 1180 0-7103 Hei brorn Tel. (0 71 31)
'-28 558 audex d Cabes AJdioexport

8 22

Washington St., New York. NY 10014
(212) 741-7411
West Coast Sales Office
(2131 841-1111

75

F.W.O.

Bauch Limited

49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hert ordshire WD6 413Z
Thtephone 01-9530091, Telex 27532

MUSIC LAB

Are main distributors for,,.
TASCAM

The Market Leader in affordable professional "Multitrack'.'
3o SERIES

50 SERIES

16 TRACK

CASSE 1-I E

32 2 Track

52 2 Track

24.4 Portastudio

34 4 Track

58 8 Track

234 Syncassette
Iii A/l'C'assette

38 8 Track

Mao 8/4. Mixers
M35 8/4 Mixes

Mî0

12/8 Production
C8 Polc

85/16B tóTwith DBX
M16 24/8/16 Console

Complete Range of
effects, I)BX Outboard
Units available.

122 Cassette

ALLEN &HEATH

The system 8 is the most popular mixer currently available,
almost any configuration can be available and expanded at any time.
No other mixer can offer such extensive facilities,high performance,
with ease of use within its price bracket.
POWER AMPS

MIXERS

2050 2 x 45W
2100 2 x 90W
22012 x 230W

RM804 8/4.
RM18o816/8

2200 2 x 230í-y

PRODUCER SERIES

PC2002 2 x 24.0W

MA IO Headphone AMP.

MM 104 Channel Mixer
MM 30 4 Channel
Mixer/Graphic
MS Io Powered Monitors
MT 44 Multitrack Cassette

PROCESSORS
Q1027, 27 Band Graphic
RI000 Digital Reverb
EI010 Analogue- Delay

SYSTEM 8
164/128/168/
1616/EX 8 Expander

YAMAHA

A comprehensive range of
products built to the highest specifications, including:- amplifiers
covering all power ratings, versatile
mixers for all applications, multitrack cassette systems and effects
including the new low cost digital
reverb systems.

TAC/AMEK

The TAÇ'AMEK range of consoles, continually
prove that British design, and workmanship is a major
force in the recording industry. Our most recent
installations have included 2 automated 2500 consoles.

AMEK

T.A.C.

2500 Series Console

to/4 Production

Angela Console
M1000 Console

Mixer
16/8/2 Console

VISONIK

VISONIK MONITORS
6000 65W/ -oo0 75W
8000 85W/9oto 95w

The new standard in small monitoring, these compact
loudspeakers are now extensively used by leading engineers
and producers, for their real-sourid characteristics.

KLOTZ CABLES

Europe's best selling
audio cable is now available
for all applications in the
audio industry. Klotz is noted
for its flexibility in use and
superior technical spec's.

RANGE INCLUDES:
Unsymmetrical cable in 3 diameters.
Symmetrical cable ins colours.
Multicore cables in all configurations.
Plus a large range of loudspeaker cables.

;MUSIC /.
LAB

72 -74 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON NWi. 01-388 5392
16
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Two steps closer to

the original sound.

The Quad ESL-63 sets
new standards in three
impertant areas of loudspeaker
technology, low disbrtion, low
colouration and coi`rolled
directivity, resulting in a level of
pet-fur-Lance limited solely by
the gLlity of prow Aume
source_
th Quad ESL-63's and a
compact disc player less than
0.1% total harmonic distortion*

intrudes between the listener
and t1.7 studio master tape,
reproducing exactly- what was
recorded, nothing aided,
nothiie taken away and
bring_ng the listener that much
closer the original sound.
For fu-1 details :f the Quad
range of products and the name
and a jdress of your -nearest
dealer Intact;
Quad Elect-oacoustics Ltd.,
Hunthtedon, Cambs., PE18 7DB.

b

Teleph.urie: (0480) 5?561.

QUAD
fc r the closest approach
to the original sound

'Abwe 150Hz a

d up to 96dB.

QUAD is a registered trade mark
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DO YOU CUT TAPE ?..

This particular development has
generated much interest. You may also like
to know more about all the other ways we
work with radio for stage and
communications.
U.K. Distribution -Service and Hire.
Hardware House (Sound) Ltd.
1 -7 Britannia Row, London Nl 8QH.
OlardwClrectiouse
Tel: 01 -226 7940
18
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... Now you can

concentrate

solely on editing
'CAT' The world's only automatic splicing
systems for the editor
Sole UK Distributors: Mike Fraser (Film Services) Ltd,
225 Goldhawk Rd, London W12 8ER. 01 -749 6911
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It knows when to keep quiet.
\-/

VALLEY PEOPLE

The new all -in -one Model 610
compression /expansion unit from
Valley People gives you the ultimate in
control. Both compression and
expansion are continuously adjustable,
and important new features increase
flexibility and high performance.
Transition between con-pression
and expansion is imperceptible.
Visual warning indicates when
signal levels approach clipping.
Easy interconnection for stereo
processing.

Two channel operation.
In the interactive expanded
compression mode, you can
compress the audio signal to
reduce dynamic range whilst using
the expander to reduce any
residual noise `pumped up' by
compression.
Just write or 'phone for full details:

Valley People Inc., Nashville, Tenn 37204
International distribution by
Gotham Export Corporation, New York.
Telephone (212) 741.7411

FWO Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502

atoning
electronics
MAIN DEALER

1

1ML

JBL

JBL

JBL

Marquee Electronics Limited
90 Wardour Street

London W1V 3LE

SHOWROOMS at 10 RICHMOND MEWS
20
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Telex: 894278 Entec

G.

Precisely scored and
"I th ono ghlY produced
and
reconimend 5 part
service Paddy
Otani from

music for film
television is the
in -house speciality and a
major
of the
p

at

Kingsland 's Studio
A truly creative studio environment, that uses the
latest technology to lock precision sound to vision.
The requirement is utmost facility, no compromise
in quality or reliability.
Otani MTR90 Series II
is the multitrack choice.

_

From Turnkey.
A total service of
supply, design, installation
and backup commitment.
We congratulate
Paddy Kingsland on his
studio and for choosing
Otani from Turnkey.
Call us about Otani and
studio system design.
We are building the
next generation of studios.

ftrnkey

Brent View Road, LONDON NW9 TEL. Telephone; 01 -202 4366 Telex; 25769 (TK BAN G)

TOMORROW'S
CASSETTE WINDER IS
HERE TODAY!

CAN YOUR LATHE DO THIS?

Bring your lathe into the 80's with

ZUMA DISK MASTERING
COMPUTER

C443

Microprocessor based
Digital pitch /depth control
Groove nestling
Created space recognition
Typically 2 dB greater efficiency
Available for all lathes
Prices start at $11,500
Zumaudio, Inc.
6733 N. Black Canyon Hwy.
Phoenix, Arizona 85015, USA

The Tapematic 2000 has made an
impressive launch. It has more features than
any winder in the world and production
experience confirms ,ts performance is tops,

too.
The unique two -reel system cuts reel
changes to less than 3 seconds; a production
bonus of hundreds of cassettes a week.

Functions are computer controlled and
production data is available from memory at
the touch of a button.
The winder is designed for the user, too, and
components are easily accessible for
maintenance, even while in use. LED
indicators and valve identity help servicing.

And all at

a

price under

£9,500.

Information with pleasure from:

TAPE MARKETING
13 Elm Road, Faringdon, Oxon, England.

Tel: 0367 -20262

Telx: 858623

TAPEMATIC srl
Via Vimercate 32, 20060 Ornago Milano, Italy.
Te x: 340233
Tel: 039- 624009
I
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INC.

602-246-4238

ADVANCED
HIRE
SOUNDS
(A division of Advanced Sounds Ltd)
Offer for hire

Per day
(Weekly rates x 4)

THE EMULATOR ...with full library of sounds
available or alternatively record and use your own
sounds which can then be stored for later recall. An
ingenious and easy-to -use eight note polyphonic digital
keyboard by E -MU Systems Inc. which, over its four
octave range, precisely reproduces virtually any given
sound or instrument. It is perhaps best described as a
£65
scaled down version of the Fairlight Cmi

LINN DRUM Mk2...with full range of alternative
£30
voices
Also available: PPG wave 2.2, Roland TR 808, Fostex
A8 +350 mixer, Alice 828 mixer, Prophet, Simmons
electric drum kit, and much more.

* Free

delivery London area
*Truly competitive hire charges
* Hire rates for longer periods are negotiable

ADVANCED SOUNDS LTD
Tel: 01 -467 4603

Introducing Yamaha's new Home Recording System. The
heart of the system is the MT44 4- channel cassette deck. Now
not everybody has a 4 -track system, so you need compatibility

Solved: The MT44 is equipped with both systems for multiuse compatability.
Each According To His Needs. An excellent cassette deck
in its own right; the MT44 is ideal for use with our MM30
mixer, the RB30 combined rack and patch bay* and the

with stereo hi -fi cassette machines. It's a great idea, but there
can be problems:
Problem: The majority of 4 -track cassette machines run at
33/4 ips whilst most domestic machines run at 17/8 ips.
Solved: The MT44 runs at 17/8 ips and through its Auto Sensor System can also be used as a hi-fi quality 2 -track
stereo deck.
Problem: Dolby C noise reduction is superior to Dolby B,
but is not commonly found on decks of this type.

Yamaha MS10 20 watt self-powered monitor speakers.
However, you aren't forced into paying for superfluous
features as in 'all -in -one' machines. You buy just what you
need.
Because at Yamaha, when we shoot for a product, we like
to think our aim is sound.
*Patch bay (PB44) available separately.

NMI

)YAMAHA

MI

MIN

IMM

1 Please send me further details of the Yamaha Home Recording
System
Name:

L(y it ling the 11'ur/LI to play.

1

Yamaha Musical Instruments, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton
Keynes, Bucks, MK1 1JE. Tel: (0908) 71771.
24 hour Ansaphone: (0908) 649222

1

Address:

1

TAPE AUTOMATION
DESIGNED AND BUILT IN ENGLAND

The most competitive high
quality, high speed cassette

duplication equipment for
music and data

TAPE AUTOMATION LTD
Unit 2, Rivervvay
Harlow, Essex CM20 2DN
(0279) 442946 TELEX 87515 WISOCG

ROOM AT THE TOP!

NEW PENTHOUSES AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Rank Strand Sound's famous MMS I modular mixers are now
also available in a new 'penthouse' version main frame to
house an additional row of modules.
This extra flexibility enables us to custom -build your
mixer to an even greater degree, combining modules from our
wide range in the ideal
configuration for your live
sound or studio application.

Typical occupants of the Penthouses
could include LED meters, oscillators,
echo return inputs, filters, compressor/
limiters and 3 way sub -mix modules.

equipped
accommodation, please complete and
return the coupon.
To find out more about this well

Rank Strand Sound
P.O. Box 51, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9HR
Tel: 01 -568 9222
Telex: 27976

..

.

Metkm

Please send full detals of the new Penthouses and other Rank Strand Sound mixers
NAME
ADDRESS

24
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Dolby Noise
Reduction is in
use everyday,
everywhere.
Wherever you or your tapes go -for recording,
mixdown or disc cutting -it is almost certain Dolby
noise reduction will be there to do its job- ensuring
reduced hiss, crosstalk and print- through in your
recordings.

You can rely on

the Dolby system.
UD

Dolby

DOLBY LABORATORIES INC,
'Dolby and the double -D symbol are
trade marks of Dolby Laboratories
Licensing Corporation.

346 Clapham Road,
731 Sansome Street,
CA
London SW9 9AP.
94111.
San Francisco
Telephone: 01- 7201111
392
-0300
Telephone: (415)
Telex: 34409

Telex: 919109

Cable: Dolbylabs

Cables: Dolbylabs London

25

(KEYBOARD HIRE WELCOMES YOU
TO THE WORLD OF DIGITAL MUSIC

t

OUR DIGI rAL GEAR)

CiNUR

DIGITAL PEOPLE¡

16

FAIRLIGHT

C

MI

Gary Moberley

Fairlight CMI Programmer
S

YNCLAVIER II
PLUS VTIOO

Adrian Cook
PPG Waveterm
Programmer
WAVE TERM

EML" LATOR

i

Keith Miller
Synclavier Programmer

CLINN DRUMS AND ALL STUDIO KEYBOARDS ARE AVAILABLE

KEYBOARD HIRE LTD
176 Barnsbury Road
London NI 01 -607 8797/8
THE Hi -Tech Hire Co.
26
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Get your hands on the beautiful Fostex X15
The Fostex X -15 Tracker represents the ultimate in portable recording.
At last we have true 4 track recording on cassette, with multitracking further

facilitated through track bouncing.
The X -15 features EQ; monitor section (level & pan); as well as
rem ix facilities.
This machine is truly portable not only in its size, but also the fact
that it comes supplied with its own battery pack enabling you to just
sling it over your shoulder and take off. Use it anywhere!
And if you do want to plug it in at home, you can get the separate mains
power supply unit.
All this for a mere £299 inc. What more could anyone want?

Fostex A8
Soundtracs

16/8/16 Mixer
Brand new from Soundtracs, and

continuinga policy of extremely good
quality partnered with very accessible
pricing.
With this mixer, low budget
professional multitrack home
recording has really arrived.
It looks the part and
certainly carries it out.
Features include 3 band EQ,
100mm Long Throw
Faders, 3 auxiliary sends, LED
metering, plus capability to use the monitor
channels as further inputs on mixing. Come and try
it for yourself. You'll love it.

Trident Series 70

Soundcraft Multitrack Machines

The A8'/á" 8 track machine is just
one item in the extensive range of home

recording equipment currently coming
out of the Fostex camp.
Make up your own 8 track packages
from the full range of machines, mixers
and audio processors in stock in our 8
track demonstration studio.

One of the new Trident mixing
consoles which are exclusive to DLAS.
This mixer is the ideal instrument for
the producer /engineer having been
designed specifically with this beast in
mind. It comes in many different
configurations -full frame size being

28/16/24 with full patchbay.

Revox B77
One of the many Revox and Studer
machines which we supply. The Revox
B77 is a fully professional stereo

machine, complete with built -in
Varispeed, and you would be hard put to
set foot in any professional recording
studio without immediately sighting
one of these.
A very high quality versatile machine
and well worth a look.

Bel BD60
DDL
Another exciting new effects unit
from Bel, and the first in a line of Bel
digital processors. The BD60 offers an
amazing 2 seconds delay at full
bandwidth and 4 separately timed
outputs. Most of all, you won't believe
the price.

Bring 24 track within reach
The Soundcraft Multitrack Machines
have created a mini revolution all their
own. The pricing has enabled studios
everywhere to realise their ambitions of
professional multitracking.
They are Europe's largest selling
machines and come highly

recommended.
All this and more is waiting for you to
come and try it out. Call us today.

Larkin
audio sales
29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066

WE DESERVE AN OSCAR FOR OUR PICTI RES...
At Orlake we offer you a complete
professional pressreg service.
? ", 10 ", 12 ", (even shapes!) In black or
coloured vinyl, ono our picture discs will
make your mouth eater!
Our own met.- lwork from your
lacquers and we can arrange sleeve
design and printing as well.
Talk to us about your pressing
requirements. We'-e efficient, fast and
friendly.

CONTACT BRENDA MARSTON OR
PETER HALL 01 -592 0242

...ENOUGH VOLUME TO TURN EVEN
BEETHOVEN'S HEAD.
largest duplicators
in
As one of the
Europe we can offer a remarkable service,
with quality to rm:ctch. We'll make you
several million tc,oes and deliver them on
time.
We'll make them at high speed, or if
you prefer, in real time.
Using ferric chrome or metal tape.
And not on! , music! Micro software
and spoken word too.
We can offer coloured plastics, blister

Of course, you may only need ONE
cassette copied. We can do that too...
CONTACT KEITH LLOYD
01 -609 0087

packing, cellophane wrapping and will
organise your design and printing.

LTD. AND THE TAPE DUPLICATING CO. LTD.
ORLAKE RECORDS
VU
VISION (ROI'P OF
'IIIF FUR
.II[N1BITS
O1

.
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Audio Jackfields?

PHASE
THE

MUSIC
EXCITING BRITISH INNOVATION
FIR THE WORLD OF RECORDING!

AN

by
for further

duits telephone

Over 100 listed
in our Catalogue.

Milton Keynes (0908) 77710
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at really low prices
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!rò FUTURE RIM DEVELOPMENTS
Wardour Street. LondonW1V 3LP Telephone: 01 -434 3344.
Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables: Allotrope -London W 1.

A New Name for
Future-Oriented
Telecommunications:

Our products are known under the
famous trademark TELEFUNKEN.
From now on they will be marketed
under the name ANT.
The ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
in Backnang develops, manufactures
and delivers:

Multiplex systems,
Telecommunication cable systems,
Radio link systems,

Space communication systems and
earth stations,
Communication systems,
Audio systems.

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Gerberstraße 33
D -7150 Backnang
Telefon (0 71 91) 13-1
Telex 7 -24 406 -0

-

Nachrichtentechnik
29
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Audio +Design

Marketing
Audio & Design Marketin g is a division of Audio & Design (Recording) Ltc.
16 North Street, Reading F-7,1 7DA Tel: Reading (C 734) 53411
Telex: 848722 Grams: SCAM?, READING
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Nachrichtentechnik
Lindener Str. 15 D -3340 Wolfenbüttel
Phone (05331 133 -1 Telex 95651 ant d

"Dear Mom, I'm really
making it big in the music business:'
Every recording artist and engineer has to
start someplace.
And it's usually not at the top.
You can, however, have the best of one thing
right now: dbx signal processing equipment. You don't
pay a lot extra for it, but you get a lot more out of it.
Take the dbx 160 Series of compressor /limiters,
for example. They help free your system from overload distortion, so you can turn up the music without
turning off the audience.
Our tape noise reduction systems let you
bounce tracks without building up tape hiss. Which
means you can make a 4 -track system sound like
24 tracks.

And our 610 Autographic Equalizer is so completely automatic, it's like having another engineer on
your team.
Visit your authorized dbx professional dealer
and hear what we have to offer.
You'll discover that with dbx, you can do
something that's rare in this business.
You can start at the top.
dbx, incorporated, Professional Products
Division, Box 100C, 71
Chapel Street, Newton
MA 02195 U.S.A.
Tel. (617) 964 -3210.
Telex: 92 -2522.
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OUT OF THE BLACKNESS

-

* Faster -viiib it no braiding to prepare
* 11 High
High-visibility
-visibility Cobars I

CONNECTRONICS WORLD DISTRIBUTORS

* Tough, flexible P.V.C. jacket
* Conductive thhereto- poetic shielded

TEL

* For: Microphones, Data Transmission, etc.
UK

TUDI 'LFi

-

,

RO

K

1
pairs,
other configurations o order
Conductive Thermo -plastic Shield
* Fast Preparation Tine
8 Fully colour coded
high visibility colours
* For: Studios, Audio, TV, Control etc.

-

- BRINKS

WEST GERMANY
ADAM HALL 6003832
FRANCE
S.C.V. AUDIO
862.43.04
SOUTH AFRICA
ELTRON
(011) 293066
JAPAN
C.F.E.
(03) 5874451

i

-

AUSTRALIA
A.M.S.
02 371 9009
NEW ZEALAND
VIDEX
4446187
CANADA
GERA
(416) 868-0528
U.S.A.
CONNECTROMCS CORP (203) 324-2889

-

-

-

,-

\
400%
418061
212802
8-9416
72-2498
23976
60835

"' 24385
643678

8 Conductive Thermo-plastic shielded

multicore

* High Speed Assembly
* Many bright colours
* Ibr. Guitars, keyboards

MULTIAAI

effects, patching etc.

*

QUAD LEI(
* Extra-low capacitance audio cable,
f
(4 x Phonoflex)
* Conductive Thermo -plastic Shield
* High -speed preparation /

ibr: Audio sends and returns, Hi -Fi,
effects rack feeds, etc.

t

I

* Sends and returns separately shielded
I
(36 sends and 7 returns)
* For: P.A. Cable Systems (`Snakes')

Musical instrument Celle
* Conductive Thermo -plastic Shield

*
*
*

J-11J1},..3.!

*

HaIYaFLFi
Extra -low capacitance audio cable
* Conductive Thermo-slastic Shield
+ High -speed preparatioL
* For: Audio, Hi -Fi, HiZ Mics, effects
racks parching etc.
+

=IL

1

Aluminium foil- shielded mylar
wrapped, melinex taped
High- flexibilty soft PVC jacket
Fully colour-coded jacket to
determine number of pairs
Available in many configurations
1,6,11,15,19,27,31 and others on request.
For Audio, Data, Control, Switching,
1
Light control, P.A., Snakes,
Installation etc.

Conndîonbs

"CASSETTE LABELLING WITHOUT TEARS

OTHER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:

BINDER 663 SERIES XLR

HARTING HAN

D

CONNECTORS
STAGE- LINK- SYSTEMS
CUSTOM CABLE ASSEMBLY
ADHESIVE TAPES
SIGNAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

UNITED KINGDOM & WORLD EXPORTS
CONNECTRONICS LIMITED
20 Victoria Road
New Barnet Hertfordshire
EN9 9PF England

Telephone' 01- 4493663/4049
Telex 8955127 SGAL G

audio connectors
heavy -duty muhtway connectors
to a vast range of DIN standards

cable assembbes
ask for detatls
posmon ug wtes F. cables

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
652 Glenbrook Road
Stamford CT06906 U.S.A.
Telephone 1203)329 2889
Telex: 643678

... "

No Tape Duplicator should be without

ASONA's Cassette Labelling Device:
300 cassettes per hour using non -adhesive labels.
Manufactured by Auvis-Asona--KG., Munich, Germany,
and available from

It's easy

complain about to
an advertisement.
Once you know how.

Lennard Developments Ltd.
206 Chase Side, ENFIELD, Middx., EN2 OQX
Tel: 01 -363 8238

HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION
We provide a prompt and personal service. Large runs for
record companies and smaller runs for Chu ches and
Schools etc. are all given the same precise attention with
regard to quality and speecy turnround.

D
High quality Blank Cassettes wound to any length. Low
noise and low noise high energy type available. Smooth
running low frict or shells with large spring pads.
A REPUTATION FOR QUALITY AND RELIABILITY

I.C.C. STUDIOS
SILVERDALE ROAD, EASTBOURNE
SUSSEX BN20 7AB
Tel. (0323126134
32

537792
995029

--- 25769

16-111600
30-433134

- AMPCO
-

TLX

LEX

* High flexibility
* Low Capacitance

+

ADAM HALL

SWEDEN
HOLLAND

*

\

089422 7171
0702 613292
01-202 4366

TURNKEY

/* Available in and 8
ADFCFX

CANFORD
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One of the ways we keep a check on the
advertising that appears in the press, on
posters and in the cinema is by responding to
consumers' complaints.
Any complaint sent to us is considered
carefully and, if there's a case to answer, a full
investigation is made.
If you think you've got good reason to
complain about an advertisement, send off
for a copy of our free leaflet.
It will tell you all you need to know to
help us process your complaint as
quickly as possible.
The Advertising Standards Authority.

it right.
ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House,
Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HN

If an advertisement is wrong,wére here to put

SEVEN HEADS ARE
BETTER THAN ONE.
CK 703
o

CK701

CK 707

-3,--

CK 702

CK 708

With the average

condenser microphone, any professional
soundman with diverse requirements will probably be more lastingly impressed by its limitations than its
capabilities.
Which is why we at BeyerDynamic
designed our MCM Series condenser microphones on a modular
principle.
With only one powering module,
you can interchange any of the
seven microphone capsules to cater
for every recording requirement
More
and
condition.

CK 706

compact, more convenient and
considerably more economic than
a conventional system, every item
in the MCM Series range is individually
available for the maximum ease of adaptability.
But with over fifty years' experience in the refinement of audio technology, our standard of design and
manufacture has a considerable reputation to maintain.
Engineered around the most advanced components
within a slim, functional casing, the MCM Series' crystal clear transient response and overall directional flexibility has established it throughout the country in top
studios and broadcasting corporations.
Compare the MCM Series to any other system. Whatever your recording requirements, BeyerDynamic can
put you in the right direction.

beyerdynamic
1

Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex RH 16 3DP Tel: (0444) 451003

dicuy
aiphaSyntauri demos

IPM, an OEM company. This has
given them new production facilities
of 17,000 sq ft which in turn will
allow greatly increased production.
In the UK this will also mean
reduced prices on RED products.
The manufacturing and OEM
division is now located near
Grantham while the professional
audio division remains at Chelsea
Wharf.
Red Acoustics Ltd, Chelsea Wharf,
address."
Paul can be contacted at 31 Maple 15 Lots Road, London SW 10 OQH,
Avenue, Apt. I, Cambridge, MA UK. Tel: 01 -351 1394.

Following on from the feature on
the aiphaSyntauri computer synthesiser system in the September issue,
author Paul D Lehrman has prepared a demonstration tape of
aspects of the system. He tells us,
"those who desire a brilliant tape
of music performed on the
aiphaSyntauri can send me $5 ($6.
outside US) and their name and

When you both forgot the words
and laughed until you couldn't
anymore (slight smile in V/O; FX:
distant laughter of BOY and GIRL.
Guitar playing stops and then starts
again). When the sounds of peaceful
reverie all around made you lose
track of time. Synchronised in your
own space, together. (Pause) These
best memories are never to be
forgotten because your X -15 is there
(cut to CU of PRODUCT, the
FOSTEX X-15 MULTITRACKER,
for it is he) recording all the special
moments, every special sharing. And
the tape you make today can be
enjoyed on all the tomorrows to
come. Wherever you may be then,
you'll be together again (cut to MCU
of BOY, listening at home to X -15
on headphones. He smiles. Cut back
to park scene). In your own time,
your own space, created once,
forever.' (Crossfade to sunset in the
park. Fade up music BG to climax.
Superimpose CU of FOSTEX X-15
over sunset. Caption: FOSTEX
X -15 MULTITRACKER: $495.)
SECOND VOICEOVER: 'At only
$495, the Fostex X -15 Multitracker
can capture your memories. Batteries not included, offer void where
prohibited, at a theater or drive-in
near you.' (Fade to black) .. .
There's some more, too, like
'Monday morning, 3am. Can't sleep
because it's pouring out there. A few
more hours and you'll have to get
ready to go. But for now, you have
your X -15, your synthesizer, and
your instinct ...
You get the picture? Now, of
course, they aren't aiming this
brochure at us. But if you want to
see one for yourself, I'm sure that
Fostex dealers all over the USA will
have one. If not, the Fostex
Corporation of America is at 15431
Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA

02139, USA.

If you were trying to sell

SynAudCon

something like this, would
you try to sell it like this?

Synergetic Audio Concepts has
announced the appointment of nine
firms throughout the USA to
represent their sound engineering
seminars and workshops. These are
John G. Humble & Associates in
California, Arizona and Nevada;
Northshore Marketing in Oregon,
Washington, Alaska, West Montana
Peregrine
Idaho;
West
and
Southwest in Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas and Louisiana; Marcus
Associates in South
Jghnson
Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska
and Iowa; Seccom Systems in
Tennessee,
Alabama,
Georgia,
North and South Carolina and
Mississippi; Bencsik Associates in
Caribbean;
and
the
Florida
Associated Sales Representatives inc
in Maryland, Delaware, Virginia,
East Pennsylvania, South New
DC;
Jersey and Washington,
Metrotech in North New Jersey;
Manhattan, Long Island arad
Westchester County, New York
Steffey Marketing in North and
Central Illinois and Wisconsin.
Synergetic Audio Concepts, PO
Box 669, San Juan Capistrano, CA
92693. Tel: (714) 496 -9599.

A recent arrival in our office was a
very pretty little American brochure,
advertising a product we know
personally to be truly excellent.
Nicely presented, the brochure
features colour pictures of a number
of applications of the device, plus
specifications and all the sort of
things you might expect. But under
each picture is a blurb, describing
'situations' which go with the
pictures. Here's one:
(Scene: BOY and GIRL are sitting
on a rug in the park; picnic food and
a Frisbee surround them. GIRL is
strumming a guitar and looking in
one of those uncertain directions
often featured in 'Spot the Ball'
contests, ie three feet over BOY'S
head. BOY is holding a microphone
towards GIRL in such a position as
to pick up clearly the sound of 747s
passing overhead, and maybe a bit
of wind and fret noise. FX: Jumbo
Jet landing at nearby international
airport, crossfade into sound of
guitar played, badly, with full
orchestra in BG)
VOICEOVER: (Male, deep, educated New England accent)
'Relive that afternoon in the park
when the guitar was slightly out of 90650. Tel: (213) 921 -1112.
tune, but neither of you cared.

representation

Red Acoustics expansion
Monitor speaker manufacturer, Red
Acoustics have recently acquired

Ms Golden Ears

was
A loudspeaker manufacturer
well
a
with
dinner
social
a
having
wife.
his
and
reviewer
-fi
known hi
professional v hi-fi

The inevitable
up,
loudspeakers conversation came
of
followed by the topical subject
reviews.
loudspeaker
"Actually," he said (having
that all recording
established
cloth -eared) "when
are
engineers
comes to listening tests, my
are
does most of the work. Her ears
Nth
so sensitive. She can detect
better
orders of harmonic distortion
can
She
equipment.
test
than any
also detect wow and flutter unheard
by normal ears, etc, etc, etc ".
He then spent the next hour
describing how credible his reviews
super
were owing to his wife's

it
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Tannoy Ltd have moved to larger
premises and this will enable their
worldwide sales and marketing
operation to be centralised in
London. Their address is now
Tannoy Ltd, Beadman Street, West
Norwood, London SE27 OPW. Tel:
01 -670 1131. Telex: 291065.
Altec Lansing have recently
consolidated all their manufacturing
activities in Oklahoma City and
reorganised
their
extensively
Anaheim operation. Their corporate
for
administration,
address
engineering, sales, marketing and
communications will be 1250 Red
Gum Street, Anaheim, CA 92806.
The mailing address will be Altec
Lansing, PO Box 3113, Anaheim,
CA 92803. The new phone number is
(714) 632 -7717. Telex: 685536 and
655415. Customer service and repair
has been transferred to Oklahoma
City and all equipment must be sent
to Altec Lansing, 10500 West Reno
Avenue, Oklahoma City, OK 73126.
Tel: (405) 324 -5311.

Literature
West Hyde have a new 100 page
brochure detailing their wide range
of racks and enclosures for
electronic equipment.
West Hyde Developments Ltd,
Unit 9, Park Street Industrial Estate,
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HP20
IET. Tel: 0296 20441.
The Sony Corporation of
America is issuing a listing of US
recording studios equipped to offer
digital transcription of analogue
master tapes. The list of 17 studios is
being published in an effort to
increase awareness of the archival
preservation value of digital audio
technology and is available to a wide
range of professional users. A copy
can be obtained from PCM -1610
Studios, Sony Professional Audio
Products, Sony Drive, Park Ridge,
NJ 07656, USA.

Act
on time and the balance good.
sensitive hearing.
and soft music in
refreshments
this
over,
confirm
to
if
as
After a pause,
Act II builds tension: first FX
unique ability, his wife looked foyer. -loud thunderclap. OK on
GO
cue
"I
scornfully at the hotel ceiling.
room monitors but stony
wish they would turn off that control
stage area. Frantic enfrom
silence
and
distorted,
incredibly
Muzak: it's
stage manager in
from
quiry
x
percent."
the wow must be at least
gone somewhere!
have
-must
end
hall
The dinner came to an abrupt
glance at switch settings finds
Quick
manufacturer
loudspeaker
the
when
"Sorry -'fraid I sent that to
informed the reviewer and his wife cause.
At that moment the
foyer
an
the
fact
in
was
that "that Muzak"
enters with a grin:
engineer
house
£8,000 Steinway Grand being played
frightened women
two
got
"You've
in the corner of the restaurant.
there
and 36 broken tea cups out
Oops.
"
fiery
Foyer
If you have any humorous stories
It was one of those problems that
scribble them on a sheet of pape
arise with the use of unfamiliar
and send them to us at the address
in
being
by
worse
equipment, made
maga
the front
of
isolated
one of those wretched,
published zeros
of
Contributors
theatre sound control rooms.
f10.
The play was going well. All cues receive
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Address changes

I

..."

e

Agencies
Following the consolidation of
the JBL acquisition of UREI, all
UREI products are now marketed
worldwide through JBL. In the UK,
however, there will be no change
with JBL being distributed through
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd and UREI
by FWO Bauch Ltd.

Contracts
CTS Studios, Wembley, London
have taken delivery of a Sony PCM
3324 digital 24 -track tape machine
together with the PCM 1610 digital
mastering system and DAE 1100
editing system.
Cetec Gauss have announced the
sale of a 2400 duplicating system and
its installation in a new facility
belonging to China Records, a
leading manufacturer of records and
music cassettes in the People's
Republic of China.

Truly superior.
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The Orban 424A
Gated Compressor/
Limiter/De-Esser
There are lots of production limiters out there. Old
favorites. Pretenders to the throne. The competition
is fierce. So, when Orban set out to design a new
production limiter, we knew it had better be
superior.

-

The result of our research is the "Studio Optimod "
a Gated Compressor /Limiter /De -Esser with versatile
controls, simple set-up, and a natural, transparent
sound that must be heard to be appreciated.

Try one and A/B it against your current favorite.
You'll notice the sound -remarkably smooth and
natural over a wide range of control settings -even
at high compression ratios where apparent loudness
and punch are significantly enhanced. It's no accident: The unit is a direct descendent of our super popular, second -generation OPTIMOD-FM broadcast
limiter. So it exploits our years of experience in making an AGC device sound natural on diverse program material without critical re- adjustments. Yet full
versatility exists for special effects in production.

A bonus is a smooth, natural de- esser. It's independent of the compressor /limiter section so you can
simultaneously compress and de-ess vocal material
without compromise. You can even de -ess sibilant
vocals which have been mixed with other program.
The icing on the cake is unique gating and "idle
gain" functions which prevent unnatural noise producing gain variations during pauses and abrupt
gain changes when the unit is switched in.
Our new Model 424A (dual channel) and 422A
(single channel) are destined to become the new industry standards in dynamic range control. Prove it
to yourself. Contact your Orban dealer today.

orban

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957 -1067
Telex: 17 -1480

ore

Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd
97 -99 Dean Street
London W 1 V 5RA

l Telephone: 01-734 2812/3/4/5
Telex: 27 939 SCENIC G
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new products
Harrison

Harrison SM -5 live
console

SM-5

Harrison Systems has just delivered
the first of their new SM-S stage
monitor mixing consoles to Showco
for the David Bowie tour. This
is
the result of a
console
collaboration between Harrison,
Showco and Clair Brothers with the
final design being agreed upon rt
December 1982.
The SM-S is currently in full
production. Features include 16
main mixing busses, 16 group reassign busses, 4 -band paramet -ic
EQ, a group routing matrix and
VCA grouping. The main frame is
made from welded box steel and has describe as being the only unit of its
type available. The DC -2 allows the
a capacity of 32 inputs.
Harrison Systems Inc, PO Box user to control the decay time of vir22964, Nashville, TN 37202, USA. tually any reverb device such as a
live chamber, plate or spring reverb
Tel: (615) 834 -1184. Telex: 555133.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theob:: +d system. Channel controls are very
Street, Boreham Wood, Herts WD6 basic with just a simple decay time
4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex: 2750 +2. control and a bypass switch.
Another feature of the DC-2 is that
Master -Room DC -2
it will provide up to 30 dB of noise
MicMix Audio Products have just reduction on the used reverb device.
released preliminary information MicMix Audio Products Inc, 2995
about a rack mount unit known as Ladybird Lane, Dallas, TX 75220.
the Master-Room DC-2 which they Tel: (214) 352 -3811.

UK:

Scenic

Sounds Equipment,
London WI. Tel:

97 -99 Dean Street,
01 -734 2812.

White Instruments Model
4520

16

kHz.

These

filters

are

individually tuned to a tolerance of
±3% of centre frequency and
continuously adjustable to a maximum insertion of 10 dB on rotary

conductive plastic pots. The

The Model 4520 '/3- octave passive equaliser features two outputs and
equaliser is the latest addition to an accessory octal socket into which
White Instruments' range of optional, low level crossover
equalisers and the fifth in their series networks may be installed for biamp
of passive equalisers. The new operation. White have a full line of
equaliser features 27 single- tuned, suitable audio filters and crossover
LC filters on ISO 'h- octave networks optimised for constant
frequency centres from 40 Hz to directivity horns. The EQ in /out
switch is located on the front panel
to bypass the filters but not the
crossover network.
The unit weighs only 6 lb and
requires 2U of 19 in rack space. The
finish is brushed black aluminium
with white lettering. A matching
Master -Room DC -2
security cover is provided.
White Instrument, Inc, PO Box 698,
Austin, TX 78767. Tel: (512)
892 -0752. Telex: 776409.

UK:

Scenic

Sounds

Equipment,

97 -99 Dean Street, London W 1 V

5RA.

Tel:

01 -734

2812.

Telex:

27939.

Orban 536A
ADA digital delay D640

ADA D640 digital delay
ADA have announced a new digital
delay line for both live and recording
applications. The D640 has a range
of delay time from 0.25 ms to 640 ms
all with a full 15 kHz bandwiath.
Other features include the provision
of modulation with depth (10:1
delay sweep range) and speed controls (variable rate of 25 s to 0.1 s).
ADA claim a flanging sweep of 3''A
octaves for the full depth range,
Regeneration facilities include level
and a high cut control to reduce the
amount of HF content in the
regeneration. The repeat hold function allows the infinite repetition of
a musical segment up to 640 ms
long.
The D640 requires one un!t of
standard 19 in rack mount space and
has optional facilities that include
the FS -2 dual foot switch for repeat
hold and effect bypass remote switching.
36

ADA

Signal Processors, 2316
Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710,
USA. Tel: (415) 548 -1311.

Furman Sound LC -3
Furman Sound has just added the
low -cost LC-3 limiter/compressor to
its product line. The LC -3 is a single
unit 19 in rack mount, single channel
design offering continuously adjustable attack, release and compression ratio controls. Both input and
output levels are also adjustable and
the gain reduction is displayed on an
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Orban have announced the availability of a new 2- channel de- esser, the
Model 536A. This features the same
circuitry as the well -known single
channel 526A but the advantages of
a single cabinet for two channels and
the removal of the 526A's mic level
input have enabled significant cost
savings. De- essing is adjustable
independently on the two channels
and active balanced inputs and
outputs are standard with transformer output balancing optional.

LED meter. The input control also
adjusts the gain of the input stage
and so maximises the signal -to -noise
ratio. Care has also been taken to
tailor bias currents through the VCA
and Furman say that this has
resulted in low noise and low distortion with all amounts of gain reduction. The LC-3 also features side Orban Associates Inc, 645 Bryant
chain and de -ess modes of operation Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.
selectable from the front panel.
Tel: (415) 957 -1067. Telex: 171480.
Furman Sound Inc, 30 Rich Street, UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment,
Greenbrae, CA 94904, USA. Tel: 97 -99 Dean Street, London W V
(415) 927 -1225.
5RA. Tel: 01 -734 2812. Telex:
1

27939.

LC-3
LIMITER?
COMPRESSOR

Furman Sound LC -3

An amazingly versatile,
fully programmable
Digital Drum Computer...
The MXR Drum Computer. With a full complement
of features and functions, it rivals the performance
of a high-cost system-at an affordable price. And
it's simple to use.
12 real drum sounds, digitally recorded in memory: Kick, snare, rim
shot, toms 1, 2 & 3, hi-hat open and closed, crash cymbal, claps, block,
and bell Individual level controls and outputs for all voices Capacity:
100 patterns of up to 99 beats each, 100 songs 2000 drum beat
memory Seven accuracy levels from1/8 notes to 1/32 triplets
Infinitely variable time signatures Tempo adjustable from 40 to
250 beats per minute Built-in click track (metronome) Four shift
levels for human feel Pre-panned stereo outputs External trigger
for all voices plus accent Tape/sync interface Memory-tape
interface External tempo capability External voice expansion
Exclusive MXR one-year
q," 7,1
V1

full warranty

E+.9 1=61-2P1W

MXR Innovations, i Wallace Way.
Hitchin. Herts. England SG4 OSE
E] Please send me information on the MXR
Drum Computer.

(MXR)
...the musician/engineers
MXR Innovations, (Europe)
1
Wallace Way, Hitchen, Herts.
England SG4 OSE

Phone 0462 31513

Copyright 1983 MXR Innoyattons. inc.
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Free radio
In Britain a gaggle of pirate FM stations jostle
for the free spaces in the VHF band. They
crash into each other's programmes, especially
on a Sunday when the engineers entrusted with
tracking down pirate stations prefer to stay at

home with their roast beef and Yorkshire
pudding. Meanwhile the Government pretends
there are no free spaces on the VHF band and
refuses to licence legitimate use.
In France, the left wing government, under
President Mitterand, solved their problem of
pirate radio by the simple expedient of creating
the concept of 'free radio'. There are now
around 2,000 of these stations in France and
astonishingly the potentially chaot.c situation
seems to be working.
Before Mitterand came to power he used a
pirate radio station -Radio Riposte-to help
spread his own political gospel. So he could
hardly turn a deaf ear to the pleas for
liberalisation of the law when he reached the
position to change it. In typically French
fashion, the rules of the game are confused.
Two years ago anyone with a desire to start a
free radio station found a free place in the
spectrum and started to transmit. The
Government engineers then allocated them a
frequency, either the same or different
depending on airwave crowding in the area.
With the allotted frequency comes a temporary
licence to transmit.
No commercials are allowed but a little
sponsorship is permitted. For instance, a
French record shop may supply discs to a local
free radio station, in return for a few on-air
plugs. Where the station does social work the
government will pay salaries for a couple of
people to run it full time. Everyore else works
as a volunteer. Nice's Radio-Nemo, for
example, gets a grant for two salaries because
it broadcasts local news and information, and
lets the families of prisoners in the local jail
talk to them over the air. Another Nice radio
station, Radio Baie des Anges, is unashamedly
supportive of the city mayor and .n turn
receives city support. The ban or, commercial
radio is in tune with the political climate. All
the French national radio and TV stations are
state -controlled, commercial-free and very
bland. But with delightful hypocrisy the French
Government is happy to see transmitters in
Luxembourg and Monte Carlo provide
commercial TV with limited cover, and
commercial radio across much of France.
The free radio stations live in the hope of
one day getting permanent recognition -and
the millions of francs they were originally
promised. But the French Government is
running out of money, so the days of milk and
honey for free radio recede further into the
distance. Only stations with political backing
can afford to equip themselves properly, such
as Radio Baie des Anges which has an
impressive OB truck and now often broadcasts
music from Compact Disc. In contrast RadioNemo transmits from the kitchen of an artists
cooperative, and makes do with a home-made
mixer, an ADC turntable and a Sony cassette
deck, with Marantz portables used for
interviews. But it gets very wide coverage of
the Côte d'Azur area thanks to some clever
bargaining with a local priest. His church is up
a mountain and the radio station has built a
500 W transmitter on its spire. There's no hope
of paying for a land line link from the kitchen
studio, so they beam the signal up to the
38
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mountain church with a W transmitter on an
unused frequency at the top end of the VHF
band. In return the priest gets some free
religious broadcasting.
1

CD control
Compact Discs are in very short supply in the
US, and already there's a booming trade in
unauthorised imports. An American walked
into the HMV record shop in Oxford Street
recently, and paid cash for 200 Compact Discs,
often six of the same title. Things might
improve now that the Denon pressing plant is
coming on stream in Japan. Denon's quality
control is daunting. One U-Matic master tape
sent over from Britain was rejected because the
Denon engineers heard three faint clicks. They
turned out not to be digital glitches, but the
sound of musicians turning over the pages of
their music.
This kind of story lends credence to the
apocryphal tale about Von Karajan. He
insisted that his musicians wear bathing
costumes to record digitally, because the system
reproduced the sound of rustling clothes with
irritating fidelity!

No problem
Some interesting background information has
emerged on the Zuccarelli binaural disc cut,
and the cassette version now released. Neither,
by the way, has sold well. But there never was
much of a market for sound effect records was
there?
The Sony FI tape wasn't, as the CBS press
people led journalists to believe, cut on to disc
by CBS. Nor did CBS master the cassette tape.
Both jobs were done by Tape One, doubtless
because the cutting room had known
Zuccarelli's partner, Mike King, for years. And
it took less stabs than the CBS press people
told us. The FI tape was transferred to a Sony
1610 and then cut with a Neumann VMS 80.
Contrary to what you might think, Tape One
only used a compressor twice, for a few
seconds, where the tape went so crazy that no
cartridge could have tracked a straight cut. But
what Tape One did do, was pot the tracks, ie
cut different tracks at different levels.
"The classic example of potting," reminds
Bill Foster of Tape One, "is the old
MacArthur Park single. Check it on VUs and
you'll see that the level is the same at the
beginning as it is at the end."
Tape One used a clever trick to make the
cassette master. Again there was no
compression, because the object of the exercise
was not to do anything that might upset the
binaural effect. Instead, they ran it on a digital
editor and every time there was a potential
problem, dropped in a repeat of the offending
sound at a slightly lower level. Obviously the
edited master could have been useful for the
disc cut. But the order to master a cassette
didn't come until after the disc had been cut.
Heaven knows why this should have been,
because the obvious way to sell a binaural
recording is on cassette so people listening on
Walkman 'phones get the desired effect.
So, whatever happens to Mr Zuccarelli and
his binaurals, he has unwittingly helped to
prove two things. It is possible to transfer 16
bit digital recordings on to disc and cassette
tape without compression if someone really
puts their mind to it, and the CBS factory at
Aylesbury can produce some jolly clean
pressings if they try.

Hi -fi on show
It's several years since there was a serious hi -fi
show in London. They used to be held
regularly at a variety of Heathrow hotels but
people got sick of trekking out to the airport
by tube and bus, or fighting for inadequate car
parking space. This year, sister publications Hifi News and RR and Stereo tried to reawaken
the old habit at the Penta Hotel. It seems to
have worked, doubtless much thanks to the
fact that there is now a tube line all the way
out to Heathrow and the organisers had
commandeered a parking lot just down the
road. A couple of exhibits would have

interested studio engineers.
KEF used the show as an opportunity to
unveil its new KM 1 monitors. Prototypes have
been used in the BBC Maida Vale studios for a
year now, and the Beeb is buying production
models. One hi-fi buff visiting the show wanted
to pay £9,000 cash on the spot to take the
demonstration pair off back to his half-million
pound home on a golf course. For anyone who
hasn't seen the KM 1, it looks like a giant
version of the Bose 901, except that all the
KM 1 drivers fire out to the front.
Incidentally, even after several days spent at
the Bose HQ near Boston, several seminars
with the good doctor himself and hours reading
his literature, I still can't follow the train of his
acoustic thoughts. In a concert hall we hear
mainly reflected sound. A conventional
loudspeaker produces mainly direct sound. So
in an ideal loudspeaker eight drivers should fire
at the wall to produce lots of reflected sound
while only one beams it direct at the listener.
Dr Bose sees that as a sequitur. I, and plenty
of others, don't. Surely the whole point of
Blumlein stereo is that a spaced pair of direct
radiating loudspeakers will create an illusion
that simulates the original <ounA field, not a
replica of the original sound field. Cue for
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The Heathrow show was also a battleground
for increasingly bitter digital- versus-analogue
disputes. Plenty of exhibitors were hedging
their bets, by demonstrating their loudspeakers
and amplifiers with a Compact Disc player as
well as an analogue turntable. High priest of
the anti -digital faction is Ivor Tiefenbrun of
Linn. Ivor is every journalists dream. He's only
too happy to be quoted as saying outrageous
things, like digital recording destroys the tune
can no longer whistle alone with The
melody. To 'prove' his point, and sell a few
records at £5.50 a time, Ivor has produced an
LP of Scottish folk group Ossian. One side is
recorded analogue, the other digital. They
sound different, but neither dramatically worse
than the other. If you get hold of one, look
closely at the sleeve note.
The analogue side was recorded on an Otani
MTR 10, running 1/2 in tape at 30 in /s. (That's
12.5 mm at 76 cms for foreigners.) The digital
side was recorded on a Sony Fl and PCM
processor. What the sleeve doesn't note is the
comparative cost. I checked with Turnkey who
sell both systems. An Otani MTR costs
£5,500 +VAT and a 2,400 ft reel of 1/2 in tape,
running for 16 minutes at 30 in /s, costs £23. A
Sony FI system fetches just £1,400, and a Beta
cassette running for over 3 hours costs around
£8. The fact that the two systems produce such
a similar sound when transferred to analogue
disc must prove something, though maybe it's
not what Linn had in mind. But as Turnkey
point out, try editing on the Sony FI!
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Its nevertoo late for noise reduction
Dynafex, from 1vIIC_%IX, removes noise from land line or tape Dynafex can offer up to 30dB
existing programme. So if you have any noisy of noise redu2tion without the compatability
master material on cals, VTR, disc, cassette, problems of encode/decode systems.

dynafax

Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited
97-99 Dean 3seét, London W1V SRA Telephane: 01-734 281213/4/5 Telex:27 939 SCENIC G

and JBL
for HHH
electronic

professional
power amplifiers

professional
monitoring

Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited 97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA Telephone 01 -734 2812/3/4/5 Telex 27 939 SCENIC
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The quill, used
until thefirst quarter of
the 19th century

The mass-produced

The perfected

The improved

steel nibfrom the 1830s

fountain pen introduced

fountain pen introduced

until 1930s.

in the 1920s.

in the 1940s.

Today, creativity is even more at hand ...
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The Lightpen of
the Fairlight CMI,
introduced in 1979.

The 1950s mass- produced

ball point pen.
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For the composer and songwriter the ink pen was always to hand.
Now there is a new pen. A Lightpen. A pen that will put a new
world ofcreative freedom at yourfingertips. The Lightpen ofthe
Fairlight CMI.
The Fairlight CMI is much more than a musical instrument. It's
a music production system with very advanced software which
has been researched and refined to offer the musician virtual
limitless sonic and compositional possibilities.
It is a system designed to inspire, and to capture inspiration. A
system where an idea can become a reality andfinally a piece of
music - arranged, orchestrated, recorded.
Amongst its myriad of innovativefeatures this system boasts
four methods ofsound generation, three compositional programs,
the Lightpen, two six octave dynamic keyboards, six real -time
controllers, nine audio outputs and 32 analog inputs /outputs.
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And with such creative potential it is hardly surprising that
more Fairlight CMI's have been installed in the UK than any
other digital music system.
We're not saying that a more advanced pen will make you a
better musician. We're simply saying that ourLightpen, linked to
the Fairlight CMI, will greatly extendyour creativity.

We are today.

Syco Systems Ltd.
20 Conduit Place London W2
telephone 01 -724 2451 telex 22278 SYCO G

Advances in cassette duplication
Mike Jones

OVER the years the cassette
duplicating industry has come
in for some severe criticism
regarding the quality and reliability
of pre- recorded cassettes. In the
opinion of many reviewers and
critics -including myself-this criticism has been richly deserved
because of the widespread use of
cheap cassette tape, poor quallty
C -Os and inferior masters. Much of
which is caused by the ridiculously
low amount paid to the duplicator
when compared to the final selling
price of the cassette in the shops.
Indeed, the average consumer feels
that he can obtain a better quality
recording at home by illegally
copying from a disc than he would
from
the
average
high -speed
duplicated cassette.
Yet recent developments have seen
a transformation in quality to such
an extent that on some recordings
the critics and record reviewers
prefer the cassette version to the
album and the designers of Dolby
HX -Pro are saying that they can
now produce higher quality recordings on ferric tape, duplicated at
high speed than the average home
recordist can achieve at home, unless
his recorder is fitted with HX -Pro,
of course. Furthermore, they are
claiming metal tape performance
when chrome is used in conjunction

with HX-Pro.
These developments are due to the

efforts of a few duplicators and
manufacturers who were determined
to raise the quality of the music
cassette so it could compete with the
album on an equal footing and one
could argue that there are sound
commercial reasons for doing this.
With the duplicating industry being
notoriously seasonal, many of the
plants work well below capacity for
large periods of the year which in
turn reduces the potential profit that
would otherwise be available if the
plant ran to full capacity for the
whole year.
So, to attract more orders during
the slack periods the duplicator has
to make his product more attractive
to his potential customers. One way
is to reduce prices and try to maintain margins by skimping on quality
either by using cheap, low quality
tape, inferior C -Os or a combination
of both. Alternatively, the d.Lplicator can offer a higher quality product than his competitors and maintain production and margins in this
way. Indeed many of the record
companies are demanding the use of
high performance tapes, such as
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chromium dioxide and are quite
happy to feature this in their advertising, albeit in conjunction with the
tape manufacturer. Furthermore,
this demand is reinforced as the con-

lent real
of which

Fig 1a

`n

see

why so many people in the

duplicating industry believe that
with current mastering technology
you can only obtain the maximum
performance from chrome or HX15 in /s.
Pro by using carefully prepared
However, this reduction in quality masters recorded at 71/2 in /s, which
is not a great problem as the perfor- means a duplicating ratio of 32:1.
mance of the master exceeds the
In view of the severe imbalance
capability of the cassette tape which between the low and high frequency
is being recorded on the slaves at 32 MOLs it is unlikely that anyone
times normal speed. But what hap- would record a master at such a high
pens should we decide to duplicate at level. Indeed, I would hope they
64:1? Fig lb tells us that to achieve would choose a lower level of flux so
this we have to record the master they can balance the performance of
tape at 33/4 in /s which means a fur- the master tape throughout the enther reduction in performance as is tire spectrum and reduce print
clearly shown by Fig 2. This in- through at the same time. And while
dicates the varying degrees of none of the duplicators are prepared
dynamic range we can expect from to talk about their mastering techthe master and cassette tape when niques in detail, I am certain that the
operated under different conditions majority of those I spoke to, take
using the noise floor as the reference great care in producing their loop
bin masters in such a way as to obtain the optimum performance from
the cassettes they produce. In fact,

sumer and musicians become aware
of the enhanced quality that these
new cassettes have to offer.
Although chrome tape has gained
a lot of publicity over the last year or
so, it would be totally wrong to suggest or assume that it is solely
responsible for the improvements we
have seen in music cassettes to date,
for it is only one essential part of the
story. Unless care and attention is
given to both the equipment and the
masters from which the cassettes are
duplicated it is impossible to realise
the full benefits that chrome tape or
Dolby HX-Pro havè to offer.
So before we start looking at these
new developments in detail, let's

MIXOOWN

--

time master speeds
in /s is the fastest
results in a reduction in performance
when compared to the stereo master
which was probably recorded at

Ch

71/2

2 TRACK

LOOPED'

shall see later, some of them
go
to
extraordinary
lengths to mainRECORDER
(REAL TIME)
STEREO
tain the highest standards of quality.
For example, one company, Tape
AUDIO
ALSO
A0010
AWN
Duplicating of London, categorise
SPEED
all the incoming masters into specific
?-.
MICE SPEED
LAYE
SLAVE
"-SLAVES
SLAVE
groups depending upon the spectral
PLAYBACK
MACHINE
density of the master. Once the
master has been classified in this way
it is duplicated on a line which has
point. Looked at in this way it ap- been specifically set up for that
Fig lb DUPLICATION & TAPE
pears that the 33/4 in /s master and classification of master. Others are
SPEEDS
Real time
the cassette tape, without Dolby equally meticulous, each in their
Duplicating Loop Master
HX -Pro, are fairly evenly matched. own particular way.
Ratio
Bin
Speed Slaves
Alternatively, we can take a closer
Whatever your views on mastering
32:1
240
7'/2
64
look at the amount of compression or your comments on the implica64:1
240
120
33/4
that will occur at 10 and 15 kHz us- tions shown in Figs 2 and 3 I think
128:1
240
1'/e
240
ing the low frequency MOL as a everyone would agree that the
Real time cassette speed 1'/8 kits.
reference point. This is exactly what mastering is the weakest stage in the
All speeds inches per second
is shown in Fig 3, where you can see process and is in need of urgent atbegin by looking at the duplicating that the performance of the 33/4 in /s tention. Apart from the severe
system and the sort of problems that masters is worse than any of the restrictions in dynamic range at high
the duplicator is faced with in elec- cassette tapes. Even at 7'/- in /s there frequencies one of the biggest prois little room for error, if any.
troacoustic terms.
blems with 33/4 in /s masters is that
In considering the information they suffer from poor phase
The master
contained in both Figs 2 and 3, it response due to the master recorder,
The major stages of the duplicating must be remembered that they are which means that the cassettes
process are shown in Fig la. While based on manufacturers' specifica- copied from these masters at 64:1
the mixdown from the multitrack tions, confirmed by measurement are likely to have a very poor stereo
master to the stereo master can be and include Dolby B noise reduc- image. Ideally, of course, what is
carried out at whatever speed the tion. They do not, however, allow needed is a radically new approach
studio wishes to use, once we come for any loss of signal caused by head to the whole question of producing
to record the loop bin master we find wear, misalignment or variations in high speed masters. Futuristic ideas
ourselves being restricted in the tape quality, any of which will cause could consider digital or optical
choice of recording speed by the variations to the performance of techniques, but the very wide banddesign of the duplicating equipment either the master or the duplicated width that would be required for
and the speed at which we wish to cassettes.
high speed mastering would seem to
The graph clearly shows the addi- preclude the use of present day
duplicate the cassettes.
In Fig lb we can see the various tional demands placed on the digital audio techniques.
But to return to our present produplicating speeds that are available mastering process by the use of
on current Electrosound and Gauss chromium dioxide cassette tape blems, there are several major imduplicating equipment. The equiva- and /or Dolby HX -Pro and we can provements just around the corner.
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Studer are developing new heads and
electronics for their duplicating
mastering machine the A80 /MR
which will be available in the form
of a retro -fit kit. This kit will improve the phase response at
33/4 in /s,
the replay frequency
response and will enable the recorder
to be used with the new generation
of high performance master tapes.
BASF, who have been in the
forefront in improving duplicating

technology

with

their chrome

cassette tape, have now extended
their research activities in this field
to produce a new chromium dioxide
mastering tape called Studio 80 currently undergoing its second set of

trials. The electroacoustic
results of the first trial were, according to the duplicators who used it,
very promising, although there were
some shedding problems on certain
high speed loop bins. Fig 4 shows the
difference in performance between
BASF SPR 50LH and the new product, Studio 80.
But perhaps the most exciting area
of development is the work being
carried out by Dolby Laboratories in
San Francisco to apply Dolby HXPro. This was developed firstly for
real time cassette decks such as the
B &O 8000 and is being extended to
cover high speed duplicators and the
duplicator master recorder. They
have just released preliminary results
shown in Fig 5 which shows up to
5 dB improvement at 10 kHz, over
10 dB at 15 kHz and 20 dB plus at
18 kHz, all on a tape recorded at
33/4 in /s. I must stress that these are
early results and I am indebted to

Dolby Laboratories for having
allowed us to publish them, but the
implications of HX -Pro combined
with the new improved A80/MR and

of master tapes are
quite stupendous and I don't think it
will be too long before we will be
a

new generation

listening to cassettes that have been
duplicated at 64:1 with astonishing

fidelity.
There is one very important aspect
I have not touched
upon yet and that is the quality of
the stereo master which of course
determines the quality of both the
loop bin master and the cassettes
themselves. One duplicator I spoke
to recently said that he wished
record producers would spend as
much on producing stereo masters
for cassette duplication as they do
on cutting the master lacquers used

of mastering

for

albums. Record producers
should realise that if they send the
duplicator a stereo master which is
noisy or lacking in dynamic range
there is very little the duplicator can
do to improve it.
Likewise there is very little point
in asking the duplicator to use
chrome cassette tape unless there is
enough high frequency energy on the
stereo master to take full advantage
of the increased performance that
chrome tape has to offer. There are
other factors which should be taken
into account, such as the superior
modulation noise performance of
chrome when compared to many
ferric tapes. Record companies and

N
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field

producers please take note.

The tape

Fig 4
.15

Now we turn from mastering to
discuss the whole area of tape,
covering the special tapes that are
used for the master and cassette
duplication. I say special because the
physical demands on both types of
tape are far higher than they would
encounter at normal speed. In particular, the demands on the master
are particularly strenuous as it is expected to make many thousands of
passes through the loop bin and
across the replay heads.
It is very important to remove the
master tape from the loop bin when
the bin is not running. This is
because of the excessive print
through that can occur on high output tapes caused by the layers of oxide coming into contact with each
other. So whenever the bin is not being run the tape should be wound
onto a reel, even if it is only left stationary over lunch.
Choosing the correct quality of
cassette tape is crucially important in
producing reliable and consistent
cassettes. The duplicator needs a
tape that will not vary from cassette
to cassette or from delivery to
delivery, ie the short and long term
variations are kept to within very

close tolerances by the tape
manufacturer. The duplicator also
needs a tape that is clean and will not
deposit oxide and dirt all over the
slaves and loaders. The duplicator
further needs a tape that will maximise production combined with
minimum wastage. What he does
not need is to be used as a development laboratory while the manufacturer irons out the latest problem he
has with his tape.
You have only to carry out a subjective comparison between chrome
and ferric cassette tape on any good
quality cassette recorder to realise
that chrome is superior in several
ways. This is because of the improv-
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dynamic range it has to offer,
especially at high frequencies, a
lowering in bias noise level and a
considerable reduction in modulation noise. It is this last improvement that makes the use of chrome
worthwhile even when the master
cannot make full use of the extended
ed

----

56 0dB

--'514d8

response. These
ferences can be seen in Fig 6.

frequency

dif-

The current generation of chrome
were introduced by
Agfa Gevaert and BASF in 1982 are
a great improvement over the earlier
types especially in the areas of low
tapes, which
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cassette
duplication
frequency MOL and print through.
But although both companies in
Europe have been producing large
quantities of chrome tape, Agfa
Gevaert have been using the majority of theirs for video production and
now they have the additional capacity of their new factory in Berlin they
are presently commencing field trials
of a new chrome duplicating tape.
On the other hand, BASF are well
experienced in the use of chrome
tape with high speed duplicators and
have been working very closely with
various companies around the world
for some years now.
The initial trials that were carried
out on chrome tape in the late 70s
were not very successful because of

the demands

made on the
duplicating equipment by the
original chrome formulations and
because at that time the slaves were
set up so the tapes could be played
back using 70 µs playback equalisation. This means that higher levels of
flux were required during the reco-ding stage than is necessary at
120 14s, which meant that the record
heads could run into saturation
more easily.
But with the introduction of
Chromium Dioxid II and a return to
120 ps playback EQ meant that for
the first time we could make full use
of all the benefits that chrome had to
offer in a high speed duplicating
situation. But having a system that
worked and getting it accepted commercially are two different things.
EMI Records were the first major
record company in the UK to release
cassettes duplicated onto chrome
tape. The new cassettes received
wide acclaim from such critics who
hitherto had been very sceptical of
the quality of pre- recorded cassettes.
Since then many duplicators and
major record companies have
switched to chrome tape for their
recordings in both the classical and
pop fields.
What's obvious is that you cannot
throw a reel of chrome tape onto one
of your duplicating slaves and expect
to resolve the full potential of the
tape without having checked the
capabilities of the equipment first. It
is all to easy for the equipment to
restrict the performance of the
chrome tape to such an extent that n
many respects it will sound no cif ferent to ferric. If this is the case
then the tests should be conducted
again, after checking the equipment
and the quality of the master.
In Fig 7
have shown two examples of how the master or equipment can restrict the performance of
the tape. Fig 7a shows the overall
dynamic range being restricted by a
noisy master or system and Fig lb
demonstrates how easy it is for the
high frequency output to Je
restricted either because the master
is lacking in HF information or, as is
more likely, the record heads on the
slave are running into saturation.
1
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The heads
An interesting point here is that
many people do not realise the
relationship between head wear, loss
of HF response and noise. As the
slave record heads wear they develop
less output at high frequency and
this is corrected by increasing the HF
gain of the record amplifier which in
turn increases the noise floor thus
restricting the dynamic range of the
tape. Also, as the heads wear they
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IBM

shows

Measurements on the duplicating
equipment itself should be carried
out at the appropriate frequencies as
depicted in Fig le. When a
calibration tape is played back
through the loop bin the frequency
response should be flat when
measured at the bin output. By
achieving this it is then a simple
matter to inject signals at this point
in the chain so the record electronics
of the slaves can be adjusted. These
adjustments are normally monitored
by a special playback head which is
fitted to the slave while it is being
adjusted, having been carefully set
up with a calibration tape. However,

-Np

N PAD

-10

will saturate earlier which becomes
worse as the EQ is adjusted. Fig 8

what happens to the
saturation and noise floor as the
heads wear and the adjustments are
made. Although in practice the
degradation in performance is
spread out over a far greater period
of time the principles are the same.
Fig 8 also shows the effect
different quality standards have on
head life. On chrome tape the HF is
not allowed to drop below -2 dB,
whereas on ferric -3 dB is allowed
before the record heads of the
duplicating slave are re- lapped or
replaced. Because of the increased
tolerance allowed for ferric the
heads stay on the slave longer before
they are re- lapped. Had the same
tolerances been used for both types
of tape then the head life would have
been identical, for as the diagram
shows, the rate of wear (indicated by
the angle of the slope) is the same.
The slave record heads will have
to be re- lapped and replaced more
often if higher quality standards are
to be maintained. However, in
practice this may not be a problem
as once the performance of the
heads fall outside the inner tolerance
allowed for chrome the slave can be
used for ferric. Then once they fall
outside the outer tolerance they can
be re- lapped. Obviously there are
many permutations on this theme
and the sensible duplicator will
choose the one that best suits his
own operation. And incidentally,
there are no reasons why tapes
duplicated on ferric should not be
subject to tighter tolerances.
For a duplicator to establish if his
existing equipment will handle
chrome tape it is necessary for him
to carry out a series of measurements, which should include the
loop bin master recorder to establish
the limitations of the system which
should then be compared to Figs 2
and 3.
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ANGELA 28/24 at Sanwa Video, Osaka, Japan
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ANGELA 28/24 at Castle Audio, Dallas, Texas

AMEK "ANGELA"
Most of our competitors have a simple technique for designing their consoles. Using inferior, penny -pinching
electronics and mechanical construction, they disguise the relative sonic inadequacy of their product by creating
a seductive, cosmetic appearance.
Only one manufacturer consistently uses another approach. AMEK. All our consoles are built to the same
standard of total excellence. Our belief, after ten years of console building, is that the only long -term future for
this company lies in maintaining a standard the others never have reached, and are moving further away from
every year in their drift towards mediocrity.
'ANGELA' has the characteristics expected of an AMEK console: Matchless acoustic transparency; a totally
musical equalizer with a proper bass response; inexhaustible routing possibilities. The steel chassis, hardwired TT
jackfield, gold -plated edge connectors and rigid PC motherboard do not speak of anything less than our
perfectionist attitude towards our products. All this is now possible for a price far more modest than previously
associated with our consoles.
'ANGELA' is available in a very wide range of configurations. from 16/16 throug-i to 62/48. VCA Faders, with
DC subgroupingand the AMEK 'MULTIMIX' computer are standard options. As the ultimate product in its price performance category, can you afford not to know more?
AMEK CONSOLES INC
11540 Ventura Boulevard
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S.A.
Telephone: (213) 508 9788

AMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS LTD
Islington Mill, James Street
Salford M3 5HW, England
Telephone: 061 -834 6747
Telex: 66E127 AMEK G
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these monitor
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Fig 8
heads are

detachable, they may not always
provide the same results and ar..y
information gained from them
should be confirmed by additional
measurements carried out on either
the open reel QC machine or a
cassette recorder having first loaded
the tape into a high quality cassette
housing with no azimuth errors. Fig
9 shows a typical setting -up sequence
for a 32: duplicating system and Fig
10 gives details of a test tape that is
designed to test all aspects of t'-te
system.
To achieve these measurements
fairly sophisticated test equipment is
required.
Even when the equipment has
been carefully set up for optimum
performance, regular checks have to
be carried out to ensure that the
quality standards are maintained
and there are several ways in doing
this. The first would be to make up a
test tape as outlined in Fig 10 and to
play this through the bin while
recording the test cassettes on the
slaves. These can then be loaded,
tested on a normal cassette recorder
and the results compared to the
original master tape. However, this
is a long and laborious process and it
would be better to use some form of
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automatic quality control system
such as the 4300 series designed and
developed by Electrosound.
The 4312 test signal generator can
be interfaced to work with any 32:1
or 64:1 duplication system and
automatically records a sequence of
test signals onto the spare tape that
is normally available at the end of
every pancake. In addition to the
automatic sequence, individual :est
signals

can

be

selected

for

maintenance or calibration purposes
and once the signals have been
recorded onto the end of the tape the
pancakes can be transferred to either
an Electrosound 4301 or Studer
A80 /QC QC reproducer fitted with
the Electrosound 4316 system
monitor which measures the signals
put onto the tape by the 4312
generator and provides a print -out
of the results as shown in Fig 11.
The beauty of this type of system
is that it does affect the output from
the slaves and only marginally
extends the QC process. Although
Gauss do not have an identical
system at present, they have made
provisions for one on their new 2400
system. At the end of each pancake
the system automatically switches
the four audio channels to a
common test socket. A pink noise
generator or the 4312 can be
connected to this input and a 43i 6 or
a third octave analyser to the QC
reproducer. This would provide an
accurate indication of any variations
occurring within the system itsel' or
on the tape. Finally on this pointt, a
third octave analysis of the programme material can be compared
with the test section of the tape and
the original analysis of the master to
46
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Finally, ensure all guides that should
rotate do so freely and all heads have

I. Check accuracy of all test instru-

output from bin.
9. Load calibration tape into loop bin
and adjust replay electronics on all four
channels for flat frequency response in
accordance with manufacturer's in-

-it

1

been de- magnetised.

Connect voltmeter and scope to

structions. Also adjust replay head
azimuth if necessary.
10. With a spectrum analyser check
tuning and purity of bias system, first at
master oscillator then on the four
channels at each slave, ensuring that any
distortion is kept to within the
specification for the system.
11. Pre -set bias level to approximate
amount for tape being used. (This is
normally determined by experience.)
12. Mount monitor head onto first slave
to be adjusted making sure the head
assembly has been mounted onto the
slave properly.
13. Load all slaves with the tape they are
being set up for.
14. Following manufacturer's instructions, adjust bias and record EQ of the
four channels of each slave. Make sure
that by adjusting one slave you do not
affect any of the others. This problem if
it exists can be cured by the use of

1

- IO dB.

-

Saturation tests section. Use only if
there is a suitable level recorder or XY
plotter available. Record a IO kHz tone
6.

check on any deterioration of the
loop bin master itself.
As mentioned earlier, some duplicators have gone to great lengths in
their quest for quality. At EMI,
Hayes, for ihstance, they have
replaced the electronics in the Gauss
slaves with those of their own design
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buffer amplifiers.
15. When all slaves have been adjusted
load test tape made from the details in
Fig 10 and record a few cassettes on
each slave, which should then be
analysed on the
open reel QC
reproducer and cassette recorder using
test instruments.
16. Correct any discrepancies found in
(15).
17. Keep an accurate record of all
results.

Fig 10
Duplication Test Tape
The tape should contain the following
bands of signals:
I. Reference level section; 315 Hz at
250 nWb /m.
2. Azimuth section. (Only required if
the slave record heads are adjustable.)
Reference tone: 315 Hz at 25 nWb /m;
10 kHz at 25 nWb/m.
response. 20 Hz to
3. Frequency
18 kHz at 25 nWb /m.
4. Distortion measurement section.
kHz at 250 nWb /m.
5. HF compression section. (Note:
15 kHz is only needed for Chrome tape
and Dolby HX -Pro.) a) 10 kHz at
250 nWb /m; b) 15 kHz at 250 nWb /m;
c) 10 kHz at
10 dB; d) 15 kHz at
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OM
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Fig 9
Recommended setting up procedures
for a duplication system.
ments and meters being used.
2. Clean and check mechanics, tape
path and tape tensions of master
recorder, open reel QC reproducers and
cassette recorders.
3. Using appropriate calibration tapes
align playback electronics, including
playback head azimuth of master
recorder, open reel QC reproducer and
cassette recorder. It is vitally important
that great care is taken at this stage, for
any errors here will be magnified by the
duplication system.
4. Adjust record electronics of master
recorder using identical tape to that
used in the loop bin following recorder
manufacturer's instructions. Check
should
overall frequency response
be within
dB.
5. Measure bias noise, distortion,
saturation, print through and wow and
Flutter of master recorder and master
tape, ensuring performance exceeds the
capability of the cassette tape.
6. Record a new loop bin test tape as
detailed in Fig 10. Note: the life of
calibration tapes is limited and should
therefore be replaced at regular intervals. The high speed experienced in the
loop bin accelerates the deterioration of
the calibration tapes.
7. Check mechanics, tape path alignment and tape tensions on loop bin and
all slaves. Pay particular attention to
mechanical adjustments required by the
service manual and ensure the correct
tools and gauges are available. Clean
system thoroughly and look out for
variations in tension as tape winds.
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gradually

- 30 dB

increasing in level from
to +10 dB (Re -250 nWb /m).

Repeat the process at

15

kHz

if

DE.

using

Chrome or Dolby HX -Pro.
7. Wow and flutter. 3.15 kHz at
IO dB.
8. Noise floor, with and without Dolby
B noise reduction with voice identification.
9. Phase response. Record both left
and right channel in phase. I kHz at
250 nWb /m.
10. Left and right channel identification

-

by voice.
11. Band of Pink noise.
12. Classical music test.
13. Popular music test.
14. Voice quality test.
A third octave analyser is required for
items 11, 12 and 13. For items 12 and 13
choose high quality masters with wide
dynamic range.

maximum
performance from chrome tape and
as a result have produced some of
so they could obtain the

the best pre- recorded cassettes I have
ever had the pleasure of listening to.
The engineers at CBS, Aylesbury,
UK have designed and intalled a
special distribution system which not

.

5i':.H-

only allows them to have maximum

flexibility between the masters and
slaves but also reduces the signal
losses that are often associated with
larger systems. To reduce losses that

occur in the long cable runs
connecting the masters to the slaves
CBS have used UR67 which has half
the attenuation of UR43 which is
normally used for signal distribution. They also use buffer amplifiers
between the master and every five
slaves or so to reduce the loading on
the replay electronics of the master
and finally each slave can be individually routed to any one of several
loop bins to allow for maximum
flexibility in production combined

with minimum downtime. A similar
layout is shown in Fig 12.

While not all installations are as
large as the two I have mentioned,
even duplicators with just one
master and a few slaves can improve
quality by keeping signal losses to a
minimum, especially at HF by using
decent cable and connectors. By
doing so less gain is required from
the record electronics in the slave at
high frequency which improves the
signal to noise ratio.
A great deal of work has been
done in the area of record and replay
heads. Although Studer are about to
launch a new head and electronics
for the A80 /MR some of the duplicators have already beaten them to it
and have had special heads designed
and made for the master recorders to

improve the HF and phase response.
On the duplication equipment, many
of those who are only running at
32:1 are using electronics and heads
designed for 64:1 operation which
has led to significant improvements
at the lower speed.
There are those who try cheaper
heads, only to discover at a later
stage that the audio quality of their
cassettes has been ruined and they
are limited in the range of tapes they
can use due to lack of bias.

The hardware advances
Technical advances in the hardware
field include a new duplicator from
Gauss, loaders from Electrosound
and Tapematic, a multicolour
version of the Apex C30 direct onto

cassette printer and the 4300 series
of quality control equipment from
Electrosound which have already
discussed along with the improvements being introduced for the
Studer A80/MR master recorder.
Although there are many new
ranges of duplication equipment on
the market, the new Gauss 2400 is
quite different from the others in the
way it has been designed to handle
tape. It is the only duplicator have
seen where you can stop a reel of
C120 tape from 240 in /s to stop and
then start it up again while keeping
perfect control of the tape at all
1

1

times. The secret of this lies in the
two independent servos which control the supply and take up reels.
They are so finely balanced that you
can load a tape onto the slave,
switch the slave to `ready' and then
move the tape back and forth just by
turning one of the two guide rollers,
in a way similar to the action of the
Ampex ATR -100 master recorder.
The two capstans are driven by a
crystal controlled servo and the
speed of the second capstan can be
varied slightly so the tape tension
across the heads can be adjusted between 30 to 100 g. Other features of
the 2400 include two microprocessors-one for control and the other
for diagnostics; built -in tape cleaner
cartridge; remote DC level control
of the bias system enabling the bias
of the whole system to be controlled
from the master machine; production data output; metal tape corn-

patability and new low noise
electronics to provide enhanced
performance. The 2400 is probably
the most advanced duplicator
currently available and although it is
the most expensive, it could be
argued that it is the most cost
effective. For if it proves to be as
reliable as the 1200 series it will give
the duplicator many years of service.
The two new loaders are quite
revolutionary and yet different in
their approach to some of the problems associated with loading tape
into the cassette C -Os. The Electrosound ES1860 uses a 4- station turntable which takes the cassette
through the four stages of the
machine. Station accepts C -0 and
extracts leader. Station 2 cuts leader.
Station 3 splices tape to the leader,
winds the tape into the cassette and
cuts magnetic tape. Station 4 splices
leader to tape, winds in remaining
leader, tests cassette. The finished
cassette is then removed.
Because all four stations are working simultaneously the loader can
load a C60 in under six seconds,
which is very fast indeed.
The Tapematic 2000, on the other
hand, has the unique ability of being
able to change pancakes without the
aid of the operator. So when the old
pancake runs out the machine
automatically starts using the second, having first located the correct
start point on the new reel prior to
the changeover operation.
Another feature on the machine
1

which costs less than £10,000, is that
the cassette supply system will
always load the tape into the same
preselected side of the cassette no
matter how you load the cassettes into the hopper. To avoid damaging
the tape, the tape tension is kept very
low to around 10 g and other
features include production data
print out, providing the quantity of
each type of cassette produced and
number of rejects plus the number
of C -Os consumed. The loader can
also stamp a product code onto the
spine of the cassette and is provided
with a horizontal stacker which can
feed straight onto a conveyor or
automatic labeller.
Both loaders are microprocessor-

controlled and

have built -in

diagnostics to aid servicing. They
can be used for loading blank tape
or duplicated material with cue tones
and although they load the tape at a
very high speed, acceleration and deacceleration ramps ensure gentle
tape handling at all times.
While we are on the subject of
loading, now is a good opportunity
to touch upon the quality of C-Os
and although they have improved a
lot recently, there are still many
which will destroy all the efforts you
have put in to improve the quality of
duplicating. As Dave Bowman, vice
president of Electrosound, said to
me:

"Although the plastics used in the
industry are better than they were, if
48
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with accurate production analysis of rejects and output can provide an extremely accurate assessment of a C -Os performance. (I would be pleased to
discuss this with anyone who would
like to have further information.)
Of course it is not only the C -Os
that can cause damage and problems
with the tape in a production situation. Dirty and faulty guides or worn
pinch rollers can have a disastrous
effect on the edge of the tape, which
in turn will lead to unreliable cassettes in the marketplace and unsatisfied customers. Ensuring a
perfect tape path on all the production machinery is just as important,
if not more so than tuning up the
electronics. For while a customer
may not notice a slight loss of HF
they will soon complain about the
one that jams up in their nice new
cassette player.
tests, combined

take a pancake from one slave that
know has been recorded to a given
azimuth and level and I then load the
tape into half a dozen shells, I will
get half a dozen different azimuths
and half a dozen different levels and
sound qualities. It's a plastics problem which we can do nothing about
until the plastics people get their act
I
I

together."
There is something the duplicator
can do about this and that is to be
more selective about the C -Os he
prepared to use. By adopting stringent quality control methods it is
possible to find the most cosrt-

effective housing of a specific quality level. Incoming quality control
procedures such as azimuth tests,
visual inspection, torque and lite

Dolby HXPro
Without

doubt the most significant
development taking place in the
duplicating industry at the moment
is the introduction of Dolby HX-Pro
which will take pre- recorded cassettes up to a new plateau of performance. HX-Pro was designed and
developed with the help of Dolby
Laboratories by J Selmer Jensen of
Bang and Olufsen, Denmark. Both
Electrosound and Gauss are producing HX -Pro options for their respective ranges of duplication equipment
under licence from Dolby Laboratories.
HX-Pro works on the principle
that when you apply an audio signal
to the record head it has a self -

biasing effect with high frequencies
being more effective than low frequencies. In practice, this means
that although we use the term `fixed
bias', once we apply an audio signal
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parameters of the tape as the bias
swings back and forth.
It is very easy to demonstrate one
part of this and to see how a low
level high frequency signal can affect
the low frequency distortion. In Fig
14 a 400 Hz signal is being recorded
onto the tape with an input level of
220 nWb /m with the bias set to the
optimum low frequency MOL. As
Fig 14a shows, at this level of bias
and with this level of signal input the
third harmonic distortion measured
at 1200 Hz is 25 dB below the signal.
By introducing a third octave
band of pink noise centred on
16 kHz whose level is 35 dB lower
than the 400 Hz signal we can see
that there has been a dramatic improvement in the third harmonic
distortion of the 400 Hz signal and
that its output has increased slightly.
Both these facts suggest that the effective bias has increased, simply
because of the introduction of the
small high frequency signal.
Dolby HX-Pro works by measuring the sum of the audio signal, including any pre -processing and the
bias being delivered to the record
head via a passive filter. After the
filter has modified the signal from
the head it is rectified to produce a
control voltage which is an accurate
representation of the flux across the
record head gap. The control voltage
is compared to a reference voltage,
which can be adjusted for static bias
to suit the tape being used. The corn parator produces a correction signal
which is used to adjust a voltage
controlled amplifier which in turn
controls the amplitude of the bias
signal being supplied to the record
head. A constant bias level is thus
maintained which is suitable for the
signal being recorded.
As the HF content of the incoming signal increases the HX-Pro
system will reduce the bias accordingly so that the flux level across
the record head gap remains constant. In addition to improving
distortion at low frequency, HX -Pro
has the added advantage of increasing the headroom at high frequencies. Fig 15 shows the dramatic
improvement that is made to the
high frequency MOL when HX -Pro
is used on a high speed duplicator
running at 32:1 the photograph
showing the improvement that can
be gained on a music cassette.
Setting up the slaves for HX -Pro
is fairly simple and all you do is
record a 400 Hz signal at a flux level
of 250 nWb/m and then increase the
bias until the third harmonic distortion reaches 1% or 3% which has

INN

SVIAVI

to the head -especially one with a
lot of high frequency information in
it -the bias is anything other than
fixed and becomes very dynamic,
moving in sympathy with the spectral density of the HF signal. One
has only to look at the bias curves
for Agfa PE619 (Fig 13) to see what
would happen to the various
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been measured on a suitable analyser
(38.4 kHz at 32:1 and 76.8 kHz at
64:1). To obtain the best results
from HX-Pro the tape should be
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When you come to choose
your new multitrack, deciding
on a Studer will probably be
easy. What will be a little
more difficult will be which
Studer to take - the new
A80 /VU Mk III or the new
A800.
Both machines are superb
examples of Studer precision.
Both come with the new

narrow head block that cuts
the travel distance between
the erase and record heads to
88 millisecs at 30 ips (now
available as a conversion for
existing A80 /VU models).
And both are available in
several tape width /channel
number configurations.
Whatever your criteria,
choosing between the

A80 /VU Mk III and the A800
won't be easy. But then Studer
never have been in the habit
of taking the easy way out when
it comes to performance.

STUDER
CH-8105 Regenadorl Telephone (01) 840 29 60

FWO. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091, Telex 27502
STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 254-5651 STUDER REVOX SA R L Paris Telephone 533 5858

STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831
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The first cassettes recorded with
Dolby HX -Pro are expected to be
released before Christmas 1983.

Conclusions
driven fairly hard with 250 nWb /m
being used as the peak recording
level as opposed to 200 nWb /m
which is more usual with Dolby encoded cassettes. Otherwise there will
be insufficient HF level to take full
advantage of the HX -Pro system
and this is why setting the static bias
is so critical. Dolby B and C noise
reduction is not affected by this
higher level as the increase in gain
takes place before encoding.
Tests carried out on both Electrosound and Gauss duplicators show
that HX- Professional improves the

overall performance

including

master as follows:
Frequency
5 kHz

32:1

64:1

+1.5 to

0

dB
+4.0 dB
+10.0 dB

0

2

10
15

kHz
kHz

Oto
+2.0 dB

In laboratory tests carried out on
just the slave, the results obtained at
64:1 equal those obtained at 32:1,
providing yet further proof that the
master is the limiting factor at the
higher speed and for the time being
the system can only sensibly be used
at 32:1. But as mentioned earlier, the
whole question of mastering is
receiving urgent attention by several

companies including

Dolby

Laboratories, of course. Further
results are shown in Figs 2 and 3, Fig
2 showing the dynamic range that
can be expected from a system using,
Dolby HX-Pro and Dolby B noise
reduction while Fig 3 shows the improvement to high frequency corn pression in greater detail.
Electrosound were the firs:
duplicator to commit themselves to
HX-Pro and were demonstrating a
fully operational system at the European AES in March 1983. At the
moment this is only being offered as
an option to their new 8000 series of
duplicator. On the other hand,
Gauss have introduced a retro-fit kit
for the 1200 series which can be fitted to the slave on site and will have
it available as an option to the 2407
series soon.
So far several major duplicators in
the United States have already
bought or ordered systems from
Electrosound or kits from Gauss..
They include Monarch, RCA and
Warner. In the UK many of the major duplicators are buying the retrokits from Gauss and many of them
intend to use it in conjunction with
chrome tape. This supports the view
of Dolby Laboratories who think
that there are sufficient additional
benefits to be gained from chrome
tape to make its use with Dolby HXPro worthwhile.
But it is EMI of Hayes in the UK
who are going to be the first plant in
Europe to use HX-Pro in production, having designed and built their
own electronics after obtaining a
licence from Dolby Laboratories.
50

In conclusion we have seen what
chrome and Dolby HX -Pro have to
offer the duplicator by way of
enhanced performance. We have
also looked at some of the new
equipment that has arrived or is on
its way, which will further increase
the quality of the finished product.
However, there are several points
which we should remember if we
wish to take full advantage of the
technology that is now available to
us. They are:
The quality of the finished
cassette is limited by the weakest link
in the chain, which at 64:1 is
definitely the master but could well
be your equipment.
Poor quality masters will not produce high quality cassettes.
For the highest quality cassettes,
only use C -Os which have minimum
azimuth errors and control the quality of all incoming materials by using
proven quality control procedures.
Keep both the electronics and
mechanics of your duplication and
production equipment well maintained at all times.
Obviously it will be up to individual duplicators to decide if they
wish to take advantage of the above
developments and by doing so offer
higher quality cassettes to their
customers. But judging by the reaction of the industry -and the record
companies in particular -to the arrival of chrome tape and the initial
reaction to HX -Pro in the USA I
think many duplicators will find
themselves under pressure from their
own customers to upgrade the quality of their cassettes, if they haven't
already done so.
However, there will be those
duplicators, who are involved in
producing budget, speech or data
cassettes, who will think that the expense of these developments is not
worthwhile and to them I would say
that many of the points covered by
this article cost very little and yet can
make all the difference to the quality
of the finished product and profits.
Returning to data cassettes just
briefly, two of the leading music
duplicators in the UK who both use
chrome tape for their highest quality
music cassettes just happen to be
two of the country's leading data
cassette copiers with a zero rejection
rate due to faulty program. Their
customers are quite happy to pay a
little more for quality and reliability.
I would be delighted to hear from
anyone who disagrees with or would
like to add to what I have discussed
in this article -any comments, news
and views are always welcome and
could assist others in improving the
quality of their cassettes.

COUNTRY

MCI DISTRIBUTOR

SPAIN
Singleton Productions
PORTUGAL
Via Augusta 59 Desp. 805
CANARY ISLANDS Edificio Mercurio Barcelona
ANDORRA
SPAIN
Tel: 237 7060 Telex: 97700 SING

E

Divisione Audio Professionale

ITALY

Roje Telecominicazioni S.P.A.
20147 Milano
Via Sant' Anatalone 15 ITALY
Tel: (415) 4141/2/3
Telex: 332202 RT TEL

BELGIUM

Trans European Music SA
Koeivijverstraat 105 1710 Dilbeek
BELGIUM
Tel: (02) 5691823 Telex: 26409

SWEDEN
NORWAY

Tal Och Ton A.B.
Kempegatan 16
S -41104

Goteborg SWEDEN

Tel: (031) 803620 Telex: 27492

FINLAND

Oy Helectron Ab
Purotie -3 00380 Helsinki 38
FINLAND
Tel: 80558906 Telex: 122849
1

DENMARK

Sony Danmark A/S
Horsvinget 2630 Taastrup
1

DENMARK
Tel: 2995100 Telex: 33419

HOLLAND

Brandsteder Electronics BV
Jan van Genstraat 119
1171 GK Badhoevedorp
NETHERLANDS
Tel: 2968 81911 Telex: 13132

WEST GERMANY
AUSTRIA

Sony Broadcast Limited
Niederlassung Koln
Bleriotstrasse 1 -3 5000 Koln 30
WEST GERMANY
Tel: (221) 5966 410
Telex: 28881626

FRANCE

Sony France S.A.
19 -21 Rue Madame de Sanzillon
92110 Clichy FRANCE
Tel: 739 3206 Telex: 620674

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
HUNGARY
POLAND
RUMANIA

Center Technische
Handelgesellschaft GmbH
Wiedner Haupstrasse 98
1050 Wien AUSTRIA
Tel: (222) 55 46 06 Telex: 113583

BULGARIA
YUGOSLAVIA

Sony Broadcast Limited
Zweigniederlassung Wien
Haufgasse 24 1111 Wien AUSTRIA
Tel: (222) 838 601

SWITZERLAND

Sony Overseas SA
Filiale Verkauf Schweiz
Oberneuhofstrasse 3
6340 Baar, SWITZERLAND
Tel: 42- 333 -222 Telex: 865295

UNITED KINGDOM
MIDDLE EAST
AFRICA

Sony Broadcast Limited
City Wall House
Basing View BASINGSTOKE
Hants. RG21 2LA UK
Tel: (0256) 55011 Telex: 858424
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Richard Watts of Cetec International, London
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A

Division of Sony Corporation of America

CBS Studios know

what the score is...
CUSTOM ENGINEERED

BY

...get the picture!

JH 800 Console

JH 110 B-14-2-VP

MCI manufacture a complete
range of mixing consoles and
professional reel to reel tape
machines. For further details
consult your local distributor.

JH 24-24

SONY
Broadcast

Sony Broadcast Ltd.
City Wall House

Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom

Telephone (0256) 55 0 11
International +44 256 55 0
Telex 85 84 24

11

product reference
Digital

Disc Cutting

4 -track

recorder with preview head.

MCI (USA)
MCI, a division of Sony Corporation of America,
1400 W Commercial Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL

ALLIED RECORDING (USA)
Allied Recording Company, 3232 Green Point
Avenue, Long Island City, NY 11101. Tel: (212)
784.2318.

Walter Luther Ltd, 102 Chaldon Road,
Caterham, Surrey CR3 5PH. Tel: 0833 48666.
UK:

33309. Tel: (305) 491.0825. Telex: 514362.
UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, City Wall House, Basing
View, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA. Tel: 0256
55011.

Scully Manufacturing Co, 128 Hurd Avenue,
Bridgeport, CT 06604. Tel: (203) 368-2332.
UK: Identimation Ltd, Stratden House, 38 Heath
Road, Helpstow, Peterborough PE6 7EG. Tel: 0733
253075. Telex: 32225.

Two -channel digital delay for preview applications
and 1/2 in headblock for master --tg use to fit
ATR -100.

MSR (UK)
MSR Electronics Ltd, Meeting House Lane, Balsall
Common, Coventry, Warwicks. Tel: 0676 32468.
USA: Rupert Neve Inc, Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, CT 06801. Tel: (203) 744 -6230. Telex:

Cutting lathe and automated console.

Disc cutting styli

SONTEC (USA)

969638.
DC servo

controlled lathe.

637 -5000.

DM -DDS stereo disc mastering
delay line.

SCULLY (USA)

MICRO -POINT (USA)
Micro -Point Inc, 150 Clearbrook Road, Elmswood,
NY 10523. Tel: (914) 347.3550.

Advanced Music Systems, 1.3 War streams Lane,
Worsthorne Village, Nr. Burnley, Lancs. Tel: 0282
36943. Telex: 63108.
USA: Harry Harris Sound Services, 7138 Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90046. Tel: (800)

Disc recording blanks.

L J

Ampex Corp, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA
94063. Tel: (415) 367.2011. Telex: 346464.
UK: Ampex, Great Britain Ltd, Acre Road, Reading
RG2 OQR. Tel: 0734 875200. Telex: 848346.

AMS (UK)

Pyral SA, 47 rue de L'Echat, F -94001 Creteil,
France. Tel: (1) 207.48.90. Telex: 23742.
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street,
New York, NY 10014. Tel: (212) 741 -7411. Telex:
129269.

Mastering recorder for disc cutting.

Range of recording blanks up to 1L in.

AMPEX (USA)

PYRAL (France)

preview digital

AUDIODISC (USA)

Sontec Corp, 10120 Marble Court, Cockeysville,
MD 21030. Tel: (301) 628-2283.

Disc mastering EQ and comp /limiter,
processor based lathe control system.

micro-

STUDER (Switzerland)

International AG, Althardstrasse 150,
CH -8105, Regensdorf. Tel: 01 840.29.60. Telex:
58489.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex:
27502.
USA: Studer Revox America Inc, 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. Tel: (615) 254 -5651.
Telex: 554453.
Studer

Disc mastering recorder with preview head.

Capitol Magnetic Products, 1750 N Vine Street,
Hollywood, CA 90028. Tel: (213) 4E2.6252.
UK: Thorn -EMI Tape Ltd, Alma 'load, Windsor,

tam (UK)

Berks SL4 3JA. Tel: 07535 59171.

01.346 0033.

tam, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3 1AN. Tel:

Master and reference laquer disc:.,

Ortofon designs made under licence including
limiters, equalisers, phase meters, test tone
generators etc.

CAPPS (USA)

Capps & Co Inc, 20 Addison Place. Valley Stream,
NY 11580. Tel: (516) 825-4413.
UK: Walter Luther Ltd, 102 Zhaldon Road,
Caterham, Surrey CR3 5PH. Tel: 0883 48666.

TECHNICS (Japan)
UK: National Panasonic (UK) Ltd, 300 -318 Bath
Road, Slough SL1 6JB. Tel: 0753 34522. Telex:
847652.
USA: Panasonic Professional Audio Division,
Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094. Tel: (201)
348-7000. Telex: 710 -992 8996.

Vari -pitch /depth computer and cutting styli.

1

COUNTY RECORDING (UK)

County Recording Service, London Road, Binfield,
Bracknell, Berks. Tel: 0344 54935.

Direct drive motor and electronics for lathes.

Disc cutting systems less lathe. Cutting styli.

TELDEC (West Germany)
Teldec Schallplatten GmbH,

CYBERSONICS (USA)
Cybersonics, 11128 Weddington Street, North
Hollywood, CA 91601. Tel: (213) 766-7104.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland Street,
London W1N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 43 -4. Telex: 28668.
Electronically controlled lathe.

DIGITAL SYSTEMS (UK)
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland Street,
London W1N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 43`,4. Telex: 28668.

PCM preview unit.

FAIRCHILD (USA)

Fairchild Sound Equipment

Corp, 75 Austin
Boulevard, Commack, Long Island, NY 11725. Tel:
(516) 543 -5200.

Range of cutting heads.

NEUMANN (West Germany)

Neumann GmbH, Charlottenstrasse 3,
Berlin 61. Tel: 030 251-4091. Telex: 184595.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex:
Georg

D -1000

27502.
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street,
New York, NY 10014. Tel: (212) 741 -7411, Telex:
129269.

Computer controlled lathe, stereo cutter head,
cutting console etc.

NEVE (UK)
Neve Electronics International Ltd, Cambridge
House, Melbourn, Royston, Herts, SG8 6AU. Tel:
0763 60776. Telex: 81381.
USA: Rupert Neve Inc, Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, CT 06801. Tel: (203) 744 -6230. Telex:
969638.

JVC /ADAMANT (USA)
JVC Cutting Center Inc, RCA Budding, Suite 500,
6363 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028. Tel:
(213) 467-1166.

Disc cutting styli, acetates and t:Jtting system.

3M M1NCOM (USA)
3M Mincom Division, 3M Centre, St Paul, MN
55101. Tel: (612) 736-9567. Telex: 297434.
UK: 3M UK Ltd, PO Box 1, Bracknell, Berks RG12
1JU. Tel: 0344 26726. Telex: 849371.
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Digital and analogue mastering consoles.

ORTOFON (Denmark)

D -2000 Hamburg 19,
Heussweg 25.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex:

27502.
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street,
New York, NY 1004. Tel: (212) 741 -7411. Telex:
129269.

Direct metal mastering system.

TRANSCO (USA)

Transco Products International, 875 Merrick
Avenue, Westbury, NY 11590. Tel: (516) 333-2000.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex:
27502.

Disc cutting blanks.

WESTREX (USA)

Westrex, 2629 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, CA
91505. Tel: (213) 846-3394. Telex: 698254.
UK: Westrex Co Ltd, Bilton Fairway Estate, Long
Drive, Greenford, Middx. Tel: 01 -578 0957. Telex:
923003.

Ortofon Manufacturing AIS, 11B Mosedalvej,
DK -2500 Copenhagen -Valby. Tel: 01 46.24.22.
Telex: 27587.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland Street,
London W1N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4314. Telex: 28668.
USA: Cybersonics, 11128 Weddington Street,
North Hollywood, CA 91601. Tel: (213) 766-7104.

Complete disc cutting system, HF limiters, stereo
cutterheads etc.

Stereo cutting heads.

Disc mastering computer system.

ZUMA (USA)
Zuma Audio Inc, 4150 W Gelding Drive, Phoenix,
AZ 85023. Tel: (602) 938-8347.

4

4

r

e

AUDIO LTD
LLINGBOURNE HOUSE
HOLLINGBOURNE
MA4DSTONE
KENT
062 780 555

HILL AUDIO INC
231

MARQUIS COURT

LILBURN
GA 30247
USA

product reference
Compressors

&

Limiters

ACCESSIT (UK)
Bandive Ltd, Brent View Road, London NW9 7EL.
Tel: 01.202 4366.
USA: Omnisound Ltd, PO Box 361, Elemont, NY
11003. Tel: (516) 437 -7947.

Simple compact compressor.

Hamburg 76. Tel: 040 229-8883. Telex: 212095.
USA: Audicon Marketing Group, 1200 Beechwood
Avenue, Nashville, TN 37212. Tel: (615) 256-6900.
Telex: 554494.

Compressor /limiter with expander capability and
two independent operating bands.

BIAMP (USA)

ADM Technology Inc, 1626 E Big Beaver Road,
Troy, MI 48087. Tel: (313) 524.2100. Telex: 231114.

Limiter module.

Alice (Stancoil) Ltd,

38 Alexandra Road, Windsor,
Berks. Tel: 07535 51056. Telex: 8449323.

containing two compI /limiters
installation in Alice consoles.
Module

for

ALTEC (USA)
Altec Lancing, PO Box 3113, Anaheim, CA 92803.
Tel: (714) 632-7717. Telex: 685536.
UK: Rank Strand Sound, PO Box 51, Great West
Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 SHR. Tel: 01 -568
9222. Telex: 27976.
Rack mount limiter.

Inovonics Inc, 503 -B Vandell Way, Campbell, CA
95008. Tel: (408) 374-8300.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland Street,
London W1N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4314. Telex: 28668.

Road,

JBL (USA)
James B. Lansing Sound Inc, 8500 Balboa Blvd,
Northridge, CA 91329. Tel: (213) 893-8411. Telex:

CATHEDRAL (UK)
Cathedral Sounds Ltd, Fourways, Morris Lane,
Halsall, Ormskirk, Lancs L39 8SX. Tel: 0704
840328.

ALICE (UK)

INOVONICS (USA)

Mastering limiter.

Biamp Systems inc, 9600 SW Barnes
Portland, OR 97225. Tel: (503) 297-1555.
Four channel compressor /limiter.

ADM (USA)

Rack mount compressor /limiter.

Four channel compressor /limiter.

674993.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.

Compressor limiter.

LOFT (USA)
Phoenix Audio Laboratory Inc, 91 Elm Street,
Manchester, CT 06040. Tel: (203) 649-1199.

dbx (USA)
dbx inc, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02195. Tel:
(617) 964 -3210. Telex: 922522.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97 -99 Dean Street,
London W1V 5RA. Tel: 01 -734 2812. Telex: 27938.
Rack mount and modular compressor /limiters.

Four channel limiter /gate.

MXR (USA)
MXR Innovations Inc, 740 Driving Park Avenue,
Rochester, NY 14613. Tel: (716) 254-2910. Telex:

D & R

978451.

(Netherlands)

Atlantex Music Ltd, 1 Wallace Way, Hitchen,
Herts SG4 OSE. Tel: 0462 31511. Telex: 826967.
UK:

Electronica BV, Chassestraat 26, 1057 JE,
Amsterdam. Tel: 020-183556. Telex: 18503.
UK: DSN Marketing Ltd, Westmorland Road,
D & R

Two channel limiter.

London NW9 9RJ. Tel: 01- 204 7246. Telex: 8954243.

APE (France)
SCEPA, 23 Rue Emile Duclaux,
Tel: 506.38.78.

492150

Suresnes.

Modular compressor /limiter and stereo limiter.

UK:

Recording Maintenance Services,

Road, Teddington, Middlesex, TW11

APHEX (USA)

6

Manor

8BG.

Tel:

01 -943 1368.

Aphex Systems, 13340 Saticoy Street, North
Hollywood, CA 91605. Tel: (213) 765.2212. Telex:
910-321 57672.
UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, 191 The Vale, London W3
7QS. Tel: 01 -749 2042. Telex: 289B.

Two channel compressor /limiter and version with
expander.

Modular compressor /limiter /expander.
Dukane Corp, International Division, 2900 Dukane
Drive, St. Charles, IL 60174. Tel: (312) 584 -2300.
Telex: 720426.

ASHLEY (USA)
Ashley Audio Inc,

Range of compressors.

1

Range of compressor/limiters.

AUDIO & DESIGN (UK)
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd, North Street,
Reading RG1 4DA. Phone: 0724 53411. Telex:

27502.
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street,
New York, NY 10014. Tel: (212) 741 -7411. Telex:
129269.

DUKANE (USA)

Compressor/expander module and rack mount
compressor /limiter /leveller und.

100
Fernwood Avenue,
Rochester, NY 14621. Tel: (716) 544 -5191.
UK: Atlantex Music Ltd,
Wallace Way, Hitchen,
Herts SG3 OSE. Tel: 0462 31511. Telex: 826967.

Neumann GmbH, Charlottenstrasse 3,
Berlin 61. Tel: 030 251-4091. Telex: 184595.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex:
D -1000,

DRAWMER (UK)

Adjustable band compressor.

NEUMANN (West Germany)
Georg

EMT (West Germany)
EMT-Franz GmbH, Postfach 1520, D -7630, Lahr.
Tel: 78025 512. Telex: 754319.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01.953 0091. Telex:
27502.
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street,
New York, NY10014. Tel: (212) 741 -7411.

NEVE (UK)
Neve Electronics International Ltd, Cambridge
House, Melbourn, Royston, Herts SG8 6AV. Tel:
0763 60776. Telex: 81381.
USA: Rupert Neve Inc, Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, CT 06801. Tel: (203) 744 -6230. Telex:
969638.
Range of rack mount compressor /limiters.

NTP (Denmark)
NTP Electronik A /S, 44 Theklavej, DK -2400,
Copenhagen NV. Tel: 01-10.12.22. Telex: 16378.
Range of compressor /limiters.

84872.
USA: Audio & Design Recording 'nc, PO Box 785,
Bremerton, WA 98310. Tel: (206) 275 -5009. Telex:
152426.

Wide range of modular and rack mount units
including compressor /limiters, filter limiters and

transient limiters.

ORANGE COUNTY (Canada)
Orange County Electronics Corp

Wide range of compressor /limiters include three
v,,ith
band processors,
models
expansion
capability and EQ/compressors.

EVENTIDE (USA)

(204) 775 -8151.

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS (UK)
Audio Developments, Hall Lane. Walsall Wood,
Brownhills, West Midlands WS9 9AU. Tel: 05433
5351. Telex: 338212.
USA: Audio Developments, 1640 Fifth Street, Suite
224, Santa Monica, CA 90401.
Two -channel rack mount compressor.

AUDIX (UK)
Audix Ltd, Station Road, Wender, Saffron Walden,

Ltd, 1125
Empress Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3E 3H1. Tel:

Eventide Clockworks Inc, 265 West 54th Street,
New York, NY10019. Tel: (212) 581.9290.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland Street,
London W1 N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4314. Telex: 28668.

Range of
compressor /limiters,
expander functions.

Compressor/limiter /expander /noise gate unit.

ORBAN (USA)

BARTH (West Germany)
R.

56

Barth

KG,

Grillparzerstrasse

UK: Bandive Ltd, Brent View Road, London NW9
7EL. Tel: 01 -202 4366.
USA: Fostex Corporation of America, 15431
Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90650. Tel: (213)
921 -1112.

Two channel compressor /limiter/expander.

D -2000
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171480.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97 -99 Dean Street,
London W1V 5RA. Tel: 01 -734 2812. Telex: 27939.

Stereo limiter, compressor /limiter/expander and

multiband compressors.

PROTECH (USA)

FURMAN SOUND (USA)

Protech Audio Corp, Flowerfield Building, Suite 1,
St. James, Long Island, NY 11780. Tel: (516)

Furman Sound Inc, 616 Canal Street, San Rafael,

584 -5855.

CA 94901. Tel: (415) 456-6766.
UK: Atlantex Music Ltd, Wallace Way, Hitchin.
Herts SG4 OSE. Tel: 0462 31511. Telex: 826967.

Rack mount compressor /limiter.

1

6a,

with

Orban Associates Inc, 645 Bryant Street, San
Francisco, CA 94107. Tel: (415) 957-1067. Telex:

FOSTEX (Japan)

Essex CB11 4LG. Tel: 0799 40881. Telex: 817444.

Limiter amplifier and compressr.- /limiter module.

some

58

The N°1 System
Get the full facts on the most creative modular system in the world.
Rebis Audio Ltd., Kinver Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 5AB, England.
Tel: 0384 71865. Telex: 335494.
Australia; Audio Mix Systems, Sydney 371 -9009. Belgium; S.E.D., Bruxelles 522 -7064 Canada; Heinl E lectronics Inc., Ontario 495 -0688. Denmark; Kinovox APS, Lynge 18 7617.
Finland; Studiotec, Helsinki 90 556252. France; Lazare Electronics, Paris 8786210. Germany; Thum & Mahr Audio, Leverkusen 2173 -41003. Hausmann Concert Electronic, Berlin
4336097. Studiotechnik Jurgen Klever, Hamburg 6901044. Greece; P.D.R. (Recording Services) O.E., Athens6820689. Hong Kong & China; Audio Consultants Co. Ltd., Kowloon
3- 7125251. India; Kapco Sound, New Delhi 43718. Israel; More Productions B.P. Ltd., Tel -Aviv 62009. Italy; Startek, Bologna 23 30 34. Jamaica; Audiofon Systems Ltd., Kingston
926-2569. Japan; Hibino E lectro Sound Inc., Tokyo 864-4961. Netherlands; Special Audio Products B.V., Amsterdam 797055. South Africa; Tru-Fi Electronics, Johannesburg 838 4938.
Spain; Mike Llewellyn Jones, Madrid 445-1301. Sweden; Tal & Ton, Gothenberg 803620. U.S.A.; Klark -Teknik Electronics Inc., Farmingdale, N.Y. 249-3660.

pocJuct reference
PUBLISON (France)
Publison Audio Professional, 5.11 Rue CrespinduGast, F -75011 Paris. Tel: (1) 357.64.07.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97.99 Dean Street,
London W1V 5RA. Tel: 01 -734 2812.

QUAD /EIGHT (USA)
Quad -Eight Electronics, 11929 Vose Street, North

Holywood, CA 91605. Tel: (213) 764.1516. Telex:
662446.

Compressor/limiter/expander.

Pye TVT Ltd, Coldhams Lane, Cambridge CB1 3JU.
Tel: 0223 245115. Telex: 81103.
USA: Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp, Audio
Division, 94 McKee Drive, Mahwah, `JJ 07430. Tel:
(201) 529 -3800.

Two channel compressor.

Two channel compressor.

SESCOM (USA)

Two channel compressor /limiter.

PYE (UK)

SCV Audio, Bat 3418 C, Rue de la Jeune Fille.
F -95705 Roissy Cedex, France. Tel: 862.43.04.

REBIS ,'UK)
Rebis Audio, Kinver Street, Stourbridge, West
Midlands DY8 6AB. Tel: 0384 71865.
Two channel and modular compressor /limiters.

Sescom Inc, 1111 Las Vegas Boulevard North, Las
Vegas, NV 89101. Tel: (702) 384.0993.

Compressor module.

SHURE (USA)
Shure Brothers Inc, 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston,
IL 60204. Tel: (312) 328-9000. Telex: 724381.
UK: HW International, 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7
8EQ. Tel: 01 -607 2717. Telex: 299710.

SCV (France)

Gated compressor/mixer.

SOLIDYNE (Argentina)
Solidyne SRL, Tres de Febrero 3254, 1429 Buenos
Aires. Tel: 701.8622.

Quad -Eight Automated Custan
Console. Alfred Hitchcock Theatre.

Compressor /limiter /expander.

Universal Studios.

SONTEC (USA)
Sontec Corp, 10120 Marble Court, Cockeysville,
MD 21030. Tel: (301) 628-2283.

Stereo compressor /limiter for mastering.

SPECTRA SONICS (USA)
Spectra Sonics Inc, 3750 Airport Road, Ogden, UT
84403. Tel: (801) 392.7531.

Compressor /limiter.

SYMETRIX (USA)
Symetrix Professional Audio Products,

109 Bell

Street, Seattle, WA 98121. Tel: (206) 682.3076.
Range of compressor /limiters.

TRACK AUDIO (USA)
Track Audio Inc, 33753 9th Avenue South, Federal
Way, WA 98003. Tel: (206) 838.4460.

Compressor/limiter and three band compressor.

TRIDENT (UK)
Trident Audio Developments Ltd, PO Box 38,
Studios Road, Shepperton, Middx WW17 ODD. Tel:
09328 60241. Telex: 8813982.
USA: Trident USA Inc, 652 Glenbrook Road,
Stamford, CT 06906. Tel: (203) 357 -8337.
Compressor/limiter.

TWEED (UK)
Tweed Audio Electronics, Rosewood Industrial
Estate, Kelso, Roxburghshire. Tel: 05732 2983.
Telex: 727633.
USA: Tweed Audio (USA) Inc, 12 Ilex Drive,
Newbury Park, CA 91320. Tel: (805) 499 -4764.
Telex: 652337.

Compressor /limiters.

The lineage of the

248 Component Series
includes the largest and
most sophisticated audio
consoles in the world. 248
a manufactured console with
-

custom capabilities and an
uncompromised heritage
Quad -Eight quality and
experience!

-

ctuad ,iemqh[ elec[ronics
11929 Vose St. eet. North Hollywood, California 91605
Telephone: 213.764 -1516
Telex: 6-62446 QUADFATHER LSA
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UREI (USA)
United Recording Electronics Industries, 8460 San
Fernando Road, Sun Valley, CA 91352. Tel: (213)
767-1000. Telex: 651389.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Road, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex:
27502.
Range of compressor/limiters.

VALLEY PEOPLE (USA)
Valley People Inc, 2820 Erica Place, Nashville, TN
37204. Tel: (615) 385.4737. Telex: 558610.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex:
27502.

Range of multifunction compressor /limiters.

"Our artists demand the best ,so do
- Apollo Master Discs:'

1

Malcolm Davies
Chief Mastering Engineer
PRT Studios, London

"There's no doubt -Apollo Master Discs
give the quietest cut available
through conventional techniques."

"The Apollo has all the pluses
mastering engineers look for."
We designed into the Apollo lacquer all the features
the mastering engineers have been asking for: better
flatness, less noise, clean cutting, longer stylus life,
better uniformity and consistency. Ultimately, the
Apollo results in better records.

"Absolutely flat."
All aluminium blanks used for the Apollo are
micropolished using a process originally developed
for magnetic computer disks. This multi -step process
resurfaces the aluminium blanks and creates a fine
finish, free from defects and with an improved
flatness.

"Free of ticks and pops."
Our elaborate lacquer manufacturing process
insures that all particles and gels which could cause
cutting problems are removed. Moreover, the new
formulation resists lacquer buildup on the stylus,
thus reducing groove wall scoring and loose debris in
the groove, which contribute to ticks and pops.

"Least abrasion."
The unique Apollo formulation reduces the cutting
friction when contacted by the heated stylus. This
results in lower abrasion, thus extending the stylus
life. And, of course, the formulation does not use
any abrasive ingredients in the first place.

"Very consistent from batch to batch."
The excellent consistency of the Apollo
lacquer masters is the result of complete
control we have over the critical raw
materials and the blending of the
formulation. In addition, the
extensive process and quality
control methods assure the
maintenance of tight
manufacturing tolerances.

We've Mastered the Master.
atad

APOLLOE
Master Audiodisc.

Capitol Magnetics Products
European and Middle East Sales Office
Alma Road, Windsor, Berkshire SL43JA, England.
Telephone: Windsor 59171. Telex 847241
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Drawmer DL221-a user report
Dave Ward
Gateway Studios in Lor don was
the location for a user report on the
new Drawmer comp /limiter.
COMPRESSOR limiters have been around in
varying forms for many years. A decade
ago they were fairly expensive but the last few
years have seen a steady stream of clew devices in
a price range suited to most pocke:s. Generally,
the quality and flexibility of the unit are reflected
in the price.
Most of the compressors I have u=_ed have been
excellent in one or two areas but have had some

limitation (no pun intended) ergonomically or
audibly. When the Drawmer DL221 Dual
Compressor arrived at our studio I was
immediately delighted to see the forethought that
had gone into its design and could not wait to get
my hands on it.
Like its partner, the DS201 Dua! Gate, the unit
is a very compact U high 19 in rack mounting
unit split into two independent sections that are
linkable for stereo operation with a toggle switch
1

in the centre.

Controls
The first control at the left of :he unit is the
threshold (variable from -24 dBV to infinity).
This sets the point above which gain reduction
commences. A nice feature is that this control
determines the signal level going into the side
chain and not the overall input level. As the
manufacturers state, the input level can usually
be adjusted on preceding equipm .nt.
Next comes the ratio control continuously
variable between 1:1 (zero compression) and 20:1
(limiting). Above these controls is the function
switch for the metering display unit. This is a
2 -way toggle switch clearly marked to switch the
metering between normal VU metering and gain
reduction (GR).
The LED bar type display is arranged, with the
60
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switch in the VU position, to give from left to
right green illumination below 0 VU, amber at
1 dB and red above 0 dB.
In the gain reduction position of course, the
meter works from right to left giving the green
indication at 0 dB gain reduction and red
indications of progressive amounts of gain
reduction up to 22 dB. The VU meter is
calibrated to show 0 VU at +4 dBV. Below the
metering are attack and release controls. Attack
is continuously adjustable between 50 Hs and
5 ms and the release continuously adjustable
between 50 ms and 5 s. After these is the output

gain control (-20 dB to + 20 dB) which controls
the output only in the operating or 'normal'
mode. Above the output gain control is the unit
mode switch which allows the engineer to
monitor either the input signal in the `by-pass'
position or the compressor output in the
'normal' position. One major feature of this unit
is that the output control is by- passed in the unit
'by -pass' mode. This generally enables the
engineer to make a true A/B test with no output
level difference in this mode due to the output
gain control.
The third position of this toggle switch routes
the side chain to the output so the engineer can
listen to any equalisation being applied to the
side
chain during frequency
conscious
compression. This I found to be a very useful
feature when using the compressor as a de -esser
and indeed, on one or two occasions, when
applying frequency conscious compression to a
bass guitar. The LED display is also linked to the
mode switch such that with the monitor switch in
the VU position and the mode switch in by -pass,
the display will read the input to the unit. This
again is particularly convenient as it allows the
engineer to make a visual and audible
comparison of input and output signals.
At the far right of each section is an on /off
toggle switch for the separate peak limiter. This

limiter is designed to complement the compressor
section by allowing the engineer to use slow
attack and /or gentle compression slopes and still
have
protection
from
The
overload.
manufacturers state that the limiter has an
internally pre -set threshold of + 6 dB (ref
+4 dBV), fast attack and automatic release
based on programme content. It has a fixed ratio
of 50:1. The limiter is connected after the output
gain control and the amount of reduction from
limiting is indicated on the display along with
compression. In addition the LED to be found
under the limiter switch indicates the onset of
limiting.
At the far right of the unit is the power on /off
switch. This again is a toggle switch with an LED
indicator.
On the back of the unit, inputs and outputs are
on % in jack sockets (XLR sockets are available
as an extra) and both inputs and outputs are
unbalanced. There is also a stereo jack socket for
access to the side chain of the compressor. The
ring is the send and the tip the return. Of course,
with the use of the mode switch any device
plugged into the side chain can be monitored insitu.
In Use
I found the DL221 a joy to use and I am
continuously impressed by its performance. The
amount (or rather lack) of low frequency
distortion at 'silly' attack and release settings is
comparable to devices many times the price of
this unit. This is one of those compressors that
sounds `right' in the solo situation as well as
sounding 'right' in the mix. I have put it to good
use with extreme settings on vocals and bass
guitar. Use of the side chain insert points can
also produce some interesting effects.
As a stereo unit I have found it particularly
useful for `tightening up' a couple of somewhat
flabby mixes (this is allowed south of the
Thames) and there was no obvious movement in
the stereo picture. Because of its ease of
operation I have been able to get the desired
effects very quickly. The engineer gains a sense
of security being able to listen to the side chain
and having the A/B monitoring capability. Any
manufacturer who can give me a greater sense of
security is likely to be a friend for life.

Conclusions
The Drawmer DL221 is a well made compact and
comprehensive device which I can only think
was designed with the engineer in mind. The
designers have incorporated several features that
I have been looking for in a compressor /limiter
and they have been able to make this available
at a price that didn't freak the accounts
department. Needless to say, having reviewed the
DL221 we could not bear to part with the unit
and had to buy it. It makes an ideal companion
to the DS201 Dual Gate. The incorporation of a
fixed ratio peak limiter on the output is an added
bonus that was most unexpected. I am told that
there is also a single channel module of this unit
that fits into the Audio and Design Scamp rack
system.
I would recommend a DL221 to any studio
large or small.
Dave Ward is manager of Gateway Studios and organises and
tutors on the Gateway multitrack course.

THE
Microphones: From the new C -48
studio condenser to the ECM-50
miniature microphone, Sony's range
covers every conceivable application.
Included is the new 989 stereo
microphone that employs three
capsules and incorporates a facility
for changing the directional axes both
remotely and electronically.
1

SONY

RANGE

OF PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EOUIPMENT

BY

FELDON AUDIO
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2 Sony P.C.M.F -1 System: The
complete 2 track 16 bit digital
recording package. Now with the
R.T.W. interface, recordings can be
transferred digitaly to P.C.M. 1610 in
preparation for digital editing and
subsequent transfer to either
standard or compact disc.
3 TC -D5 PRO

Cassette Recorder:

Sony's constant commitment to
technological excellence is culminated
in this extraordinarily compact unit,

the TC -D5 PRO, with fully professional

quality and long term reliability.
MX -P42 Mixer: Sony makes the
difficult easy in field production with
the ALC (automatic level control)
equipped 4 x 2 portable mixer.
Direct VTR interface. Ganging facility,
Pan Pots, Phantom power facility for
4

condenser mixes.
5 Sony MX -P21 Mixer: A new
professional multi -purpose mixer for
Audio /Video recording and post
production. 8 input channels, 2 output
channels, plus 2 AUX outputs. 3 band
E /O, Pan Pots, P.F.L.

6Sony Audio Duplicators:

The new
range of high fidelity, high speed,
sound cassette duplication system at
8 and 16 times normal speed. Depending
on the system adopted, between 1 and
40 cassettes may be made in one run.

FELDON AUDI 0
The First Name in Sound Equipment Sales
126 Great Portland Street

London W1N 5PH

Telephone:

01

-580 4314

Telex: London 28658

OTARI
MkIII-8
The only truly

professional 2" 8- track.
Based on the well -proven
5050 transport, the
MkIII -8 is a

microprocessor controlled recorder
offering facilities and
performance normally found
only on 1" machines. Excellent
ergonomics for one -person
operation, synchronizer interface as
standard, all audio functions remotable.
Autolocator available also.

OTARI
DP 4050 A
Highest quality and reliability from the world's leading
manufacturer. Cassette or reel master. DP4050C2 is
expandable to max. of 11 slaves.

OTARI
DP 2700
DP 2700. An

W

u

u

automatic loader
for blank or recorded
pancakes. Will wind
any length precisely.
One operator can run
up to 3 machines.
Reliable and
attractively priced.

are
considering
investing in the finest
equipment, mate sure
you will enjoy the best
back -up facilities for
sales and servicing.
Otari's superb range
of multitrack and
mastering recorders,
r
tape duplicators and
winders, reprei ent the highest levels
of technology, quality and reliability.
Thoroughness In design and
manufacture g--tarantees consistent
performance throughout their
If you

long life.

I.T.A. has been handling Otari
equipment, for over 10 years. No -one
else has the experience and resources
to support the product to the same
degree. Our new showroom has the
full range on working demonstration

ITA, i FE'lgate Mews,

Studland St. London

OTARI
MTR90-II
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The MkII MTR90 is now accepted as the
24- track, and is to be found in some of the
world's most prestigious installations. Unique
transport system under total computer control
gives the smoothest possible operation. Totally
gapless and silent punch -ins and outs. The
MTR90 MkII offers too many advanced features
to be listed here; ask for a demonstration in your
studio and you won't want to see it leave!
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OTARI
MX5050 B2 -II
14 2 TRACK
A fully professional and

rugged ;" 2 -track recorder,
the B2 -II has become, like its
predecessor the 5050B, the
best -selling 2 -track in the
USA. Read Keith Spencer
Allen's "hands -on" review in
the September "Studio
Sound" to find out why. Better
still, come and see the B2
working in our demonstration
room. Excellent performance
and well -packed with sensible
features.

1;;

OTARI MTR12 Series

V

Probably the most advanced analogue
recorders in the world, the MTR12
Series now accept 12" reels, giving 24mins
playing time at 30ips. Computer -based
transport gives an extraordinarily versatile
and easy -to -use machine, completely
modular, excellent accessibility. Available
for demonstration in your studio in a variety
2- track.
of formats, including

r

installation rather
than before. Our
approach to after sales maintenance
is five -fold. 1) The
training and experience
of our engineers.
2) Quick response time.
3) Availability of

appropriate technical
material. 4) Under
and the MTR Series are availale for s an ing the requirements of each
customer. 5) Substantial inventory of
demonstration in your own studio.
Early delivery is offered on all models. spares for all current models. All five
factors have to be fulfilled to provide
From the user's point of view,
the complete service. We know
a supplier's commitment to their
Otari so talk to the specialists!
product is more important after

-

W6 9JT.

Tel: O1 -748 9009. Telex: 21879

C-ducers -

user C-ducer
The first step in using C- ducers is

the selection of the most
suitable tape for the instrument
under discussion. There is a choice
of 3 or 8 in types and which length 1,
used depends on the instrument.
Generally, the smaller instrumen:
use the smaller tape although I have
found that this is not always the
case. The definition of small instruments includes violin, banjo,
mandolin and in some cases acoustic
guitar, although the latter does depend on the type of construction and
design. All other instruments would
generally use an 8 in tape.
A 3 in tape on a large instrument
will generally sound OK although
you may have the feeling that it is
not giving the best response at the
extremes of the frequency range.
Using an 8 in tape on a small instrument, assuming that it will fit, often
leads to a somewhat ill- defined bass
response and a lack of sounding
`quite right'. (This can largely be
corrected with EQ but it is really
simpler to use the correct length
tape.) Exactly why this should be the
case, I am not too sure but it may be
that the 8 in tape being in contact
with the instrument body picks up
low frequencies that the instrument
is designed not to project into the air
around it. These energies are at frequencies below the fundamentals of
most of the notes played and the 8 in
tape with its marginally better LF
response will transduce them while
the 3 in tape is less sensitive to these
frequencies and so sounds better.
Where to place the tape is the nest
decision. A sound of some description will be obtained no matter
where the tape is placed although
such a positioning is unlikely to meet
the requirements for a `good basic'
sound. My normal procedure for a
stringed instrument is to listen
carefully to the sound from various
parts of the instrument to familia
yourself with the type of results ,, Ju
are likely to achieve (as you would
before placing a mie). Then by
touching the body of the instrument,
try and find the area of greatest
resonance. Note this position and
64

Part two of this article covers basic rules and tech- the bridge. On some instruments this
niques, possible application areas and some of the may mean that the tape is under the
ways in which C- ducers are currently being applied. strings and there seems to be little

Keith Spencer -Allen
then consider at which point the
vibration of the strings is transferred
most directly to the body of the instrument this usually being the
bridge. The initial positioning of the
C -ducer would then be somewhere
between these two points and the
ideal position found by movement
within this area. A tape at the position of maximum resonance will
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often sound ill- defined and the HF
content of the signals will sound distant. Moving towards the bridge will
improve definition and even out any
predominant frequencies. I find that
positioning too close to the bridge
gives a slightly over -hard and close
sound. This is useful sometimes but
a generally preferable sound is normally found no closer than 3 in from

wrong with this as long as proper
tape -to- instrument contact can be
achieved. I have found that certain
steel strung acoustic guitar /plectrum
combinations are not satisfactory
with the tape in this position and so
as a rule the tape will be on the tail
side of the bridge for acoustic
guitars. Sounds on different positions of the guitar are actually very
similar to the sounds that you would
achieve with a close mie at the same
point -bass light towards the edges
of the guitar and very boomy around
the sound hole.
There are, of course, exceptions to
these stringed instrument guidelines.
For instance, a full size concert harp
will normally require a tape to be
placed around the soundboard section somewhere near the floor and
may need a second tape higher up
the frame to cover the high notes.
Keyboard instruments, although
usually stringed instruments, are
quite different.
There are very few guidelines that
work consistently and you will
definitely need two tapes but their
placement will depend, to a fair
degree, on the construction of the instrument. The usual positioning will
be under the soundboard although
even that is not definite. The problem is further compounded by the
range of piano sounds that are considered normal and to achieve these
the tape positions will vary considerably. Usually, the best area to
start is around the physical middle
of the piano and concentrate on the
lower and middle string areas. The
top end will tend to look after itself
quite well and so can often be
forgotten until the final adjustments
to the sound.
Perhaps more than other instruments, the piano typifies the differences between C- ducers and mies.
Firstly, you have to learn to listen to
the instrument without the sound of
the room that you can still hear even
with fairly close miking. This can be
somewhat disconcerting at first

although it is easily adapted to. Once
other instruments playing in the
same room are added, even without
reverb, the slight spill from the
piano will completely cover up this
effect. Another result of the use of
C- ducers on piano is the increased
sustain that the piano has although
in practice this has never proved a
problem -rather an advantage, as it
meant that it is possible to add less
reverb (if any) and so keep faster
piano passages more distinct.
Drums are another area of
C -ducer application and again the
results are hard to predict as they depend very much on the instrument
and the types of sound wanted. The
first area to be checked out is the inside of the shell. The tape should be
tried on the inside wall around the
circumference parallel -ish to the
head. Movement nearer the head
will increase the stick on skin sound
while the sound on the drum is
found lower in the shell. This is
somewhat different with double
head drums. Drums are not an area
that I have looked at in any great
detail myself but there will be examples from users later on. The bass
drum can actually be C -duced fairly
successfully and is well worthwhile
trying. The method described for
tom-toms works quite well although
I have been told that fixing a tape to
the section of a tom support post
that is left in the bass drum, the bulk
of the attacking sound being airborne, is very effective.
There are other points worth mentioning about C- ducers in general
and their uses.
Just as close miking often reveals
physical problems with an instrument (eg squeaky drum pedals and
rattles), the use of C- ducers can have
a sometimes even more revealing ef-

sound always changing with the
position of the instrument as well as
being difficult to mic closely. The
C-ducer may be able to help in this
respect.
One application that was quite
successful was to use tapes on a solid
bass guitar. The vibration in the
body of a Fender Jazz Bass or Precision is ample. After experimenting I
found that the best sound from a
frequency point of view was concentrated in the upper 'horn' of the Jazz
with an 8 in tape but the sound was a
little distant. So I moved the tape to
about 2 in behind the bridge and it
was far better. The sound was a
cross between the standard DI bass
sound and a double bass. This was
combined with the DI output and
together they formed a very full
complementary pair of sounds. I
also added a second tape, a 3 in on
the rear of the head stock and this
gave a very interesting spread in the
stereo together with the DI output.
Virtually any instrument appears
to be C- ducable to some degree. The
only remaining obstacle is the
human voice. There is no real need
to achieve this but it is an area
worthwhile experimenting with for
special effects. No matter how successful it could be made, I don't
think that many vocalists will agree
to having a C-ducer stuck around
their neck with double -sided
adhesive tape which is just as well
because it doesn't really give very
distinct lack of
good results
HF- although there may still be a
way if we look to the mouth. (Don't
take this paragraph too seriously,
although the principles do present a
challenge.)
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Real life uses

The early days of C -ducer marketing
fect.
Even with C- ducers quite close were, in retrospect, well intentioned
together, it is possible to achieve an but misleading. C -Tape knew that
effective spread in a stereo picture. their new product worked and needWith percussive instruments, ed a rather different approach to oblevels at the front end of a console tain results. To familiarise users with
have to be watched as the attacking the techniques known at that time
transients can cause clipping without they produced some literature that
even a nod of any metering. It may over simplified the guidelines and
be necessary to lower front end gain tended to suggest that if you followed these rules, then suddenly an exto prevent this occurring.
Bad tape -to- instrument contact cellent sound would issue forth like
will sound very unpleasant -like a magic. The effect this had on potential users was either to alienate them
badly overloaded front end.
completely from the units if results
were less than excellent from their
Applications
test instruments or to cause them to
My main area of concern has been reject/ignore the suggested applicarecording but the separation offered tions and do their own experimenby the use of these tapes gives them ting. As a result of this situation,
very real stage applications. For in- there is now a wide variety of apstance, with a grand piano equipped plications and experience available
with C- ducers, I have had a full -both conventional and unconvendrum kit just by the side of it and the tional across a wide spectrum of use.
To try to illustrate what results are
problems I encountered were very
small and much of the spill I imagine being obtained and areas of use, I
was induced in the piano sound - compared notes with a selection of
board and then picked up by the regular users. These come from a
C-ducer rather than direct acoustic cross -section of professional sound
applications but it will be noticed
spill.
It is the unusual areas of applica- that most experimenting has been
tion that I am exploring at present done by those who are not regular

Leeming is a recording
engineer of many years experience
based at central London studios,
PRT. Although keen on experimenting with new techniques, his problems are fairly typical of many
real lack of time to exengineers
periment with the more esoteric applications. In the 18 months he has
been playing with the tapes, they
have become a fairly regular part of
his mic technique.
"The first aspect of C- ducers to
attract me was separation. One of
the main studios that I work in is
PRT No which is a fairly large ambient studio. We can have quite a lot
Alan
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of problems

with separation

especially with a large rhythm section incorporating piano or acoustic
guitars, all at the same time. I felt
that anything that would ease this

piano but it is rather prone to spill
on large sessions. Keith has found
that it is possible to achieve a similar
sound out of a smaller piano, such
as a Yamaha 5 ft grand, that is
easier to screen off. This is done by
using an 8 in C-ducer on the bass
bridge and this is then carefully
EQ'd to bring out the bass harmonics while the main piano sound
is achieved with a pair of Neumann
U87s.
With these large film sessions
separation can really be a problem
and so he has done a fair amount of
experimenting with C- ducers.
Acoustic guitars that are used within
a section are C -duced almost as a
matter of course. Keith says that he
might have to try various positions
to achieve the sound he is after but
the result is generally good and
often, following corrective EQ, the
results within the mix might be better than if a mic had been used. He
has also had experience of live use
and pointed out that on occasions
when musicians might be changing
guitars, the C-ducer will allow the
engineer the freedom not to have to
mute the guitar that is set down but
maybe just reduce its level.
Keith also mentioned some other
successful applications: on sitar
very good sound quite unlike what
can be achieved with a mic, the best
place for the tapes being around the
gourd itself. It was also very effective on the Indian drums that went
larger version of the tabla;
with it
on mandolin -excellent results particularly where there may be more
than one with the noise of the pick

situation without sounding appalling
was worth trying.
"Firstly they were tried on the
Bosendorfer in No 2 but following
the diagrams supplied at the time,
the sound I achieved was not completely flattering for this good sounding piano. As No 2 is an
Eastlake room, there are not many
separation problems anyway, so
next I tried it on the Bechstein in No
1. This piano is not quite so special sounding but the C- ducers rather
flattered its sound. Subsequently I
have found that by experimenting
with positions and really knowing
the instrument you can achieve good
results. You have to be prepared to
experiment a little as similar instruments can be quite different in
their best positions for C- ducer.
"An instrument that I have used against strings becoming too
C- ducers mainly on is the double predominant when close miking. Us-
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bass. It works best with the guy who
stands up and plucks it in a jazz
sense or a style vaguely akin to that.
I have found that it works far better
on instruments of this type than
guitars. In my experience the 8 in
C -ducer positioned about 3 in below
the bridge will give me an MF lift
around 1 to 2 kHz which I quite like
to add to basses anyway. Usually
this would be used within an open
sound context with the drums out in
the open and spilling in a controlled
amount into other mikes. This will
also give a better personal ambience
between musicians.
"You have got to think differently
to the way you would with a pair of
47s or 87s. Positioning of the
C -ducer differs very much from one

instrument to another."
Another regular C-ducer user is
Keith Grant, chief engineer /studio

manager of Olympic Studios,

Barnes, London. The studio has a
very long history, having seen many
music milestones. Studio No 1 is a
very large room equipped for film
work, something they do quite a lot
of.
Keith's attitude to C- ducers is that
they are a useful tool and that
dependent on the music, he is quite
happy to use them widely. Principal
areas of his use are piano, acoustic
and these include unusual percussion studio engineers rather underlining guitar and drums.
An object of affection for the
instruments, mainly being hand -held the fact that time for experiment is
studio is a large Bosendorfer grand
types that need to be shaken, the the most important aspect.

ing C- ducers, this scraping can be

reduced and results are clearly audible in the Walls ice cream Cornetto
ad.
Double bass always seems a
popular instrument to C- duce -any
comments? He replied that he had a
very good technique for double bass
already and felt that there was little
need for C- ducers in this area. He
then went on to stress that he never
holds himself to a single technique
but fits his technique to the demands
of the session. His method with
drums is interesting and shows
another application of the tapes. He
will not use them for recording,
preferring to use standard miking
techniques, but will use C- ducers
placed on the outside rims of the
drums to key noise gates. The signals
from the drum mics are routed
through the noise gates individually.
The delay on the C -ducer output
compared to the close mic, is just
enough to remove the attacking
transient from the mic signal. Keith
finds this a valuable technique when
recording digitally, particularly with
disastrous results that can occur with
overload of a digital system.
Blue Weaver is a producer/
writer /engineer, although probably
better known as a musician of much
repute. Following over 20 years of
studio experience on the other side
of the glass, looking over the
67
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C- ducers

engineer's shoulder and earning gold
discs; he set up a 24 -track studio in
part of his West London home. Being a keyboard player, it was natural
that he should spend a lot of time
with synths and, in particular, the
Fairlight CMI. This instrument
spends a lot of its time being used
for its real time sampling capabilities. Blue, however, found that
the ambience of any instrument
sampled with a mic was liable to give
him noise problems. In addition, he
felt that the acoustics of his largely
electronics- oriented studio was not
too good for some instruments. He
had been using a pair of 8 in
C- ducers to record an upright piano
in the studio and found that they
were very effective if used to give the
CMI a sample input. The sampling
input is equalised slightly (HF boost)
before feeding the CMI, although
not to the degree that he found
necessary with a mic, and hence
another saving in noise. This gives a
basic sound that he finds can be
manipulated more effectively within
the Fairlight than a mic- derived sample. This was particularly true on the
percussive inputs from drums that
were used to assemble rhythm
tracks.
C-ducer placement is largely by
feel although drums are always
recorded with the tapes inside the
shell and close to the skin but precise
positioning varies considerably with
the required result.
Did he find any problems with the
subjective lack of treble or bass that
is sometimes claimed?
"No, not at all. I have recorded
some instruments completely flat
from the C -ducer and it requires less
treble boost for the Fairlight applications than a mic does."
What about the sometimes claimed opposite situation of overbrightness?

"It is true that I need less treble
EQ for Fairlight sampling but I
don't think that it

is

overbright. On

one occasion I recorded a Washburn
acoustic guitar with a C -ducer and
compared the sound with that of the
internal Washburn pickups. The
C-ducer was not so hard a sound and
far more preferable to the internal
pickups, although these are generally considered to be quite good."
A contrast in drum recording styles
in found in the techniques of Jon
Hiseman. Jon has been recognised
as leading British drummer since the
late 60s and he has a very well equipped personal 24 track studio in
suburban South London that has
been designed especially with drum
recording in mind, ie ceilings of at
least 12 ft and a flattering degree of
liveness.

As drummer with Barbara
Thompson's Paraphernalia, his

drums are recorded almost completely flat. For a forthcoming
album Shadowshow with Rod
Argent, Barbara Thompson and
Clem Clemson engineered by Mar-

tyn Webster, the approach is quite
different.
Jon's kit is a Rogers with four
toms using double heads. It is miked
in a fairly standard way with AKG
D125s about 4 in from the tom
heads, D202 on the snare, a pair of
414s as crossed pair overheads, a
C460 with CK3 capsule positioned
exactly 4 drum sticks height above
the snare with the addition of bass
drum and high hat mics
total of
10 mics. All the drums use fairly
light heads, Remo CS on top and
Clear Ambassador bottom, and so
require a fair degree of damping.
This is achieved by taping 8 in
C- ducers onto the skins to achieve
the required amount of damping
with gaffer tape. This is done on all
the drums except the bass drum
which is left alone. Even the high hat
has a C- ducer; about 1 in gaffered to
the bell and the rest of the body fixed to the central post. This has virtually no effect on the tonal quality
of the high hat.
The output of the C- ducers pass
through the desk where they are
EQ'd to maximise the attack and effect of that particular drum. The
signal is then sent to the key input of
the noise gates, a selection of Keepex
Is, Roger Mayer and Rebis types.
The outputs of the mics are routed
through the gates and the controls
set up to achieve the best results
from the mic signal. The bass drum
and the crossed pair overheads are
left untouched but the overheads are
positioned and EQ'd to reduce the
amount of MF and LF that they
pickup. The C460 above the snare is
gated with a paralleled key from the
snare gate. This gives the `distant
thwack' sound that is normally sent
to the reverb units.
The results of this set-up are quite
stunning. There is almost total
separation between drums that are
adjacent to each other. This allows
complete freedom of processing the
drums in a way that is usually
restricted purely to electronic drums.
There is of course a slight trade-off
on the straight acoustic side of the
drums with the sustain being slightly
short but with judicious use of the
overheads this can be overcome
although of course the real reason
for recording drums in this way is to
make them easily processable
discretely and so `unnaturalness' is
not a problem. Most surprising is the
high hat. This has the advantage of a
mic giving a very discrete sound in a
position that would normally have
picked up the complete kit.
Jon described the system as a
somewhat critical business to set up
and adjustments have to be made
number to number. The drummer
has to learn to work within a certain
range of dynamics. Would the
system be usable if the drummer was
not in production control?
"If the producer was strong minded enough to insist on how the
drummer played then perhaps it
would work, although being both
drummer and producer I have a better chance of succeeding. This is not
a system that we invented but I think
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that we have taken it farther."

that instrument is a problem as
wherever you place the tape it
Andrew Jones is a freelance live sounds bad because the bass sounds
sound engineer who is currently bad anyway so that is a lot of EQ
chief engineer for Sky. They use work."
Where are your pickups mounted
C- ducers on piano, harpsicord and
double bass.
on an average grand piano?
"Basically where the piano
"We started off following the
diagrams from C -Tape but found cutaway comes into the full length of
that they didn't really work quite the piano. I tend to go right up to the
like they suggested. This was with very edge of the piano towards the
the 30 in tapes. However, with the middle-that is about four struts
8 in we found that you could get in down from the keyboard. This is
between the struts and achieve a very close for the top end but away
good separation between the two from the middle of the piano. With
tapes. Sky always hire a piano for the bass I'm almost going to the far
concerts and we specify either a end of the piano, about another four
Steinway or Yamaha. This means or five struts down. We always use
that for every new piano we have to the 8 in tapes and always positioned
find the tape positions from scratch. underneath. In addition to the tapes
We have now developed a system of I use a C451 mic over the piano and I
using a stethoscope to listen to the reverse the phase on this so that it
bottom of the piano first."
causes some cancellation in the mid
Are you listening for anything in register of the piano sound. Last
particular?
year in Australia when recording the
"Basically I'm trying to get rid of live album, the recording pickup was
a very hard mid peak- around taken from the C- ducers together
5 kHz. I always find that there is a with a Neumann instead of the 451.
position where you don't get any of This was after experimenting with
that. I tend to put the tapes around other mics and positionings but it
that position and then bring the mid was found that with the stage limitain with EQ if I have to. Listening to tions the C- ducers were the best that
an instrument with the stethoscope is could be achieved.
strange as the sound can be quite
"With harpsicord the problems
dramatically different over a are different. The soundboard is
distance of 3 or 4 inches."
very light but the C-ducer seems to
You obviously go through a lot of damp it down less than other
pianos. Do you find that positions pickups and the output is bright
tend to be similar for all Steinways? enough to compensate for this
"No, not for Steinways. Some- anyway. The actual positioning is
times there are dramatic positional underneath the soundboard and
differences occasionally going right more towards the top end.
"The only real problem we have
to the bottom end of the piano. With
Yamahas the positions are remark- encountered with C- ducers has been
ably consistent."
the sensitivity of the tapes. Using
Having optimised your position- strange pianos all the time we find
ing, what EQ would you use?
noise problems such as tin tacks on
"I tend to EQ only to prevent bass the soundboard, cracked sound feedback and perhaps a little the top boards, small screws and matches
end. I use a graphic 27 -band to that have been dropped in -even a
notch out anything that is bad news thick layer of dust can sometimes be
but these are more functions of the heard. Set against that you have the
hall and stage rather than the amazing separation between top and
piano /C-ducer combination. The bottom of the piano, the acoustic
stage positioning of the piano is separation and full sustain even at
right across the front of the drum- HF and you cannot fault them in
mer and we don't really have any performance. In Australia, the
problems but there is a 3 ft high critics were saying that this was the
perspex screen around the drums first classical piano they heard with a
which stops the direct spill. John rock 'n' roll band that sounded like
Williams used to use an electric a classical piano with a rock 'n' roll
guitar whose amp sat under the band."
piano, and there was virtually no
pickup at all.
A conclusion
"The double bass played by There is a wealth of valuable inforHerbie Flowers presented a lot of mation emerging on what has to be
trouble. There seemed to be a lot of considered a valuable addition to the
fluctuations in the front of the in- engineers' arsenal. It is not the
strument that would cause the tape answer to everything and does not
to come slightly loose and with pretend to be but contact mics apabout % in unstuck we would hear pear to be coming of age and this is
this 'clipping' sound. To minimise certainly a good thing in live sound
this high level of resonance problem, and the studio. If this means that
the tape was positioned below the acoustic screens can be removed
bridge towards the tail. Unfor- while retaining separation and for
tunately the bass was damaged and no degradation of the sound, this
after repair, the best position is now will be good for music in general
above the bridge towards the neck. which must be better for us all evenAlso since the repair it is possible to tually.
hear the creaking of the wood where
Out of space and I still haven't
another panel has been added when covered C- ducers on steel drums and
using the C- ducer. The double bass the way the Penguin Cafe Orchestra
used in Australia is a Yamaha and C -duce Coca -Cola cans ...
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TRACK UPDATE
Yamaha MT44
4

1.

A new variation on the Portastudio

-a

theme
4 channel cassette
deck; 11 tape speed for
compatibility; Dolby B and C
built -in; LED meters; pitch
control. £295. Matching mixer and
patch bay available.
2. The New Sensation from
Fostex -X-15 Tracker
A portable battery or mains
operated 4 channel cassette
recorder with built -in mixer. The
musical note book you can use
anywhere. Dolby noise reduction,
treble and bass EQ, punch -in/out,
and lots more for Only £260.
3. Tascam 4 track systems
A variety of small systems for the
cost conscious, from the M244
Portastudio, complete on its own;
or the latest Tascam 34 4 channel
reel -to -reel now available in a
package with the new PEP 800 8x4
mixer. This mixer has the
comprehensive facilities of larger
mixers costing twice the price.
Total Package Price Only £985.
8 TRACK REVIEW

Our showroom has every popular
8 track recorder on
demonstration. Including
FOSTEX, TASCAM, OTARI.

Come and compare!

L.]
Our new Premises mean

4. 8 Track package offer
TASCAM 38 and PEP 1200

Mixer. An unrepeatable
offer. The PEP 1200 is a
10 in, 4 out mixer with full
facilities for monitoring

and mixing down 8 tape
tracks. Mic & line inputs,
4 band EQ, 8 Vu's for the
tape tracks plus 2 for stereo
mix. Special Offer Price
£1,990.
5. The world's smallest 8 track,

from Fostex. Available also as a
complete system, with the 350
Mixer. NEW LOW PRICES.

Still Available
6. Tascam 38 plus Itam DB30/8
8 channel simultaneous noise
reduction complete for £1.750.
Or noise reduction available
separately
£290.
7. OTARI/ITAM 8 track system
The ultimate compact 8 track
studio. Otari's advanced Mk1ll -8
recorder, with microprocessor
controlled transport, built -in
oscillator, and full function
remote. The MkIII -8 can be
interfaced to video synchronizers
for "audio sweetening" work. The
entirely new Itam 12 -4 -8 is a
professional multitrack mixer. All
8 tracks can be continuously
monitored while recording and
the 8 tape returns are additionally
normalled to the line inputs on 8 of
the 12 input channels. Autolocator
now available for Otari.

-

-

a better service for you. Live demonstration area
all equipment is now fully functional. Listen to anything from the new Fostex
X -15 tracker to Otari's 24 track MTR -90. Equipment on live demo includes:
Otani recorders and cassette duplicators; full range of Tascam and Fostex

ITA,

1

J:'elgate Mews, Studland St. London

12.

Music Percussion Computer

A very cost effective unit,
playable with sticks or hands. Can
be interfaced with Sinclair ZX81
and TV Monitor.

NEW AT ITA
EFFECTS CORNER

MONITORS

All the latest signal processing
equipment is on live demo for
your to hear. Including:

Yamaha R1000 Digital Reverb
Price barriers are smashed with
this new unit, featuring up to 2.4
secs of reverb in 4 selectable
modes, 3 band parametric EQ.
8.

* *£395.

9. Bel BD -60 DDL
2 secs. max delay at 16kHz

bandwidth; wide range of effects
from main or auxiliary delays;
4 outputs with delay mix controls.

-quality units, inc. noise gate,

Drawmer
the full range of these high

10.

compressor/limiter, and multi tracker.
Deltalab the new Effectron.
A low cost, full bandwidth unit to
professional specifications.
PLUS many other units from

-

D & R, Fostex, Tascam, MXR.

DRUM COMPUTERS
11. MXR Digital Drum
Computer
12 real drum sounds, digitally
recorded; 100 pattern capacity of
up to 99 beats each. A drum
computer suitable for the serious
musician or studio at a reasonable
price. Come and try!

Full range of Tannoy and JBL on
display, plus miniatures from
Auratone, Fostex and Visionik.

SECOND HAND
EQUIPMENT
TASCAM 85 -16 with
autolocator as new
OTARI MkIII -8 8 track
OTARI MX5050B

£6,000
£2,400
£850

Pentagon cassette dupl.
stereo
£600
ITAM Sigma 16 -8 -16 Mixer £2,995

-

TEAC A3300SX 2 TR 15 ips £295
OCF
OTARI DP4050
reel to 6 cassettes
£3,300
(Please phone for latest details)

LOW PRICES ON
AMPEX TAPE

..

Single Carton Carton
(£)

(£)

406 7 inch
3.95
406 } 101 HUB Bulk pack
406 f 101 NAB spool
8.40
4061 101 NAB
15.50
406 1 inch NAB
25.45
406 2 inch 101
52.90
407 7 inch (LP)
5.25
407 1 101 NAB
11.95
456 7 inch
5.65
456 f 101 HUB Bulb pack
456 f 101 NAB spool
10.46
456 1 101 NAB
18.95
4561 inch NAB
29.90
456 2 inch 101 NAB
62.50
456 2 inch 14 NAB
144.00
457 7 inch (LP)
6.95
457 f 101 HUB Bulk pack

3.50
5.30
7.95

-

-

14.50
24.25
49.50
4.75
11.45
5.25
7.20
9.90
18.00
27.90
59.50
140.00

6.60
12.25
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multitrack systems; mixers from AHB, Itam, Trident and others. Big range of
effects units from under £50 to over £5,000. Interesting essentials for the
composer /musician from Roland. Plus mics, speakers, amps and everything
else. The best Central London demo room.

W6 9JT.

Tel: 01.7489009. Telex: 21879
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A personal view of psychoacousticsof domestic equipment is hardly
startling by present day professional
standards (see the articles on
digital /analogue techniques, Studio
Sound October 1983) and even if
discs, cassettes and tape were superb
in this respect the 'party wall
annoyance factor' would still
demand a degree of dynamic
compression to enable the quiet bits
to be heard at all.
The other important psychoacoustic reason for the use of
dynamic controllers is to produce a
musical effect that makes the
programme seem louder than it
really is; to fool the brain into
thinking that the ear itself is
applying dynamic control. This
volume
added
solidity
that
is
not
compression
produces
instantly recognised as any sort of
'fooling' process but as an effect
that,
in
moderation, sounds
indefinably 'better'.

IN the `Human Ear' article (Augu
1983) much space was given to the

biophysics of dynamic range. The
first in the series on 'Overload' (May
1983) discussed at length the volume
window that humanity is so
fortunate to possess -the ability :o
hear such a vast range of sound
levels, from the beating of one's own
heart (in anechoic conditions) to the
near pain of the front row at an
AC /DC concert. This is just to
reiterate the facts about the
extraordinary dynamic control of
the ear /brain combination.

Compressors and limiters
A limiter is an electronic

device
which works as a linear amplifier at
all levels up to a predetermined
threshold. If the input rises beyond
that threshold, the amplifier gain
reduces itself to prevent any further
increase in output.
A compressor is an amplifier
whose gain is proportional to (or a
function of) the level at its output.
n less precise language this means
that a limiter 'limits' the output to a
fixed level and a compressor
'squashes' the signal reducing its
dynamic range. These devices are
essential in the recording and
broadcasting business, not only to
avoid exceeding the dynamic range
of the medium; but also for the
comfort and convenience of the vast
majority of listeners. Dynamic range
1
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the side chains usually have some
form of threshold which can be set
with front panel controls, but this is
not strictly necessary and is a
positive encumbrance to the pure
approach. It is an undeniable fact
that a 'true' compressor is the best
tool for making signals seem louder
with the minimum of perceived
distortion, this being of enormous
importance in the audio processing
of classical music. However, a true
compressor does some pretty awful
things to the noise floor (ever
listened to a dbx processed tape ?) so
some form of modification of the
compression curve at low levels is
'threshold'.
often essential

-a

Compression attack
and release
When looking at a compressor it is
better to view attack time a little differently to ideas in limiters. In this
context, 'attack' means the length of
the signal that is allowed to pass
through the amplifier before the
gain changes to accommodate it.
Ideally, this time should be zero, but
in practice the ear is not particularly
sensitive to small transient level
changes provided that they are nonviolent. Any change to an audio
signal is a distortion. A device which
changes its own gain as a function of
the signal has to be treated with
considerable respect as, not only is it

FIG 2
10
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COMPRESSION CURVES

The diagram is calibrated in dB units. The linear amplifier line
is shown as a comparison (an input/output ratio of 1:1). The
compression line is drawn as a compression ratio of 2:1
dynamic range compression. The limiter threshold is shown at
zero level output and clearly demonstrates how the amplifier
controls its own gain anC refuses to allow any level above this
threshold. It should be noted that the compression curve is
that of a true compressor and that most commercial units
make use of a notional 'threshold' to minimise the noise
increases due to low level compression.
FIG 2 LIMITER ATTACK TIMES

Output level is shown with respect to time and demonstrates
70

few compressors meet this criterion;

,
1001

FIG

The compressor

The purpose of the compressor
(whether the engineer knows it or
Limited effect
not) is to play tricks on the ear of the
If a limiter was really perfect, any listener. The ear and brain are pretty
signal passing through it would be good at the interpretation of
absolutely controlled in level, right dynamics in the real world and this
down to the leading edges of allows the compressor to do its job
transients which characterise so fairly easily. The ideal compressor
many familiar sounds. Unfortu- for this purpose is one that fits the
nately, very often the identification original description; a device with
information for the exact character gain proportional to output. Paraof the sound is contained in the doxically this means that it shall
shape of the transient at the have no threshold at all, the gain
beginning. This means that it is varying at all times. In practice, very

I

FIG

essential that the limiter shall have a
finite attack time if it is to preserve
these characteristics. Luckily the ear
is not too bothered about very short
term distortions; it seems to base its
quality recognition on a combination of the transient front and a
more careful examination of the
following bits. Thus, if the transient
is essentially there but modified a
little, and the main signal is limited,
the result is not instantly recognised
as a distortion of the original signal.
The optimum attack time for a
limiter to have minimal effect on the
quality and musicality of the signal
is in the range 200 Ns to 1 ms. Very
fast attack times produce apparent
distortion (and over limiting due to
the transient setting the gain) while
longer times defeat the object of the
exercise.

STUDIO SOUND, NOVEMBER 1983

the effect of an over -short attack time. Curve A represents a
suddenly applied tone and the gain of the limiter stabilises
after about 0.6 µs. Curve B shows the same tone applied but
with a limiter attack time that is too short for the stability of
the side chain. This results in overlimiting and the production
of audible dynamic distortion. Even with a well designed and
stable side chain this effect can be seen if a high energy
transient is applied; the limiter will react to it and reduce its
gain further than is required by the useful programme content.
FIG 3 COMPRESSION SPECTRA

The original signal is shown as having a dynamic range of
70 dB with a noise level of -60 dBu and a 'mean' level of

the transparent compressor
Ted Fletcher
introducing distortion, but it is
doing it outside the direct control of
the engineer. There are one or two
interesting and potentially dangerous side effects. If the attack time of
a compressor is substantially longer
than the wavelength of recurring
high frequencies, these frequencies
can be emphasised giving the real
effect of HF lift. If release time is
too short, even using low ratios of
compression the ear will discern the
waving about of gain and the effect
will become disconcerting. An over
long release time is self defeating as
the programme content becomes
effectively decompressed -the side
chain can't catch up.

simple -to -use compressor with the
effect of the 'Westrex' but without
its second harmonic distortion. The
results of this development took the
form of a simple attenuator using an
ORP12 cadmium sulphide cell and a
small power amplifier driving a
flashlight bulb to activate it. The
attack and release times implicit in
the bulb illumination provided an
ideal characteristic, a small amount
of adjustment being possible by
applying a variable DC bias to the
bulb to speed up the attack and slow
down the decay time. The circuits
were used on countless pop records
of the time.

the designer but useless to the
harassed engineer who has another
quarter of an hour to get the voice
down. The situation is improving
with excellent simple devices to do
specific jobs in dynamic control.

Noise reduction

The psychoacoustic picture would
not be complete without the
expander and noise gate. These
devices are used exclusively for
improving signal to noise ratios
either as 'one shot' units to reduce
noise during silent passages, or in
combination with compressors in
two part noise reduction (viz Dolby,
dbx, etc). One shot devices are
generally used when a noise problem
Up -to -date
Historic compressors
Present day designs for limiters and exists and removal of the distraction
Earliest compressors made use of compressors tend to make use of of unwanted sounds is certainly
'variable mu' vacuum tubes. These voltage controlled amplifiers as the preferable to the small transient
had the property of a very simple but active elements. This is understand- distortions that are produced by a
most effective gain changing able as VCA's eliminate the prob- good noise gate.
The psychoacoustics of noise
mechanism. Early 'Westrex' and lems of noise, harmonic distortion
'Presto' units, while being cumber- and reaction time, as well as possess- reduction have been examined most
some, were incredibly easy to use ing a linear voltage to logarithmic thoroughly and notably by Dr Ray
and most effective, giving the result gain change characteristic that is Dolby whose thinking is based on
of gentle dynamic compression up to essential to correct compressor the 'masking' effect of specific
a fierce punchy effect, just by operation. All the clever work is frequency sound over noise within a
that
contains that
winding more gain in. Whether they done in the side chain; the elec- spectrum
would stand up to present day tronics that sets the attack, release, frequency. By experimentation, Dr
analysis is debatable but they bring ratio and law of the system. The Dolby deduced that provided the
back fond pre -1960 memories.
only danger now is that the devices bandwidth of the noise was not too
In the days of 'Telstar' (the record have become so versatile that manu- wide, the ear was unable to separate
and the satellite) I was experiment- facturers tend to market them as all out and detect it under a similar
ing with photo -electric systems with things to all engineers and fit far too bandwidth of signal. Practical
Joe Meek in an attempt to produce a many variable functions -fine for considerations dictated that splitting

the audio into four bands was an
adequate compromise and in the
classic Dolby A system, there are
four compressors and expanders
with complementary attack and
release characteristics.
Whilst there are engineers and
audiophiles who claim to be able to
hear or sense the presence of a
Dolby, it cannot be denied that the
system works -perhaps they should
try an 8 -band system? The dbx and
other companders approach noise
reduction in a very much simpler
way. The theory says that if an audio
signal is accurately compressed and
then expanded again using identical
law and characteristics, the resultant
signal will be identical to the original
Gong. It sounds good but
.
physics doesn't work that way. Once
a signal enters the side chain of a
compressor, it is subject to time
constants, when it is reconstituted in
the expander, the levels have altered
in a non-linear manner and the
action of the 'mirror image'
constants create small level variations compared to the original. On
artificially created sounds (sorry pop
industry) this small discrepancy is
not enough to be a problem but the
use of simple companding on
classical music and natural sounding
speech is a discernible abominaand
tion -the noise pumping
distortions fuelling the fires of the
digital revolution.
.

.
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4 dBu.

After compression the mean level (apparent loudness) has
increased to approx +3 dBu but the noise floor has risen to
25 dBu, a compression ratio of 2:1 resulting in an output
advantage of 7 dB, a noise figure degraded by 35 dB but
retaining the + 10 dBu peak level. It just goes to show that you
can't get something for nothing!
FIG 4 AN HISTORIC COMPRESSOR

For anyone interested in recreating the 'suck and blow' of the
'60s pop records, the circuit block is shown of the original Joe
Meek compressor; a slackly guarded secret for 20 years.
The circuit is in balanced form and was used straight off the

output of an ancient (even then) BTR2 during his tape -to -tape
mono dubs. The power amplifier then was a single tube horror
capable of all of a watt. In reality, anything will do as long as
the switch -on surge doesn't blow the bulb (this was a constant
hazard in the old days, and was difficult to detect with the bulb
and ORP12 wrapped in black plastic tape to keep the light
out!). The low value of coupling capacitor was a crude attempt
to frequency shape the side chain and is useful in the
reduction of LE bumps. The DC adjuster allows a standing
current in the bulb; not enough to attenuate too much, but
enough to speed up the heating of the filament.
Back to mono! ... Well psychoacoustics was getting far too
serious.
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reviews
EMT 261
Hugh Ford

EMT 261
LIMI COMP

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Power supply:
Operation from 24 VDC supply stabilised to ±1 V,
grounding arbitrary, constant current consumption approximately 160 mA, constant power consumption approximately 3.8 W. The unit may be
supplied from a higher DC voltage through an
external series resistor (6.25 S2 per V).

Input connections: balanced, floating.
Source Impedance: 30 to 600 U.
Input impedance: approximately 10 kit.
Input level: -10 to +6 dB, adjustable by means of
the preset control IN (up to -20 dB with internal
connection change).
Overload margin of the Input: 20 dB above the
chosen nominal value, but maximum +21 dB.

Output: balanced, floating.
Load impedance: .200 O.
Output impedance: approximately 40 0.
Output level: -20 dB to +6 dB adjustable by
means of the control screw OUT.
Overload margin of the output: maximum +21 dB
with 600 S2 load.
Meter and control elements (on front panel).
Meter shows instantaneous gain with zero gain in
the centre; Control knob COMPR. GAIN
continuously adjustable 0 to 12 dB; Control knob
RATIO continuously variable 2:1 to 20:1 (dB to dB);
in the counterclockwise
position (position
BYPASS) the compressor, limiter and expander
functions are disabled by means of a switch;
control
knob
RELEASE
TIME
for
release
compressor /limiter
time
constant
continuously variable 0.8 s /10 dB to 8 s/10 dB; in
the counterclockwise position (AUTO) the
recovery time is controlled by the programme;
preset IN; preset OUT; preset EXP POS; the LIM
switch switches the limiter in and out; the EXP
switch switches the expander in and out.

Unit overall
Frequency response: 40 Hz to 15 kHz -±0.5 dB with
200 S2 load -1 dB at the band limits.
Distortion: less than 0.5% at internal nominal
level and automatic control at 1 kHz.
Signal to noise ratio: 73 dB RMS with compression
gain =0 dB.

Compressor
Attack time: approximately 2.5 ms.
Total compression gain: 30 dB

-18 dB.

=

+ 12 dB/

Expander

EXP.

OFF

LIM.

Attack time: automatic.
Release time: automatic.

Ratio: 1:2.5 (dB:dB) expander threshold adjustable
by means of the preset EXP POS from -55 to
-35 dB abs.

0

Electrical connections: via

OFF

Manufacturer: EMT -Franz GmbH, Postfach 1520,
D -7630 Lahr, West Germany.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ.

Tuchel T2706 at rear.
General Weight: 0.6 kg (1.3 lb).

13

pole connector

THE EMT 261 is a very small compressor/
limiter with the additional facility of being
able to expand low level signals to effectively
reduce system noise. Intended for mounting into
72
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a system's cabinet the unit requires external
powering from positive or negative rails in excess
of 24 VDC, higher rails required a series
resistance of 6.25 52 per additional volt. The
190 mm high by 40 mm wide front panel has at
the top a meter showing the operational gain
over the range + 12 to -18 dB with a central
0 dB mark.

Beneath this there are three potentiometers
with knobs in addition to three recessed
screwdriver operated potentiometers. The top
knob controls the gain of the unit when
operating below the compression threshold
giving 0 to 12 dB gain at low levels. Next there is
the compression ratio potentiometer with
calibration points at 2, 3, 10 and 20:1 ratios plus
a fully anticlockwise position which operates a
bypass switch -this leaves the input and output
stages in circuit and bypassing the gain control
section. The third potentiometer controls the
release time of the compressor over the range
250 ms to 10 s with a fully anticlockwise 'auto'
switched position where the release time is
programme controlled.
At the bottom of the panel two miniature
toggle switches turn the low level expander and
the peak limiter on /off. The three screwdriver
operated potentiometers set the input and output
gain and also the threshold at which the low level
expander operates.
To the rear there is a single 13 -way connector
which in addition to handling the balanced input
and output and power, has pins for an external
gain meter and for either external gain control or
stereo linking. Access for servicing is obtained by
loosening two screws at the rear so that the metal
cover can be removed. Loosening two further
captive screws allows one of the two good quality
printed circuit boards to be hinged up to give
ready access to all the components. Whilst only
one of the glass epoxy printed circuit boards had
component identifications the instruction
manual includes full layout diagrams, circuits
and alignment instructions for the user
controls -information about the 11 internal
preset potentiometers is not included!
The general standard of construction was very
good with the integrated circuits being socketed
for ease of servicing and the front panel controls
uncluttered and clearly identified.
Inputs and outputs

The transformer coupled input had an
impedance which varied from 10 kit at minimum
gain to 21.1 kit at maximum gain. The
impedance being relatively high means that the
2:1 variation is unlikely to be troublesome. The
maximum input level at the onset of input
clipping was satisfactory at +24.5 dBm with the
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For those who know the finest in high speed tape
duplica'.ing systems, we've crafted the Gauss 2400
an advancement in the engireering arts that furthers
the ìniustry standard for performance and quality.
For those why krow the value of dependability, the
Series 2400 is Gauss built for reliable operation day
after day, year after year. Many Gauss systems have
over fifteen years of service :o their credit, and are
still in daily use qu etly dupl sating miles of recorded

programs.
For those who know a superior recorded signal
there is no choice but Gauss. Our low noise electronics and extended frequency response are an
industry legend. The ultra -stable 10mHz bias that
Gauss pioreered is still unmatched for improving
high frequency quality. That's why Gauss represents
the pinnacle of dupl sating performance in an industry known for its discerniig audiophiles.
And for those who know tt e Gauss reputation of
innovation there is no choice but the Series 2400.
On board micro -processors c nstantly monitor and
control functions while contiruously presenting a
diagnosis report Three independently selectable
equalizations allow dupl cation on ferric, chromium,
and metal particle tapes. Doltoy *HX Pro capability,
independently metered slaves, modular plug -in circuit
boards, phase -locked capstan servo systems -all
are Gauss standards.
When the only choice is the best, the choice is the
Series 2400. Built by Gauss, v'here the state -of -the art
is quality and reliability.
.

.

r:eter%

guss

9130 GLENOAKS BOULEVARD
SUN VALLEY. CALIFORNIA 91352
PHONE: (213) 875 -1900
TELEX: 194989 CETECGAUS SNVY

'Dolby

is a

trademark of Dotty Laboratores Licensing Corporation

reviews
common mode rejection being good as shown in

had no significant effect upon distortion with the
harmonic distortion remaining as per Fig 6 and
the third order twin tone intermodulation
distortion being 0.3% at 20 kHz increasing at
6 dB /octave.

Fig 1.
At the floating transformer coupled output the
impedance was 34 12 at 1 kHz with the output
being capable of driving +21.8 dBm loaded into
600 S2 or +24.8 dB.7V into a high impedance.
The output level control allowed the output to be
varied between + 11.8 dBm and -20.5 dBm
when the unit was set to limit.
At the control voltage (stereo linking) terminal
the relation between gain and control voltage was
approximately 0.35 V /dB from a high
impedance.

The limiter section when switched in was found
to be fast acting, reducing overloads to the
threshold level of +3 dBm in 50 Ns.
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Frequency response
In the bypass mode the overall frequency
response was as shown in Fig 2 with the
bandwidth being sensibly limited to 80 kHz, the
unit being free from radio frequency interference
problems. Using a probe tone, an identical
response was obtained when compresssing 10 dB
with a 3:1 compression ratio. In all other modes
the frequency response remained equally flat in
the 20 Hz to 20 kHz area.
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Output noise in dBm
Low level gain maximum
-64.3 dBm
-69.3 dBm
-60.6 dBm
-56.5 dBm
-67.2 dBm

Any other setting
-70.7 dBm
-72.2 dBm
-63.8 dBm
-59.7 dBm
-70.4 dBm
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Noise
Noise was measured in the output with the unit
set for unity gain and the limiting output
corresponding to +3 dBm and the results are
shown in Table 1. These figures must be
interpreted bearing in mind the limiting output
and the output drive capability.
Altering any control settings failed to produce
unwanted clicks or other aberrations and
provided care was taken in screen ng the control
(stereo link) lines no noise problems occurred.
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FIG 2
EMT 261 FREQUENCY RESPONSE IN BYPASS MODE
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EMT 261 HARMONIC DISTORTION BYPASS MODE
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EMT261 HARMONIC DISTORTION,
10dB COMPRESSION , 3:1 RATIO
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When compressing 10 dB with the release time
set to maximum the harmonic distortion was as
Fig 4 showing a very rapid rise in third harmonic
at high frequencies. Whilst this probably doesn't
matter, the twin tone CCIF intermodulation
distortion above 10 kHz shown in Fig 5 is a
different matter. These plots of distortion were
relatively insensitive to the setting of the
compression ratio and did not vary widely with
the degree of compression.
At low levels using the expand or gain function
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C:CC
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1

Measurement method
22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A- weighted RMS
CCIR-weighted RMS
CCIR- weighted peak

Distortion
In the bypass mode the second and third
harmonic distortion at + 10 dBm n /out was as
shown in Fig 3. At lower input /output levels the
harmonic distortion did not exceed these levels
but remained much the same down to -10 dBm
in /out.

Gain characteristics
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DISTRIBUTOR

Eventide

ockworks
Marquee Electronics Limited
90 Wardour Street

London W1V 3LE

SHOWROOMS at10 RICHMOND MEWS

Telex: 894278 Entec

G.

AKG
1COUSCI

International Musician
comes to some interesting
conclusions about the
AKG C535 EB .. .
Here's an extract from the conclusion of a glowing report on our
C535 EB condenser microphone, in a recent International
Musician lab test: "I am most impressed by this microphone, my favourite to date.
It offers the high performance specification demanded for studio
applications, with the robust and durable construction features
necessary for stage use. The C535 could very well break the long
held monopoly of dynamic microphones in fronting rock bands
and top solo artists on stage. "
Apart from a few abbreviations to fit this ad, that's what
the man said and if you want to see the full report which
also praises the 'crisp, clean natural sound quality' and
the immunity from handling noise', clip the coupon and
we'll send it to you, together with details of
other superb condenser and dynamic microphones
used by the world's top artists, studios and broadcast authorities.

-

IYes I'd like to see the C535 EB report, and details of
other AKG microphones.
I Name

IAddress
I
I

Tel:

AKG Acoustics Ltd., 191 The Vale, London W3. Tel: 01 -749 2042 I
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As the compressor acts about the same
threshold, more persistent 'overloads' also
introduce compression with the appropriate
release time effecting the gain recovery from
limiting. The compression characteristics are
shown in Fig 7 for various compression ratios, it
being seen that the compressor's threshold is very
well defined.
The attack time of the compressor was
independent of the degree of compression,
taking about 4 ms to complete compression with
the release time in the auto or manual mode.
Manual release times could be varied from
120 ms to 12 s with the automatic position
varying the release time with the programme
content.
The effect of the gain control was to change
the unit's gain at low levels by up to 12 dB whilst
switching in the expander had a rather different
effect shown in Fig 8. Setting the expander
threshold to minimum or maximt.m shifted the
expansion characteristics as shcwn with the
expansion ratio remaining at 2.5:1 dB -wise over
a 10 dB output range.

well with the manual release time control having
a more than satisfactory range. However the
automatic release system could in some
circumstances lead to noise breathing.

The gain control had excellent subjective
effects, in particular giving a smooth increase in
loudness without objectionable effects.
Whilst the expander section is useful the time
constants seemed to be too long leading to noise
breathing effects on noisy programme material.

Summary
The EMT 261 `Limi-Comp' is a very compact
compressor/limiter et al which is well made to
proper professional standards.
In operation the unit met all that is claimed by
the manufacturer. However the distortion
performance is bettered by other manufacturers.
If the unit is used with care excellent results
can be obtained but careless use easily leads to
gain pumping in one form or another.

DISC PLAYBACK

Optimum performance from any cartridge
STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER 3
Line level RIAA equalised outputs from moving magnet
cartridge inputs.

MOVING COIL PREAMPLIFIER
A preamplifier for all low impedance cartridges

Other matters

The gain meter tended to be rather slow in action
so that it was sometimes rather difficult to
comprehend what was happening within the unit.
Subjectively the compressor section worked
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Dominus

P.O. Box 1, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7JF.

Tel. 0483 276477

Every sound engineer

needs a little magic
The Ursa Major 8X32 digital reverberator puts pure
magic at your fingertips. Touch a button and you're transported to a concert hall stage. Touch another and hear
sound roll through vast, empty canyons. And another, to
conjure up a bright, tight plate that adds body to brass and
drums. And then another: a larger plate, warm and beautifully balanced for voices.
In fact, the 8X32 lets you create and explore an almost
infinite universe of acoustic environments. Four pre -set
programs establish basic spatial qualities; then, the
microprocessor -based controls allow you to separately
fine tune all seven key reverberation parameters. For more
control, there's a full remote console, LEDs that constantly display all the panel settings, and 64 registers of

URSA MAJOR, Inc.

non -volatile memory to preserve and recall i tsPful set -ups.
And the 8X32's acoustic spaces sound real. Rich,
uncolored and clean-even with difficult material and
decay times as long as 20 seconds.
If you'd like to add a little magic to your sound, spend
some time with an 8X32. We invite you to write us for
detailed system specifications, prices (surprisingly low),
and the name of a local Ursa Major dealer. See for yourself
what it's like to acquire powers you once thought existed
only in your imagination.

The 8X32 DIGITAL REVERBERATOR

Box 18, Belmont, MA 02178 USA Telephone (617) 489 -0303
Telex: 921405

URSAMAJOR BELM

review/
UREI LA4
Hugh Ford

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Input: balanced bridging differentia! amplifier.
Input Impedance: 40 kSl, used as a balanced input.
20 kil, used as an unbalanced (singe-ended) input.
Equivalent Input noise: less than 90dBm
(15.7 kHz bandwidth) input and output terminated
with 600 St load.
Maximum Input level: determined by rear panel

switch to allow for optimum operation in different
level environments, HIGH rarge maximum
+20 dB', LOW range maximum 0 dB'.
Gain: adjustable with front panel gain control.
Maximum 20 dB with input level switch in LOW
position or 40 dB with switch in HIGH position.
Frequency response: ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Attack time: 1 to 10 ms for 63% correction,
depending on signal waveform.
Release time: 100 ms to 1 s for 63% return,
depending on duration of limiting.
Compression ratio: 2:1, 4:1, 8:1, 12:1, or 20:1,
switch selectable from front panel.
Threshold of limiting: adjustable with front panel
threshold control and rear panel input level
switch. Minimum level ( ±2 dB) to achieve 1 dB
limiting is:
Ratio
2:1

4,8,12,20:1

Low range

61

45

dB'
dB'

High range
41 dB*
25

dB'

Output: floating, transformer isolated.
Output load: 150 St or greater.
Power output: + 24 dBm into a 60D 11 load (12.8 V)
+ 20 dB' into a 150 St load.
Power requirements: 100 to 125 VAC or 200 to 250
VAC, 50/60 Hz, switch selectable, less than 10 W.
Environment: operating, 0° C to + 50° C, storage
20° C to +60° C.
Connections: input and output, through rear
chassis barrier strip. Stereo interconnect through
phono jack. Power through 3 -wire IEC style
connector.
Indicators: standard VU meter, switch selectable
78
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to read output level (0 VU reference +4 dBm or
+8dBm) or amount of gain reduction. LED
indicator for input overload. LED power indicator.
Dimensions: 216 x 89 mm (WH) rack panel, depth
behind panel 203 mm. (81/o x 3' /2 x 8 in WHD).
Finish: panel 3.18 mm (1/e in) brushed, clear
anodised aluminium in two shades. Chassis is
cadmium plated steel.
Weight: 2.95 kg (6.5 lbs).
Shipping weight: 3.63 kg (8 lbs).
Accessories: single rack mount kit, No SR -1.
Double rack mount kit, No DR-1. Model 301
XLRIQG adaptor kit for input and output.
' 0dB = 0.775 V RMS.
Manufacturer. United Recording Electronics
Industries, 8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley,
CA 91352, USA.
UK: FWO Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire.

THE UREI model LA4 is a single channel
compressor /limiter having the option of
ganging units for stereo operation, there being an
accessory rack mount kit available for single or
twin units.
Contained in a steel box the unit has a brushed
aluminium front panel with clear black control
identifications. To the left of the panel an
illuminated VU meter may be switched to
indicate gain reduction or output level in two
ranges
VU corresponding to +4 dBm or
+8 dBm.
The VU meter switch is the outer of a
concentric control to the right of the panel, the
inner of this pair being the output level potentiometer.

-0

A further pair of concentric controls at the
middle of the front panel consists of an outer
rotary switch selecting the compression ratio and
an inner compressor threshold potentiometer.
The selected compression ratio may be 2:1, 4:1,
8:1, 12:1 or 20:1.
Further front panel features are a red LED
giving warning of input overload, a stereo /mono
switch and the power on /off switch with an
adjacent red power on LED-this being superfluous as the illumination of the VU meter serves
this purpose.
To the rear the electronically balanced input
and floating transformer coupled output are at a
barrier strip which includes a single ground
connection. Mains power is applied by an IEC
connector with a properly identified power fuse
and tap change switch near by.
There remains to the rear a phono socket for
stereo linking and a slide switch selecting high or
low input gain.
Within the unit all components except the
power input and mains transformer are mounted
onto a single, good quality epoxy glass printed
circuit
with
board
clear
component

identifications.
Five internal preset potentiometers are fitted,
the instruction manual advising upon the setting
of these and including general maintenance
information in addition to full circuits and
operational
information -all
very
well
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yrec Cassette Duplication

C

A

Highest output for your investment

S
S

High Quality (Chrome Switchable)

E

High Reliability+ Easy Operation

T
T

Incredibly small floor area required

E

Lyrec Cassette Duplication installed at LINGUAPHONE

Lyrec Twin Slave = 2 x (32: ) = 64: Capacity Per Unit.
Lyrec Twin Slave gives optimal 32: Duplication Speed
for higher quality and lower investment.
No compromise on Masterspeed (true 71/2 IPS used).
All master configurations available.
Switchable equalization for Ferro and Chrome tape on the Lyrec Twin Slave.*
Lyrec's 27 years of duplicating experience makes us
Easy to interface to Ampex BLM200A Loopmascer.
the ideal supplier of Cassette Duplication Equipment.
I

I

I

Contact

us

today directly or through our representatives.

Lyrec
DENMARK=
P.O. Box 199
DK -2800 Lyngby Denmark
Telephone: 01045 2 87 63 22
Telex: 37568 LYREC DK

12

P

L
C

A
T

u

Lyrec Manufacturing A/S Hollandsvej

U

Lyrec (U.K.) Limited
Bank Cottage Farm
Forest Row
Sussex U.K.
Telephone: 034 282 3034

Lyrec America Division

Digital Entertainment Corporation
69 North Street
Danbury, Connecticut 06810 U.S.A.
Telephone: 0101 203 744 3226
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presented.
The general standard of electrical and
mechanical construction was very good with
integrated circuits being socketed and access to
all components being very easy.

Inputs and outputs
The electronically- balanced input had an
impedance of 44 kft when working balanced or
22 kII when working single- ended, both constant
with control settings. In the high level input
mode the unit could accept +21.3 dBm at the
onset of input clipping, this being 20 dB lower in
the high sensitivity setting of the rear panel

occurred with all controls being silent in operation
and the unit operating over a very wide range of
mains input voltages.
Distortion
Second and third harmonic distortion at
+ 10 dBm in and out with no compression is
shown to be low in Fig 3 the distortion reducing
further at lower operating levels. The same
Table 1
Measurement method
22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A weighted RMS
CCIR weighted RMS
CCIR weighted quasi peak
CCIR weighted ARM

switch.
Common mode rejection was very good at low
frequencies as shown in Fig 1 with the overload
warning LED operating on the verge of input
clipping with the unit needing about 5 ms of
overload to give a readable indication.
At the output the transformer coupled floating
connection had a source impedance of 40 Si at
1 kHz with a drive capability of + 26 dB.7 V or
+ 25 dBm when loaded into 600 R.
The VU meter, which is sensibly wired across
the outut terminals when measuring the output
level, correctly indicated 0 VU for either
+4 dBm or +8 dBm output according to the
front panel switch setting.
At the switched stereo link input /output the
impedance was 4.6 kSt with the link being
unusual in function as it does not operate with a
DC control signal but an AC audio waveform.

FIG

applied to the CCIF difference tone intermodulation distortion shown in Fig 4 but this rose to
rather high levels at ultrasonic frequencies.
The use of photoresistors as gain control
elements is fraught with complex relations
between gain and harmonic distortion and the
UREI LA 4 is no exception. Distortion in general
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Noise in output
High gain

Normal gain
No

gain

compression

- 73.0 dem
- 76.0 dBm
- 67.5 dem
- 63.5 dBm

-

- 76.0 dBm

56.0
58.6
49.8
46.0

10 dBhCOMP
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dBm
dBm
dBm
dBm
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Noise
Noise in the output was measured at maximum
output gain where the gain from the input is
21 dB in the normal input setting or 41 dB in the
high sensitivity setting.
Output noise was found to be completely
independent of other control settings in the idle
mode and to vary almost linearly with
compression (see Table 1).
No mains hum or other unwanted noise
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Frequency response
The overall frequency response when not
compressing was as shown in Fig 2 being very flat
within the audio band with a well placed roll -off
at ultrasonic frequencies.
The response of the VU meter was flat to
16 kHz where it fell to -0.5 dB with a further
fall to -1 dB at 20 kHz.
When compressing under any conditions the
sinewave frequency response was flat within
0.5 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

66.0 dBm
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-61.0 dBm
- 56.2 dBm
- 67.4 dBm
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FIG 5
UREI LA4 HARMONIC DISTORTION,
«10dBm,10dB GAIN REDUCTION 8:1 RATIO
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was insensitive to the compression ratio and
levels under compression condition's but had a
complex relation with the amount of gain

reduction.
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GAIN REDUCTION

shows the harmonic distortion at
in and out with 10 dB of gain
reduction and 8:1 compression ratio with Fig 6
showing harmonic distortion with 5 dB gain
reduction under otherwise identical conditions.
The conditions under which Fig 6 was made
appeared to be a worse case condition, but
unfortunately 5 dB gain reduction is a common
5

-20
-20

Compression, attack and release
The static input /output characteristics for the
available compression ratios are shown in Fig 8
for a constant threshold setting, it being noted
that the 2:1 ratio differs from the others. This is
intended by the manufacturer with the threshold
in the 2:1 ratio being dropped by 16 dB which is
apparent in Fig 8.
Under any conditions the threshold control
had a range of 20 dB which was found to be
more than adequate.
Both the attack and the release time were pro 82
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OdBm

.10

.20

INPUT

20K

Nz

50K

gramme dependent with the attack being 1 ms
for heavy compression ranging to 10 ms for less
violent compression. Release was a maximum of
1 s ranging to 200 ms when releasing from mild
compression.

+ 10 dBm

user condition.
Unlike harmonic distortion, the intermodulation distortion was insensitive to the
compression ratio or the amount of compression
once compressed conditions were entered.
Typical results are shown in Fig 7 which was
plotted at + 10 dBm input and output with 5 dB
compression at 8:1. Altering the input /output
levels made little difference to the IM distortion
under compression conditions.

-10

Other matters
The VU meter was found to be too slow to meet
the correct dynamics making
dB on a 300 ms
toneburst which should produce an overshoot
past 0 VU with the fall time from 0 VU being too
fast at 200 ms. The rectifier characteristic was,
however, correct.
Not having any manual control over the attack
and release times means that noisy programme

1

material could give serious noise breathing.
Summary
This is a well made unit supplied with a very
good instruction manual giving comprehensive
servicing information.
The controls on the unit make this a fairly
basic compressor /limiter with rather limited useful applications as there is no manual control of
the time constants.
From a performance point of view all was well
except for the distortio nerformance which is
not particularly good in view of the use of photo resistors which are nnr easy to use as gain control
elements.
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The Drawmer DS 201 is easily the most useful gating system have
had the pleasure to use. Frequency- conscious keying and the
attack /hold /delay characteristic make it easily the most flexible I've come
across. The unit is also compact and offers two channels at a price that
would give you about half a module from anyone else. There is also a
which fits into an Audio Ft Design
the DS100
single -channel module
Scamp rack system. would happily recommend the Drawmer system to
any studio, big or small, which requires flexible gating facilities. Indeed
Drawmer didn't get their review unit back: bought it! And it won't make
much of a dent in the smallest of budgets. Heartily recommended."
Richard Elen. Studio Sound, August 1983.
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Valle, People
610
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Input Impedance: >47 k12.
Maximum input level at 1 kHz: +24.5 dB.
Nominal Input level at 1 khz: 0 dB.
Range of input levels for 0 dB output, no
compression at 1 kHz: ±15 dB.
Input CMR at 50.60 Hz (ref Input): >60 dB.
Output source impedance, balanced: <40 12.
Output Impedance, unbalanced: <27 S2.
Nominal output level, 600 12 balanced: 0 dBm.
Nominal output level, 600 R unbalanced: 0 dBm.
Maximum output
level,
600 S2
balanced*:
+ 24 dBm.
Maximum output level, 600 U unbalanced *:
+21 dBm.
Static total harmonic distortion at 1 kHz, 0 dBv
Input, unity gain RL = 60012: 0.015%
`0.1 % total harmonic distortion into 600 S2.
Static SMPTE IMD, 0 dB Input, unity gain,
RL= 6000: 0.2% Dynamic THD at 1 kHz +20 dB
input, 20 dB compression, RL = 600 S: 20 Ns attack
0.2 %. 1 ms attack 0.1 %, 10 ms attack 0.05 %.
Compression ratio: adjustable from 1:1 to 50:1.
Expansion ratio: selectable for 1:2 (expand) or 1:20
(gate).
Output noise at unity gain, R source 1 kit,

RL= 60052:

82 dB.

Power supply: 50-60 Hz (100, 120, 200, 220, 240
VAC).

Power consumption: 12 VA.
Dimensions: Model 610 Dual Compressor/
Expander is packed in a 482 mm rack mount, 2
units high 88 mm and 216 mm deep (19 x 31/2 x

8'/2 in).

Weight: 3 kg (6.5 lbs).
Manufacturer: Valley People Inc, PO Box
4030612820 Erica Place, Nashville, TN 37204, USA.
UK: FWO Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street,

Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire.

The Valley People 610 is a dual channel com-

pressor limited of considerable complexity.
The two channels may be used independently or
ganged for stereo use, in which case the controls
must be fairly closely matched if odd effects are
to be avoided.
Logically, the unit comprises th -ep sections, a
compressor section, an expander section and the
voltage controlled amplifier section.
The compressor section to the left of the 19 in
rack mounting panel can perform two separate
functions, either to act as a variable slope
compressor or as a voiceover gate. In either case
a potentiometer to the left sets the threshold of
operation between +20 dBm and
dBm
input. The adjacent ratio potentiometer serves
two purposes; in the compressor mode it sets the
compression ratio between I:1 and 60:1 with a
mid point of 2:1. In the voiceover mode it sets
the amount of `ducking' between 5 dB and 55 dB
with the control signal being derived from a
second rear panel audio input.
Further controls in the compressor section are
two 3- position toggle switches for each channel
plus a yellow LED which is illuminated when
compression is in action. One switch selects the
mode between off, compressor and voiceover
with the second switch selecting the compressor's
attack line between 20 µs, 1 ms and 10 ms.
Within the expander section a 3- position

40
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toggle switch sets the expander's slope to 1:2 or
1:20 with the third position off. Like the
compressor, a potentiometer sets the threshold
from + 20 dBm to 40 dBm input with a second
potentiometer setting the range over which
expansion occurs.
In practice, the threshold controls the upper
input level of the expanded section with the range
of expansion controlling the lower limit of the
expansion curve. Using the 1:20 expansion ratio
means that the unit can act as a normal noise
gate. Finally, within the expander section a green
LED is illuminated when expansion is in action.
The third section of the unit to the right of the
panel is the VCA section which may be
controlled by the compressor and expander
sections or from an external control voltage with
the selector switch having a third position which
inserts FM pre -emphasis into the VCA section to
reduce the overload of FM transmitters.
The release time of the VCA may be switched
to automatic or manual, in which case a
potentiometer sets the release time between
50 ms and 5 s per 20 dB release. There are two
further controls in the VCA section-an overall
gain potentiometer varying the gain ±15 dB and
a self -illuminating locking pushbutton switch
which bypasses the complete unit by directly
connecting the input to the output.
A red LED is illuminated in the case of output
overload with the current gain reduction being
shown on a horizontal bargraph meter with
segments at dB, 3 dB and 6 dB gain reduction
and then in 5 dB increments down to 40 dB.
At the far right of the front a locking selfilluminating pushbutton allows stereo ganging of
the channels with a second button switching the
power and is indicated by a red LED.
To the rear the two audio inputs (normal and
voiceover) plus the audio outputs are at
electronically balanced XLR connectors with
RFI protection.
Tip, ring and sleeve ''A in jack sockets give
access to the VCA control voltages with recessed
screwdriver- operated potentiometers trimming
the control voltage rejection.
Power input is at an IEC connector combined
with a fuseholder which is properly indentified
for 120 V and 240 V operation. In addition, all
connector pins are clearly identified and the
front panel controls uncluttered with their
functions being clear and logical.
Within the unit, each channel has a printed
circuit board supporting all the components
including connectors and separate voltage
stabilisers, the power supply being a separate
board secured to the side of the steel chassis.
Everything within is to an exceptional standard
of layout and construction, with shorting
connectors selecting the FM time constants and
all integrated circuits being socketed.
1

Hugh Ford

The preliminary operating manual provides
operational information plus circuits and a
layout diagram but does not attempt to provide
full servicing information.
Inputs and outputs

The electronically balanced main inputs had a
satisfactory input impedance of 92 kg when
operating balanced or 46 k52 single-ended with
an overload limit of +24.5 dBm in either case.
Common mode rejection for the two channels is
shown to be satisfactory in Fig 1.
The voiceover inputs have a similar
configuration and impedance but are not
trimmed for optimum common mode rejection
as this should not be necessary.
At the outputs the electronic balancing
compensates for unbalanced loads so that the
full drive capability of
+25 dB.7V or
+24.3 dBm loaded into 600 52 is always
available from the source impedance of 46 12.
The output overload warning LED operated at
+23 dBm output and was extremely rapid in
action giving a clear indication of very short term
overloads.
At the rear panel jack connector the control
voltage output was + 1 VDC per 20 dB
attenuation from a source impedance of 47 12
with the external input having the same scale into
a load of 3.1 W. A feature which is slightly
annoying is that the gain reduction metering is
insensitive to external DC gain control inputs.
However, in the external condition of the VCA,
the auxiliary external audio input feeds the
compression and expansion sections providing a
variety of special effects.

Frequency response
The overall frequency response without
compression or expansion in use is shown to be
sensibly tailored in Fig 2 with
3 dB points
around 5 Hz and 80 kHz.
With 10 dB expansion or compression in
action the audio band frequency response
remained extremely flat as shown in Fig 3 for the
normal state of the unit. With the FM deemphasis switched in, the frequency response

depended upon the degree of compression or
expansion as the de- emphasis is located in the
control chain, only before the signal processing.
Noise
Noise was measured in the output with the unit
set to unity gain under various no- signal

conditions see Table 1 with very good results
which must be related to the effective overall
gain bearing in mind the degree of expansion or

compression. Controls other than those varied
and the output gain control had no effect upon
the noise performance.
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"We do use a lot of Shure mics...I think
to great advantage. There are a lot of
their mics I tend to use for fairly specific
things. l've got good tom mics, good
overhead mics. And there are certain
Shure models -like the SM7-if we had
only SM7 mics it wouldn't be the end
of the world because you can actually
use them on anything.... Actually, the
SM7 is a great bass mic, that's the

particular function I use it for"

From an interview with Mick McKenna - engineer with The Rolling Stones Mobile Studio.
Reproduced by kind permission of 'Studio Sound'

5HUE
You simply can't make it
any clearer.
For the address of your nearest dealer together with full details of the Shure Microphone range, write to:
HW international Dept. SS 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ or telephone: 01 -607 2717
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Distortion
As measured at unity gain without compression
or expansion (but with the facilities in circuit) the
second and third harmonic distortion was very
low at all operating levels, Fig 4 showing the
performance at + 10 dBm with the distortion
reducing at lower levels. Similarly, the CCIF
twin tone intermodulation distortion was
excellent as shown in Fig 5 for + 10 dBm, again
falling at lower operating levels.
As is normal with compressors, the distortion
under compression conditions varied with the
release time at low frequencies. It was not,
however, effected by the setting of the attack
time switch. Fig 6 shows a very good harmonic
distortion performance when compressing 10 dB
at the maximum release time. This and the
intermodulation distortion were plotted at
+ 10 dBm in and out.
The
CCIF
twin-tone
intermodulation
distortion shown in Fig 7, whilst low in the audio
band, does show a sharp increase at ultrasonic
frequencies. This was, however, sensitive to level
and was much less at lower audio levels.
When expanding 10 dB over a 20 dB range the
second and third harmonic distortion was
extremely low being 0.01% or less from 20 Hz to
20 kHz provided that the release time was long at
low frequencies, with the intermodulation distortion being in the same order up to 24 kHz.
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FIG 2
VALLEY PEOPLE 610 OVERALL FREQUENCY
RESPONSE IN BYPASS MODE

Compression and expansion

The static compression curves for -10 dBm
threshold are shown in Fig 8 which shows that
varying the compression ratio control produces a
mild shift in gain below the threshold which itself
is well defined.
The second function of the compressor
section, that of voiceover, where the auxiliary
audio input is used to vary the gain from the
main audio input is illustrated in Fig 9.
This plot was made with a constant main input
with the threshold set to -10 dBm and the
voiceover control set to 5 dB, 15 dB and 35 dB
gain ducking. It can be seen that the control
(voice) input effects a very well defined shift in
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once in a blue moon
oes a company with an
established track record, reject
successful design principles and
start again from scratch.
Harrison have. The new 4 series
consoles offer a completely
new concept in console design
combining creativity with

advanced technology and deep
understanding of the music
business.
The major result of this
new concept is a range of mixing
consoles which give the studio
Harrison quality and features at
a price you associate with lesser
consoles.

For details of the range
of MR4 and TV4 Harrison Mixing
consoles contact:
F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

Harrison

F W.O. Bauch Limited
49Theobalc Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordslre WD6 4RZ
Telephone

01- 953 0091, Telex 27502

review/
the system gain with the desired gain variation
being accurately calibrated.
The action of the expansion function is shown
in Fig 10 for a constant threshold setting. The
effect is shown of expanding 20:1 over a 10 dB
range and 30 dB range in the right hand curves
and expanding 2:1 in the other curves.

FIG

6

VALLEY PEOPLE 610 HARMONIC
DISTORTION AT 10dB COMPRESSION

CC-O-:'CC

The dynamics

The attack time of the compressor was found to
accomplish complete compression in 20 ms for
the 15 ms setting, 1.5 ms for the 1 ms setting and
100 µs for the 20 fis setting. In the latter case the
initial action was very rapid with compression to
within dB of the final target taking only 2µs
making the compressor suitable for protecting
broadcast transmitters.
Attack time was independent of the duration
of the 'overload' and the degree of compression
with the compression warning lamp and the gain
reduction meter being fast and easy to read.
The rate of operation of the expander was
found to be a complex matter depending upon
the expansion ratio and the setting of the release
time control.
In the manual mode the release time control
was found to provide an exponential release with
the times varying from 50 ms to 5 s as specified,
whilst in the automatic release mode the control
had a complex function in relation to the
practical release time.
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Other matters

Static and dynamic tracking between the two
channels was found to be very good with no
noticeable image shifting under operational
conditions.
In operation, provided that sensible control
settings were used, the unit was completely free
from clicks and other abrupt and disconcerting
effects, the release control having a wide range to
give pleasant characteristics. In particular, the
expander could be used to give useful noise
reduction without being obtrusive in operation
whilst also being capable of acting as a rapid
noise gate.
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VALLEY PEOPLE 610
COMPRESSION CHARACTERISTICS
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Summary
The Valley People model 610 compressor/
expander is a most versatile device offering a

host of applications.
Not only is the unit outstandingly well made
but its electronic performance is certainly very
good.
Clear grouping of the controls makes it easy to
use with clear indication of the functions in use.
Verdict -excellent.
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FIG 9
VALLEY PEOPLE 610 VOICE OVER MODE
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FIG 10
VALLEY PEOPLE 610
EXPANSION FUNCTION
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Tb give you more control,
we gave it more controls.
PS/ON/CS - N.G.4. QUAD NOISE GATE
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This noise gate features four
individual channels, so you have more
versatility.
For the technically minded, it also
features Variable Threshold, Release,
Attack, and Depth controls utilising the
latest in Voltage controlled amplifier
technology.
Not forgetting the XLR/Barrier Strip
option, balanced Mic /Line and Key inputs,
and a unique Mono Sum output all

-

-

constructed in a one rack unit case.
For the not so technically minded, it
means it's one hell of a noise gate.
And it's available now from sole
distributors Kelsey Acoustics Ltd. For
further details, please contact Richard
Vickers on 01 -727 1046/
01 -727 0780.
28 Powis Thrrace London W11 1JH.
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Orban 424A
Hugh Ford

E.,

:

,;

0A:K,0 COMSPS}41$1,1Qi4,L,tLÍâ?ßR

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Input
Impedance:
>10 kg
active
balanced,
RF
suppressed.
Level: -15 dBm produces 10 dB gain reduction
with ATTACK TIME control centered, INPUT
ATTEN control fully CW, and RATIO control at
m :1.

Output
Impedance: approximately 100 S2, electronically
balanced to ground, RF suppressed.
Level: +4dBm nominal, absolute peak overload
occurs at +26 dBm.
Frequency response: ±0.25 dB 20 z to 20 kHz
below limiting and de -esser threshol:_'s.
E

Compressor limiter section
Attack time: manually adjustable in approximate
range of 500 Ns to 200 ms, automatically scaled by
programme content.
Release time: adjustable in approximate range of
0.8 dB /s to 20 dB /s, automatically scaled by
programme content; switch -selectable LINEAR
and EXPONENTIAL release shapes.

Compression ratio: adjustable from 2:1 to co :1 at
threshold; lower ratios automatically increase
beyond threshold.
Range of gain reduction: 25 dB.
Tracking of multiple channels: ±0.5 t1B.
Total harmonic distortion: (attack and release
time controls centered, infinite RATIO, 15 dB gain
reduction): less than 0.03% at 1 kHz; typically
0.11% at 20 Hz, 0.02% at 100 Hz, 0.01% at 1 kHz,
0.04% at 10 kHz.
SMPTE IM distortion (controls set as above
60/7000 Hz 4:1, 15 dB gain reduction): typically
0.05 %.

Deesser section
Attack time: approximately 1 ms.
Release time: approximately 30 ms.
Harmonic distortion: less than 0.05% total
harmonic distortion introduced by de- essing
action at 10 kHz.
Available gain reduction: greater than 25 dB.
90
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System noise
RMS noise: 20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth better than
85 dB below output clipping threshold for any
degree of gain reduction, 90 dB typical.

General
Power requirements: 115/230 VAC ±10 %, 50 to
60 Hz; U- ground power cord attached,
RF
suppressed.
Dimensions (whd): 19 x 3.5 x 10 in (483 x 89 x
254 mm).

Operating temperature: 0 -45 °C.
Manufacturer: Orban Associates Inc, 645 Bryant
Street, San Francisco, CA 94107, USA.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, 97-99 Dean
Street, London W1V 5RA.

rri HE Orban 424A is the twin-channel version
of the Orban 422A gated compressor/
limiter /de- esser. Other than the facility for
stereo linking the two units have identical
channels. There are two distinct sections of the
unit, the compressor /limiter section and the deesser section. The latter has two controls for each
channel, a self illuminating in /out switch and a
potentiometer controlling the sensitivity and
labelled `less' or `more' de-essing. This is
associated with red and yellow LEDs for each
channel which are illuminated for heavy or
normal de- essing respectively.
In the stereo unit the channel controls are in
vertical array with two illuminated horizontal
meters to the left of the panel indicating the
current gain reduction with 5 dB calibration
points up to 25 dB gain reduction. There follows
the input level and the compression ratio
potentiometers calibrated from 2:1 to co :1.
Potentiometers form the conventional attack and
release time controls, however an unconventional feature is that the shape of the
release envelope may be switched to linear or the

conventional exponential shape. Using these
controls the operation of the compressor /limiter
is quite conventional with a fixed threshold,
there being no need to use the more `clever'
features that follow.
The next feature is the `gate' function which
bears no relation to a conventional noise gate. In
normal compressor/limiters the release time can
cause noise breathing at the unit's gain increases
when the release time is relatively fast. The gate
function in the Orban 424A is intended to
overcome this problem.
As the gain increases on release, the Orban
first follows the release envelope set with the
release time control and the release envelope
switch, however with the gate function in circuit
the gain increase envelope switches to a fixed
long release time as a preset threshold is reached.
This long time constant removes noise breathing
effects.
A single potentiometer for each channel sets
the gate threshold over a wide range with an
adjacent green LED being illuminated as the gate
function passes the preset threshold.
To the right of the gate function two further
illuminated meters show the VCA level on VU
meter type scales, the VCA level being the output
level from the VCAs which is fed to the line
outputs via the rear panel gain controls. The level
trim potentiometers on the front panel having a
±10 dB nominal range and feeding the VCA
control inputs.
Next there is a potentiometer for each channel
identified as `idle gain'. This performs two
functions. Firstly with the compressor /limiter
switched out of circuit the idle gain control sets
the unit's gain by introducing a fixed amount of

920.

Consistency is what you get with Ampex Grand Master'
456. Consistency you can count on, reel after reel,
case after case, year after year.
Consistency that begins with manufacturing. Every
reel of Grand Master 456 Studio Mastering Tape is made
from the finest raw materials -base films, oxides, and
binders. And they're inspectec for quality and
consistency every step of the way. Consistency teat is
assured by over 118 stages of inspection.

Consistency proven by testing. For example, every
reel of 2" Grand Master 456 is tested end -to -end and
edge -to -edge, to make certain you get virtually no
tape- induced level variations from one reel to the
next. The strip chart in every box of 2" 456 proves it.
But, consistency is what you expect from the audio
quality leader. That's why more recording professionals
have more confidence in Ampex tape than in any ether
studio mastering tape.

AM PEX

Ampex Corpora ion

One of The Signal Companies

0

Ampex Corporation,

.pe Division 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063, (415) 367 -3809
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gain reduction. This allows the compressor/
limiter to be switched in and out of circuit
without introducing unpleasant level changes in
programme material.
The second function of the idle gain control is
with the compressor /limiter in circuit and the
gating function in use. In this mode once the gate
function is activated the gain drifts very slowly to
the final gain set by the idle gain control. This
final gain may be higher or lower t.tan the gain
reduction introduced by the action of the
compressor on the previous signals.
Proceeding to the right of the frort panel there
are the two compressor /limiter operate /defeat
switches, the de -esser section and finally the self
illuminating power on /off and coupled/
independent switch for the two sections.
All the controls on the blue alloy front panel
are clearly identified with white markings, the
remainder of the chassis being plated steel.
To the rear of the unit the pairs of inputs and
outputs are balanced connections on a barrier
strip which includes separate signal ground and
chassis ground terminals. Removal of a blanking
plate allows XLR connectors to be fitted to the
ready -made holes. Two separate potentiometers
permit the setting of the output levels.
The mains power input is via a correctly colour
coded fixed lead with the nearby voltage selector
and imperial size mains fuse which was properly
identified. However although the unit was
supplied for 230 V operation the higher rated
fuse for 115 V operation was fitted.
Within the unit each channel occupies a
separate, good quality printed circuit board
extending almost the full width of the rack
mounting chassis. The boards have a good layout
but few component identifications, however, the
operating manual contains a good layout
diagram and complete parts lists, circuits and
maintenance information.
Access to all components is very good with
almost all of them mounted on to the printed
circuits each of which has four preset controls
with the integrated circuits being socketed for
ease of maintenance.

Inputs and outputs
The balanced inputs had an adequately high
impedance of 19.8 kfZ with the ability to handle
+22 dBm before the onset of distortion.
Common mode rejection was in excess of 60 dB
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz for both channels.
Depending upon control settings minimum input
level for the onset of compression was around
-30 dBm. The maximum gain from the inputs
to the outputs was 47.5 dB with the outputs
+25.5 dB.7V or
capable
of delivering
+23.5 dBm loaded into 600 t2 from a source
impedance of 95 12 when operating balanced or
47 tZ single ended.
Frequency response
The overall frequency response with the
compressor and de -esser out of circuit is shown
in Fig l which demonstrates a sensible high
frequency roll -off above 20 kHz. This and other
factors reduce the susceptibility of the unit to
RF interference and this was not a problem.
With the compressor /limiter in action there is
an on -board link that offers a low frequency roll
off to stop LF noises affecting the gain
reduction. In Fig 2 frequency response curves are
shown for 10 dB compression at a 3:1
compression ratio, the plot without the bass cut
being very flat.
In the case of the de -esser the frequency
response depends upon the degree of de-essing
94
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FIG
ORBAN 424A OVERALL FREQUENCY RESPONSE WITH
COMPRESSOR AND DE ESSER OUT OF CIRCUIT
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STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND C NSULTANTS
ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE IA division
Offer for hire -

of Advanced Sounds Ltd)
Per dey (Weekly rates
The Emulator- Real sounds sampling at its simplest; Sounds can be stored for later use. Full sound library available ..
Linn Drum With full range of alternative voices
Roland TR808
PPG Wave 2.2
Fostex A8+ 350 mixer
Alice 828 mixer
MXR Flanger Doubler
DBX 155 four channel noise reduction

-

*

x

41

E65

£30
£15
E45
E25
£12
£10

MIKE JONES Audio Consultant
Acoustic O Audio measurement,
Professional Audio Servicing
Independent advice on all your Audio Et Tape problems.
Specialised Service to the Tape Duplicating Industry.
We can help you to reduce unit cost and increase profits by
solving those awkward technical and production problems.
19 Glenroch Rd., London NW3 ADJ. England.
Tel: 01-586 5167. 24 Hour Answering Service

£10

AND MUCH MORE
Free delivery London area
* Hire rates for longer periods are negotiable

ADVANCED SOUNDS LTD

MUS/C

01 -467 4603

,

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW 01226 3377

LAB HIRE

the

Tel:

fat and the best...

AMS DMX- 15 -80S Digital Delay
AMS RMX -16 Digital Reverb
Lexicon 224X Digital Reverb
Lexicon 224 Digital Reverb
Lexicon 200 Digital Reverb
Linn Drum Computers
We also have a comprehensive
range of Tape Machines, Mies,
Mixers, Amps, Speakers, EQ etc.

STUDER 24 track A.80 (with remote) Dolby 24
track. Trident series 80 spare modules. Ring
01 -734 5784.
(I,)

STUDIO MONITORING
(i.
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i
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S. f. Court & Associate, l -td
Tel. UI- 435 0532 Telex 268279

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics
30 years' experience in the

custom design of all kinds of
recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites
new and conversions.

Down to 25 Hz.

Tel: 0442 54821

STUDIO FACILITIES

Immediate delivery and collection service

01 -387 9356
76 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY

V

'r.-._.
REI\

gnllÑ 1

01-354-2955

Studer

/

348-1339

24- 16 -8 -4 -2

track

24 TRACK SOUNUCRAFT STUDIO Linndrum
etc. Special rates for musical people. Tel:
Marlow (Bucks) 06284 5363.
(K)

ATWELL STUDIO for classical sound recordlocation or studio (Steinway Grand),
demonstration tapes, records or high quality
cassettes. 124 Lower Richmond Road, Putney
SW15 1LN. Tel. 01-785 9666.
(X)
ings,

STUDIO BUILDING AND ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Undertaken. Brickwork, concreting, custom
joinery and cabinet making. Electrical and
electronic
installation.
Experienced
craftsmen. Reasonable rates.
Ring Recession Recordings, 01 -985 7573.

Otari 24 track
Sony PCM Digital
Q -lock,

Maglink

Sony U-matic VCR+ monitors

Headblocks, Dolby, Fairchild
Revox, Teac

Pß-VS

SITUATIONS VACANT

01540 204

Video and audio equipment hire including Sony PCMF1
digital processors, SLF1 video recorders, high and loband U -matic recorders, profeel video monitors and a
range of cameras, AMS digital audio effects, digital
drum machines plus 8 -4 and 2 -track analogue recorders,
mixers and monitors.
Repairs, modifications and maintenance services also
available. Design and prototype work carried Out

BROADCASTING ENGINEER -LATIN AMERICA
To work as a technical advisor with a Latinamerican organisation for education by radio,
with 40 affiliated radio stations in 17 countries.
The engineer will initially be based in Quito, Ecuador and will later travel to radio stations in
other countries. The job consists of planning and running training courses for local
technicians in the maintenance of studio equipment and mainly small short and medium
wave transmitters and aerials.
Applicants should be familiar with the operation and repair of studio equipment and small
transmitters and must be able to advise and instruct people with non -technical
backgrounds in these skills.
The post is initially for three years on a basic salary. Because of extensive travel, it is
unlikely to suit applicants with families. CIIR provides Spanish language training, predeparture orientation (including instruction in teaching methods), insurance, air fares and
various allowances.
For a job description and application form, please send a brief c.v. to CIIR Overseas
Programme, 22 Coleman Fields, London N1 7AF, quoting ref. SS /1.

CLASSIFIEDS
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*

FOR SALE

*

SECOND HAND WOLLENSAK MONO
CASSETTE FAST COPIER

and TASCAM 55 8 -track tape
machinas in stock. Look at these features:
SMPTE interface, real time counter with return to zero,
tape dump facility, all metal construction. superb
performance. Rack mounts and trolley stands available.

TASCAM 62

*

USED MICS

-

BOUGHT

Would cost £1750 + VAT new. Yours for £990
inclusive of service guarantee.

TEL: 077 37 61981

Write or telephone for details.
MICHAEL STEVENS Er PARTNERS
The Homeadels Centre, 218.218 Homesdale Road
Bromley, Kent BRI 20Z. 01464 4167.

SOLD

Er

2 -track

You have surplus mics? AKG, Calrec Neum3 an etc
You want TESTED good condition used macs?
WE CAN ASSIST IN BOTH AREAS
Prices subject to test, condition, age.

FOR SALE -PRIVATE

WHITETOWER RECORDS
2 ROCHE GARDENS, BLETCHLEY

MILTON KEYNES MK3 IHR * TEL 108051 73511
Phone for quote, SAE for stock list

*

HARRISON MR3
36 channel console with all
possible options. Only 6
months old. £45,000.

*

DRAWMER DL221

compressors in stock. See review in this
issue. Excellent value for £325 +VAT.
MICHAEL STEVENS & PARTNERS

STUDER A80

The Homasdale Centre, 216/218 Horned.. Road
Bromley, Kam. s Tal: 01464 4157

24 track plus Studer audio

remote and XT24 £15,000.
S
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Teac 3340 rem
Es Craft 1600 16816
HSD44 LED
Allen: Heath 122
AH Mod 3, 16416

MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR

Delay System
dual oct eq
pitch trans
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Teknik DN34
Ecoplate 3
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Reh,. rack'gate limiter

H

Tannoy Arden
..
BEL 8C3 -87 NR
Sonifex HS200R RP
MXR Compandor
mic3P0 patch bay

.tdect

Wright Mic
Loh TS1 test set
Sescom splitter

Please ring 04246 2151/3394

E6.900
E1.700
E750
E472
E472
E510
E310
E550

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS

E4.554
E500
E400
E1.700

EVA

2

ditto
Lexicon PCM

old

110.990

11,460
1230
1340

.:.ideo

141111
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1110
1100
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E170
E375
E375
E310
E300
E745
E350

dem

H
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'We manufacture to order, 14',

X',

1" and 2" tape heads

a wide variety of film heeds at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard

and

NEUMANN U89 unused £400 o.n.o. Tel: 01 -316
(L)

0237.

REVOX SYSTEM comprising B77 recorder
B710 cassette B739 tuner B740 amplifier B790
turntable symbol, monitors, headphones,
cabinets, accessories. All mint condition. Tel:
01 -899 0388.
(L)
inch, £1,500, RSD 16/4
8 -TRACK
(L)
mixer £350. Tel: Redhill 69893.

SCULLY

1

JACKFIELDS for sale; New, secondhand. Also
quadrant faders, mic and line amps etc. Ring
(L)
01- 567 7653 evenings.
REVOX B77 71/2/33/4 'h track machine v.g.c.
£400 plus VAT. Also, UHER 4200 Report IC
c/w case, battery, charger and AKG D591
microphone, all v.g.c. £300 plus VAT the lot.
(L)
Tel: 0788- 72222.

prices.

BRACH &.APPLEBY LTD.
Stonefleld Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA40YL

STUDIO FOR SALE

Tel. 01-8641677

Recently completed 24 -track music and sound
to video studio in Soho for sale. Low rent, secure
tenancy. Approx. 800 sq. ft. Acoustically designed

TECHNICS TURNTABLES in stock:
511200 Mkt 1191.30
SP10 111k2 1469
Prices subject to VAT. Please contact us for further
information and comprehensive price list.

and furnished to a very high standard. Offered
complete with the latest equipment for £130,000.
Reply to Box No 898 (Studio Sound)

MICHAEL STEVENS & PARTNERS
The Homesdale Centre, 216:218 Homesdale Road
Tel: 01 -464 4157
Bromley, Kent.

1210
146

AUTUMN SALE
N.S.F. REVERBERATION
The N.S.F. Mk Ill stereo i evert, plate.
Size 3' o 3' x 5". Excellent transient respc' se. Low noise.
Adjustable delay to 4 secs Mobile 'static, sert/horozontal
working mode.

Price f520.

0789 765186 Stratford Upon Avon

Ring Catherine for

a

BRITANNIA

list:

01-951 0222
(Ansaphone for out -of hours use)

ROW

VIDEO CINE SOUND
Ef PROJECTION EQUIPMENT FOR
BAUER 16 mm telecine projector Select an studio floor standing type

FILM SOUND

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

A wide variety of Audio Visual. Video. Film, Public Address,
Components and Spares, both new and used at unrepeatable
prices.

01

226 3377

r

SALE
11,900
I. 11.000
F500
1450
11.900
£410
1800
1650
E960
13,000

SIEMENS Novocord 16 35 recorder mE speed 30X, will interlock with Cintel Mk III at all speeds
WESTINGHOUSE Xenon lamp rectifie' with meters
BELL B HOWELL 16 mm projector, mart 300 lamp. Sync interlock motor
BAUER 16 mm double band projector, -emote control, 35 W extension speaker
BAUER P7 optical sound, 10 W extension speaker (new)
BAUER P7 marc 300 optical / mag sounc. 35 W extension speaker (new)
BAUER P6H optical /meg sound + meg record Inewl
BAUER P6 Synchron push button local and remote control, modified for telecine 25fps
PHILIPS floor standing 16 mm telecine projector, similar to Kinoton FP18TV
17,300
PHILIPS ( Kinoton FP18) rock and roll '5 mm projector with Xenon lamphouse
E750
COUNTER INTELLIGENCE film footaçe counter with additional time display and tacho
115.000
PHILIPS /PYE L0K65 broadcast telecine camera, floor standing Inewl
115,000
M.T.M. 16/35 mm 3T film recorder, high speed unit, with interlock facilities to most types of equipment
12.000
AVIM 16 mm 1T sound reproducer for interlock with any projector c/w tacho
12.420
AVIM 16 mm 1T recorder, for interlocx with projectors ci w tacho
110.000
interlocked
16/35
recorder
reproducer
16/35
and
unit
comprising
1 M.T.M. transfer
111.500
M.T.M. transfer unit comprising 2 or" 16/35 recorders interlocked
15.000
PHILIPS FP20 35 mm telecine projector convertible for normal projection with Xenon lamphouse
sa. £250
5 RCA LM66 35 mm film transports w to spool panels
for
Fedi
and Bauer
Numerous other items available. inducting Selsyn and Synch -Rostart interlock generators. spare parts
projectors, motors, transformers etc.
TEL: V.C.S. LTD. 01 948 3615

(77::::!°
Specialists in Studio Equipment dire
A whole range of digital and analog

processing equipment

1

Phone Andy on 01 -708 0483

1

10

Steedman Street, London SE17
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Have you heard?
TAPE DUPLICATING
ENDLESS CASSETTES
INDUSTRY SUPPLIES
EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES
SELECTA SOUND
18 BALMORAL ROAD
GIDEA PARK
ROMFORD, ESSEX
Tel. 04024 -53424

Cassette and open reel copying.
Custom wound blank cassettes

supplied. Studio available for
voice overs. Dolby facilities.
Design, artwork and

John Smailes

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE
For super quality Master Discs, Demo Discs and
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A', Dolby 'B' and DBX noise reduction.

London

Rd.,

Binfield,

Bracknell,

Berke

RG12 5BS

Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

print services.

Sound Communication
FreepoaL Field House, Wellington Road,
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire WF13 1BR.
Telephone 0924 451717

REAL -TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION
Reel to reel copying.
Comprehensive facilities.

The complete duplicating service from:

NRA RECORDING
37

West End, Launton, Oxon.
Telephone 08692 3986

TANNOY SERVICE
jbs records
MUSIC SPEECH COMPUTER
Quality Cassette Duplication and Blanks from to
500 +. Computer printed Cassette Labels. Studio
speech and solo recording /editing etc. Phone
JOHN SCHEFEL for our Price List.
1

jbs records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD
19 Sadlers Way, Hertford SG14 2DZ.
0992, 551188

We have an extensive stock of Tannoy spares and exchange
units and offer a prompt, efficient service including delivery
and collection. We perform B & K analysis on all units to
factory set specifications.
.For all repairs, contact the factory accredited service
agents: Elliott Bros. Ltd.
ELLIOTT BROS. (Audio Systems) Ltd., 9 Warren Street,
London W1. Tel. 380-0511

AhloyA.

TEST TAPES

NOW AVAILABLE FROM.

LONDON:

01- 3885392
01- 2024366
021- 6434016

Music Labs
Turnkey

MIDLANDS: Protape
NORTH:

PMD Ltd
Audio Services
1/2",

GATEWAY CASSETTE COPYING

THE COMPLETE SERVICE

Real time cassette copying direct from ''I." or cassette
master tape. All work carried out on Nakamichi machines

includes:

GATEWAY STUDIO

-The

Test

078968579
066324244
1", 2" formats
ility
pe of Reliability

to the highest standard.
1A SALCOTT ROAD, LONDON SW11 8D0
TELEPHONE: 01 -223 8901

BLANK CASSETTES ÍC - C 100 incl. Chrome
HIGH - SPEED LOOP-BIN CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN - REEL COPYING
LABELS &
INLAY CARDS
CASSETTE
TAPE
TAPE
SPOOLS
&
BOXES
EMPTY
TAPE
LEADER
TAPE
&
SPLICING
TAPE
MAGNETIC
AMPEX
I

I

and is available from

MEDIATAPE LIMITED
The Courtyard, 152 -154 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6HE England

22 Hanway Street

London W1

-

-399
2476 7

Everything for your next small cassette production
Duplicating from 1p per minute. Label printing (yellow, blue
or white 41/2p pair). Inlay cards: red, blue or yellow, f3.20
per 100. High gloss self- adhesive mini -prints in colour £10
per 100. Cassettes wound to any length. For details of our
complete services contact:

01

Audlcord Records
59

Mayfield Way, Barwell, Leicester

LE9 BBL

equipment, installation
maintenance.
WEST COUNTRY PRICES!

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
(X)
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).
Et

Call Database Bath (0225) 319200

*

FAIRVIEW STUDIOS

it

Quegty Cassette Copying. Full service including full colour
printed inlay cards printed labels -de- hissed and balanced
production masters (if required). We use only the best
quality tape and shells and every cassette is spot checked.
Sample price: 300 recorded cassettes with full colour inlays

-

and printed labels -96p each +VAT.
For full pnce list and details

Keith Herd, Hull

104821

-ring

ELLIOTT BROS. LTD.
WARREN STREET, LONDON W1
Tel: 01 -380 0511
9

R `- ox

licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
Hamilton Way, London, N3 IAN.
13a
(X)
Telephone 01- 346 0033.

STUDER /A.80 /8TK MK II V.U. (wired 16TK).
Studer 16TK audio remotes included. 3 yrs old.
Immaculate condition. £9,000. Ring 734 5784.
(H)

SAME -DAY SERVICE A SPECIALITY
We have an extensive stock of Revox spares;
Revox -trained engineers and offer prompt and
efficient service including delivery and collection.

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under

653116

REVOX SERVICE

SPEEDY

FOR SALE -TRADE

Tel: 0455 47298

-

DATABASE
Studio Instrument Repairs
Provide studio

aSSeCCvS

Tel: 01-637 7554
High speed cassette duplication. Open reel copying.
Small quantities a speciality. 48 hour service (If not sooner).

AMPEX HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION
Reel- cassette, cassette -cassette, Reel-Reel (NAB & CCIR)
IAII with or without Dolby BI Precision Wound Cassettes

Rainhill Tape Specialists
31 Eccleston Street
Prescot, Merseyside

Scotch 206 and BASF SPR60 one inch tape on NAB spools,
used once, no edits, only £5.75 each. Carr /insurance £1.00
reel, 10 reels or more £10.00. Prices inc. VAT. Access/
Barclaycard welcomed. Michael Stevens & Partners,
2181218 Homesdele Road, Bromley, Kent. 01 -464 4167.

Tel: 051 -430.9001

SERVICE

Plus TEAC, NAGRA, UHER. Large spares stock held

Approvea REVOX', .,al'cations undertaken
A personal service by experienced engineers,
plus collection and delivery

Danbury Street, London N1 8JU
Telephone 01.359 9342 (24 hours)

34

RAPER & WAYMAN

More. better music can reach receptive ears.
Perfect real -time cassette copies and

inscrutable graphic presentation.
DBX. Dolby B and C. Geoffrey
Clout. ZZZ The Perfect Tape.
29 Wortley Road.
Leeds 1512 TNT 11512 795144.

RP 700 Tapecaster NAB cart machine, stereo record /play,

excellent condition, one owner (myself) from new, hardly
any use, cost £900 119791, 110 volts but transformer
included, will accept

£225.00
Telephone MALCOLM 0604 403624
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Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 43p per word, minimum £10.75. Box Nos. £2.50 extra. Semi -display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JANUARY issue must reach these offices by 9th NOVEMBER addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the
Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date,
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

O&'t

HIGH QUALITY
CASSETTE DUPLICATION
AND SPECIALISED LENGTH
BLANK CASSETTES

Quality Pressing DIRECT
from our modem UK plant.

!/

Singles, E.P. & L.P.'s.
Cutting, Processing.
Test Pressing.
Labels & Sleeves.
Cassette Duplication.
Minimum Records - 500.
Minimum Cassettes - 250.
Qualified Staff.
Sound Advice.

¡/

¡/

¡/

Leeholme

Audio

Services

Ltd.. 360-4 Leabridge
Telephone 01 -556 4748

Road,

Leyton,

London,

E10

!/

!/
!/

¡/

CASSETTE DUPLICATING from 38p -1 /hispeed. "SSP were very good quality, the best
value for money."
Sound International, July
1981. Simon Stable, 46, Westend, Launton,
Oxon. Tel. 08692 2831.
(H)
1

-

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting
(masters and demos), pressings, sleeves,
cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobale recording
studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01-3460033

ReVOX

&Uher Sales &Service
Leel nd cassette

open
projectors,
35mm slide
nd repaired.
sound
Utter,
16mm
etc.,
tandberQ,
recorders, amplifiers,Fetrograph' Revs
Elf,
Bell & Howell, agents.
Road, Watford,
service
St. Albans
approved
LTD. 255A
in Iudg Street.
ACOUSTICS
AC0p923
Entrance
PHOTO
32006.

Tel:

MARKET LEADERS IN STEREO
RECORDS AND TAPES.

ottpa,nell.'let09086106255.

58Hi:hSueet,New`

C
Acoustics
photo A

01-446 3218

(F)

SPEECH RECORDING

PLUS ONE. Real time cassette duplication using
BASF Chromdioxide or Superferric. Custom
wound blank cassettes. For details write to 265
Lower Hillmorton Road, Rugby. Tel: 0788 4000.
(L)

PROFESSIONAL BRAND custom cassettes
wound to any length. Top quality tape in screwed
c-zero at budget prices. Professional Magnetics
Ltd., Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road, Leeds,
LS 10 NJ. (0532) 706066.
(M)
1

INTERNATIONAL will -emanufacture
your AMPEX or SCULLY (As` Land /Bodine)
direct drive capstan motor for US $200. Average
turn around time 2 -3 weeks. For details write to
PO Box 1555, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.
VIF

(D)

(

SPR

VOICE- OVERS; LANGUAGES; AUDIO-VISUALS)

HIGH -SPEED CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN -REEL COPYING
(ANY SPEED -ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC)

HIGH QUALITY BLANK CASSETTES
(C1 -C96)
LABEL & CARD PRINTING

-PLUS RECORDINGS LTD
SPEECH
UNIT32,
NO 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON, SEI 4SB.

MAIN 3M WOLLENSAK DEALERS

MUSIC SUITE. High quality low cost real time
cassette duplication from 3Ip. Labels and Inlay
cards. Blank cassettes. For price list phone
099389 8196.
(L)

Meticulous alignment of all machines before sale.
Excellent servicing facilities. SCS Cassettes C2 -C100
on orders of 100 and over. Stockists for 3M Audio
and Video cassettes. Fast -copying service. Prompt
personal attention.

dB HIRE. Quality Concert sound equipment for

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES LTD.

hire. From components to complete systems with
engineers. Tel. Phil on 01 -346 4807.
(H)

P.O. Box 2, Chard, Somerset TA20 1LR.
Tel 0460 20988

01

-231 0961

100 C-60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo
Just E59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality cassettes on

our high speed loop -bin system, load them precisely into top class shells. Price includes library case and all production
work from your /.in edited master. Any length C-5 to C90.NOW ALSO cassettes in GOLD effect finish! Ring for
price check.
''

STUDIO REPUBLIC
41 High Street, Pinner

01- 8685555
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MEETING
DIGITAL RECORDING
OCTOBER 24th
MEMBERS CALL

0923 772907
FOR TICKETS

SOFT CASES
FOR HARD
GOING
OpTex Sott Cases for

U'matic, One Inch and
NAGRA Recorders
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tapes etc
out of the way Sul there
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r.l'fod shoulder -trap and accessory straps

'vote the
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tenors used In Opiee soh Cases ensure
durability and you, ,asking satelaCiron wrlh a well-made.
tot to ,Ihy product and are unbeatable value for money

e.. ner yhal

and

tram OpTe. for the camera crew

OpTex
22 -26 Victoria Road

New Barnet
Herts

EN4 9PF
Tel: 01 -441 2199

The AKG
LSM 50's
These mini -monitors, designed and built to
AKG's exacting engineering standards, can
be used for monitoring, reference and
comparison, mix down or as extension
speakers or part of an intercom system, to
provide up to 50 watts of superb studio
quality sound.
A range of mounting brackets provide
for their fixing on walls, desk tops,
microphone stands or you can use
ati
them free standing.
oe5
Scholars of good sound will
*era
(f
tell you that AKG
fie`
AnD aSQeaa`
professional products
walk away with all the
Pae,
prizes with the
5`c,e`°
LSM 50,we'll
chalk up
yob a
Q'
another
oc
ta5
success! /eo°JS°eeae
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review/
and thus the level as shown in Fig 3 which was
plotted at maximum de-essing. Changing the deesser's sensitivity purely shifted the level at which
these characteristics occurred.

TABLE

1

Measurement method

Gain reduction
10 dB
-88.5 dB
-92.0 dB
-83.0 dB
-79.0 dB
-90.0 dB

0 dB

Noise
Noise in the output remained constant with all
control settings except the gain trim control
which had a relatively minor effect. Table 1
shows the noise in the outputs, both of which
were identical, referred to the output clipping
level versus gain reduction.
This very good performance was completely
free from power line hum components or other
unwanted effects.

Distortion
In the straight through mode with the
compressor /limiter and the de -esser switched out
second and third harmonic distortion was less
than 0.01% from 20 Hz to 20 kHz at 0 dBm, in
and out. Increasing the levels to + 10 dBm only
produced a mild increase in the third harmonic at
high frequencies, reaching 0.03% at 20 kHz.
With the compressor in action the harmonic
distortion varied little with compression ratio or
the degree of compression, typical results being
shown in Fig 4 for the mid setting of the attack
and release time controls. This excellent
performance was also reflected in the CCIF twin
tone intermodulation distortion performance a
typical example of which is shown in Fig 5.

Attack and release
The attack time control had a wide range
allowing the attack time for effective complete
compression to be varied from 500 µs to 800 ms
with a mid point setting of 2 ms. Similarly the
normal release time could be varied from 200 ms
to 9 s with a mid point of 2 s. The shape of the
release envelope remained constant with the
degree of compression being exponential or
linear depending upon the setting of the shape
switch. The effect of this is shown in Fig 6.
When using the gate function the release from
the gated condition was slow as shown in Fig 7
and remained exponential irrespective of the
setting of the shape switch.
The compression characteristics are shown in
Fig 8 for 00 :1, 4:1 and 2:1 where the measured

22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A- weighted RMS

CCIR- weighted RMS
CCIR- weighted quasi peak
CCIR/ARM ref 2 kHz

-86.0
-89.5
-81.5
-77.0
-88.0

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

20dB

-88.5 dB
-92.5 dB
-84.0 dB

-80.5 dB
-91.0 dB

FIG5 ORBAN424A IM DISTORTION WITH MID
ATTACK AND RELEASE SETTINGS

ori.

0.011

300

Ni

500

1K

31

101

5K

201

112

50K

100K

FIG 6 ORBAN 424A RELEASE FROM 10d13 COMPRESSION

FIG 7 ORBAN 424A RELEASE FROM GATED CONDITION

ratios are slightly above those specified. These
characteristics held irrespective of other control
settings including the shape switch.

Other matters
Crosstalk between the channels was negligible at
less than - 100 dB below 6 kHz. Tracking of the
channels was within 0.5 dB under static
conditions over the full available 25 dB of gain
reduction.
The gain reduction meters were sensibly
accurate with their time constants depending
upon the attack and release time settings etc.
Similarly the VCA output meters were accurate
with 0 dB indication corresponding to a
maximum output of + 16 dBm depending upon
the setting of the rear panel gain controls.

FIG 8

ORBAN 424A COMPRESSION CHARACTERISTIC

m:l

Summary
In addition to the measured performance being
very good the subjective impressions of the unit
were excellent.
This product has many novel and highly
practical features all of which are quite simple to
use but need not be used if simplified operation is

required.
Overall a very good compressor /limiter, well
made and easy to service.
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200K

QUART 1TO A PINT POT
...without spilling a drop!
s11

-

Selective processing
equalisation (i.e. momentary att .'
level LF and HF) with absolute lev
maximise broadcast, cutting or recording level
with minimal modification to original
programme.
Clean-up and restoration of older recorded
material. Creating of synthesised `stereo'.
High energy Rock -box as a tri -band
processor giving dynamic control of frequency
response and optimising signal definition and
average sound pressure level all without
modulation effects.

uètion mastering DIR-M1.704 a
ue dynamic reduction system that
transposes any input dynamic range to suit any
dynamic format (disc, cassette, broadcast, film or
PA). This means that for the first time very wide
dynamic programme (especially digital) can be
comfortably processed on to any medium without
disturbing side effects. Livens digital dryness by
enhancing low level detail and natural
reverberant characteristics.
Internal noise generator simplifies set -up
procedure. It can be `set and left' to a house
standard, or used as a creative tool.
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Worldwide: Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd,
North Street, Reading, Berks. RG1 4DA. Tel: (0734) 53411. Telex: 848722 ADRUK

80.

U.S.A.: Audio & Design Recording Inc.
P.O. Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310 U.S.A. Tel: (206) 275 5009. Telex: 152426 ADRUSA

Remarkable As It Sounds ...
... The C -ducer is a flexible contact

microphone -a totally new concept in audio
technology.
Designed to overcome many of the traditional problems
encountered in conventional open miking of acoustic
instruments, the C-ducer System is now enjoying acceptance by
many critical users in the professional audio field.
Here's why ... The C-ducer produces the real tonal
character and dynamics of acoustic keyboards,
stringed acoustic instruments and drums by

direct contact. `Spillage' from neighbouring sources and
the effect of room acoustics are kept to an absolute
minimum. Add to this a specification ensuring top
performance (10Hz to 100 kHz bandwidth) and a range of
phantom -powered studio -compatible pre -amps, and it's
really not so remarkable that our customers include ...

Abbey Road Studios; Toto; Dire Straits: BBC TV &
Radio; Sydney Opera House; The National Theatre: PRT
Studios; Landsdowne Studios; Olympic Studios; German.
Swiss, Danish and Dutch Radio: LWT; Sky; Thames TV.

"%foy¡e
.Tre¡,

--`

7Dh

tdr

,ian
Sadr

C-Tape
Greece,
16

(i

1

Developments, 73 High Street, Aldershot, Hampshire Güll

8011 StIld10 SA.

(90) 863216.

Atli ns

Australia,

H

He enneuell

1BY.

1edn Jacques Prey,. Pr lgium 01U 61 47 25: Netherlands, Spec -,
l'ty. `1,1hourne 329963.1 Spain, Cornerimsa. Madrid 446 43 12: Japan

Gelgium.

,

Telephone (0252) 319171, Telex 858393.
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THE INDUSTR 'S
M ' H N IV
CASSETTE DUPLICATING COMPANY
UANTITIES 50 50,000.WEEKLY CAPACITY 120,000 CASSETTES
I.T.D. FACTORY, FARA[ AY ROAD,
RABANS LANE, AYLESEURY.

0296 27211
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I.T.D. LONDON DEPOT, 16 STUCLEY PLACE,
HAWLEY CRESCENT, CAMDEN TOWN,

LONDON NW1
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SOFT CASES
FOR HARD
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OpTex Soft Cases for

U'matic, One Inch and
NAGRA Recorders
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The AKG
LSM 50's
These mini -monitors, designed and built to
AKG's exacting engineering standards, can
be used for monitoring, reference and
comparison, mix down or as extension
speakers or part of an intercom system, to
provide up to 50 watts of superb studio
quality sound.
A range of mounting brackets provide
for their fixing on walls, desk tops,
microphone stands or you can use
them free standing.
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reviews
and thus the level as shown in Fig 3 which was
plotted at maximum de-essing. Changing the deesser's sensitivity purely shifted the level at which
these characteristics occurred.

TABLE 1
Measurement method

Gain reduction

10dB

o dB

Noise
Noise in the output remained constant with all
control settings except the gain trim control
which had a relatively minor effect. Table 1
shows the noise in the outputs, both of which
were identical, referred to the output clipping
level versus gain reduction.
This very good performance was completely
free from power line hum components or other

22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A- weighted RMS

CCIR -weighted RMS
CCIR -weighted quasi peak
CCIR/ARM ref 2 kHz

FIGS

unwanted effects.
Distortion
In the straight through mode with the
compressor /limiter and the de -esser switched out
second and third harmonic distortion was less
than 0.01% from 20 Hz to 20 kHz at 0 dBm, in
and out. Increasing the levels to + 10 dBm only
produced a mild increase in the third harmonic at
high frequencies, reaching 0.03% at 20 kHz.
With the compressor in action the harmonic
distortion varied little with compression ratio or
the degree of compression, typical results being
shown in Fig 4 for the mid setting of the attack
and release time controls. This excellent
performance was also reflected in the CCIF twin
tone intermodulation distortion performance a
typical example of which is shown in Fig 5.

Attack and release
The attack time control had a wide range
allowing the attack time for effective complete
compression to be varied from 5001:s to 800 ms
with a mid point setting of 2 ms. Similarly the
normal release time could be varied from 200 ms
to 9 s with a mid point of 2 s. The shape of the
release envelope remained constant with the
degree of compression being exponential or
linear depending upon the setting of the shape
switch. The effect of this is shown :n Fig 6.
When using the gate function the release from
the gated condition was slow as shown in Fig 7
and remained exponential irrespective of the
setting of the shape switch.
The compression characteristics are shown in
Fig 8 for oo :1, 4:1 and 2:1 where the measured
ratios are slightly above those specified. These
characteristics held irrespective of other control
settings including the shape switch.
Other matters
Crosstalk between the channels was negligible at
less than -100 dB below 6 kHz. Tracking of the
channels was within 0.5 dB under static
conditions over the full available 25 dB of gain
reduction.
The gain reduction meters were sensibly
accurate with their time constants depending
upon the attack and release time settings etc.
Similarly the VCA output meters were accurate
with 0 dB indication corresponding to a
maximum output of + 16 dBm depending upon
the setting of the rear panel gain controls.

-86.0
-89.5
-81.5
-77.0
-88.0

-88.5
-92.0
-83.0
-79.0
-90.0

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

ORBAN424A IM

DISTORTION WITH MID
ATTACK AND RELEASE SETTINGS

521111;=...--51111

____-_°
200
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500

required.
Overall a very good compressor /limiter, well
made and easy to service.
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FIG 6 ORBAN 424A RELEASE FROM 10dB COMPRESSION

FIG7 ORBAN 424A RELEASE FROM GATED CONDITION

FIG 8

ORBAN

424A COMPRESSION CHARACTERISTIC

Summary
In addition to the measured performance being
very good the subjective impressions of the unit
were excellent.
This product has many novel and highly
practical features all of which are quite simple to
use but need not be used if simplified operation is

20 dB
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dB
dB
dB
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SITUATIONS VACANT

F.W.O.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

Bauch Limited

required by

MAISON ROUGE
RECORDING STUDIOS

Major suppliers of professional audio equipment to the
recording and broadcasting industries have vacancies for
the following positions:
in

A FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER
our Professional Audio Department and
in

A SERVICE ENGINEER
our Revox Service Department.

Please apply in writing with full C.V. to Christine Melhuish
Personnel Department

F W.O. Bauch Limited
u

Ti

TONY TAVERNER
2 WANSDOWN PLACE

FULHAM BROADWAY, SW6 1DN

Relevant electronic experience and an interest in sound
recording would be an advantage.

T

Please write with full details to:

x-ol), IId Str x,1, B xef
Telq X x x io

Iv W o

01 -

i

1,

Hcxtfordshlro WDi

i

4;Z

u53 (MtT,T,x 27502

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
Enthusiastic Audio Engineer required to
work on studio repairs, installation and
field service.
Must have good electronics knowledge preferably to HNC standard and
experience of recording studio techniques and equipment.
If you enjoy a challenge and think you
can stand the pace contact us on

(0582) 450066

An opportunity
in sales and

engineering with
fast growing
company.
responsible position
which involves sales and
engineering backup of
high technology products

TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN TRUST

CHIEF ENGINEER
(PROFESSIONAL TAPE RECORDER)

A

from Otari, Soundcraft,
Studer, and others.
Thorough knowledge
of major equipment and

developed technical
skills are essential.

Salary to match.
Apply now in total
confidence with CV to
Andrew Stirling at
Turnkey.

Qrnkey

Brent View Road. LONDON NV/9 TEL

Telephone; 01 -202 4366 Telex; 25769

The successful applicant will be responsible for the service and repair
of a full range of professional tape recorders from 0.15 inch 4 track to
2 inch 24 track master recorder and for technical interfacing between
UK and Tokyo (QC Dept Et R&D Dept) to feed back technical

information.
should have relevant qualifications in electronics,
experience of sound recording and broadcast
with
together
equipment. Full product training will be given where necessary.
Excellent conditions of employment will be offered and considerable
prospects for personal development.
Candidates

If interested please write to:

The Director
OTARI ELECTRIC (U.K.) LTD.
OTARI ELECTRIC (U.K.) LTD.
22 Church Street, Slough
Berkshire SL1 1PT
Telephone: 0753 38261

CLASSIFIEDS
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AUDIO SERVICES
BEST PRICES BEST AFTER SALES SERVICE
PROMPT DELIVERY
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
TAPE MACHINES (Multitrack)

Tascam 85 -166 new

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
POA

Foster B16
coming soon
Teac 3440, SM Iren
Tascam 38 new 8 S/H from
£1396
Tascam 58 (pro 'h" 8T) S/H
Foster A8, new 8 S/H horn
L895
Tascam 34, new 8 S/H from
Foster 58 Loe Recording, new
NEW PRODUCT
Brenell 1" 8 Track. 2 yrs old,
Tascam 22.4. one only, new
£648
good condition
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FOR A.V. INDUS FRY TEAC A3440, Re-Issued,
Brand New

£495
E2295
£695

£1995
0795

TAPE MACHINES (Stereo)
Tascam's latest 2 track 32. new
Teac X1000M (Inc. DBX), new
Tascam 52 (Pro V4" Stereo)
Sony PCM Fi

£65C

MCI JH110BC, little use. mint

£556

Revox PR99, new 8 S/H from
Revox 877, new 8 SM horn
Teac 32.28 with DBX, new

£2950
£895
£550
£650

Allen 8 Heath System 8
lall formats) from
Tascam M30. SM
Tndem Flexemix 16.8.2 in bight case.

£1037
£495

immaculate
Soundcraft series 200. 400. B00

E2500
POA

C1351)

POA

MIXERS
Tascam Model 16, ex- showroom
Syncon B all formals, new
Tndent VFM 16/4/2. one only. ex-demo
Tascam Model 2a weh MB20 'mmf
P.E.P. Location mixer, ex-demo
Alce 8285, erc. contemn
Tascam Model 50 (new model m stock)
Trident Flamm. home use only 12.8 -.2,
immaculate

£4500
POA
£795
£250

f795
£695
£1650
£1995

NOISE REDUCTION
Dolby 360
Dolby 361 ...
Tascam DX4D. 4-Chan new

£395
£475
£195

BEL 16 Chans. new
Teac DX8 (NR for 80 -81

E850
£350

PORTASTUDIOS 8 CASSETTE MACHINES
Teac C1 MKII with RX8, new
Tascam 122 (high speed) ex-demo

C550
£295

Foster 015 (hee delivery)
Teac V9 3 motor new

£260
only 099

Uher CR240 portable
Yamaha Porlastudio'PACKAGE
MT 44 Recorder. MM30 Mixer, PB44
Patch Bay. plus free accessories

£395

£575

Tascam 244 Portastudro mint
£495
Foster 250, as new
£450
Revor 8710. new on box
OFFERS!
Tascam 133 (Audio Visual' mint
E350
Teac A550 RX. new
£195
Tascam 234 4 Chan/4 Track. rack mount
cassette 'new product
£495

MONITORS
JBL Full range in stock
Tandy Full range on stock, new

BEST PRICES
BEST PRICES

Auratones

£55
BEST PRICES

Visonik'Davids

REVERBERATION
Stocktroniks plate wnh remote
Dynacord DRS 78, Digital Revert
Foster 3180 Revert
Loads of 'GREAT BRITISH SPRINGS
Accessit Revert Stereo
Tapco Stereo Revert S/H

£895
0795
0294

£185
£115
£225

Vesta -fire rackmount stereo. new
Klark-Teknrk DN50. new
AMS RMX 16
Yahama Rí000 Digitai Revert
EMT 140 Stereo Remote Plate (good cond

E175
£395
£4500
£430
I

£1750

POWER AMPS
Amcron, HM,Yamaha. Full range from stock
Turner 6302, new
Turner 8502. new
Foster 600

POA

£280
£440
£495

.

Chad 303 8 405 in stock
Studer A68 Power Amp mint
Foster 300
Studiomaster Mostet 1000 new

BEST PRICES
£495
£345
£433

EQUALISATION
Klark- Teknik DN27A (pair. as new)
Tascam 4 -chan, 4 -band para P640, mint
Roland SEO 331.31. band mono
ADC Stereo 11 band

£895
£195

[175
£125

Audio 8 Design E900RS. new
Foster 3030 Dual 10 band
Klark -Ter mie DN15 pre -amp graphic
Neptune 30 band Spec analyser

£390
E142
£495

£595

COMPRESSORS, LIMITERS, EXPANDERS A GATES

MXR Dual Limiter
Drawler Dual -Gate. Fregcons
Audio 8 Design Express limiter. er -demo
Scamp 5100 Dual Gate

£389
£275
£395
£180

TIME PROCESSORS AND EFFECTS
Aphex Aural Enter Type B
Kong SDD 3000. new
Cules CD424 1024 MS
EXR Exciter. new
Eventide H910 Harmonuer
Delta -labs Electron 1024. new
Drawmer MueNaker. new
Klark-Tekrek DN34, as new
Roland Phase Shifter, SPH323, new
REBIS Rack 8 PSU, 2 Gates, 2 Paras.
2 Comps.
D-Ess The Lot
Bel BD60 4 out digital delay

£395
£725
£295
£295
£1195
£495

(495
(395
£150

1650
£595

1

Foster 3070 Comp /LimiErp

£228
0325
£450

Drawmer Stereo Com'Lim

Drawmer Slereo Comp/Lim Exp'Gale

Eventide 910 Harmonizer S/H
Roland RE201 Space echo. new
Ibanez HD1000 Harmonizer
MXR Flanger Doubler S/H
MAR 174 Pitch Shift/Doubler
Eventde H949incl De -G
Loft Stereo Flange,, new
Roland SDE2000. new. er -demo
MXR 175 Digital 100064s, new
Ursa Maior Space Station
Sumval Projects, Auto-Pan
Vesta-fee SF010 Dual Flanger chorus
EXR Exciter, ex -demo

6950
0335
£345
£225
£389
£2595
£195
£420
6420
£1595
£395
£195
6325

COMPLETE STUDIO PACKAGES (NEW)

Tascam 85.168 with Tascam Mí6 Mixer includes 16 Cnans DBX
noise reduction
Tascam 85.168 with Bel 24.16 2 Mixer includes 16 Chars DBX
noise reduction
Tascam 85 -16B with Allen 8 Heath 1616 includes 16 Cnans
DBX noise reduction
(tam 1610 with Allen 8 Heath 1616 value for money 1" 15 Track
Tascam 58 well latest Tascam model 50
Tascam 58 with Allen 8 Heath 128 latest pro -spec
8 track
Tascam 38 with Allen 8 Heath 128
Tascam 38 4- Model 30
Foster A8 with Allen 8 Heath 8/164

£11,500
£9,950
£7.995
E5,995
£4,250
£3,295
02,395
£2,100
£1,895

CASSETTE DUPLICATION PACKAGE
Consists Olen DP4050 OCF. Teac X1000R, Dolby 330, sil absolutely
as new

£6,500

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Movement MCS Drum Computer.
ex- showroom ._. _._._......
MXR Drum Computer
MXR MPC Percussion Computer
Yamaha DX series digital
keyboards

Yamaha PF senes digital pianos
Roland SH101 Synth
Roland Juno 6, Poly Synth
Roland TR606 Drum Machine
Rickenbacker 4002 Studio Bass
Roland Valve Combo Bol 60

£1795
£995
£595

.

.

BEST PRICES

BEST PRICES
£175
£495
0175
£895
C250

SECOND HAND PACKAGES
Tascam 80-8 with DBX and Allen and Heath System
Tascam 34 with Tndent V F M. 16:4:2, as new
Foster AS with 350 Mirer and Meter Bndge

MICROPHONES
Neumann. full range. new 8 S/H
POA
C- Ducer, PM/Crown, EDC rada mikes
full range on demo.
AKG, full range
BEST PRICES
.

8

£2500
£1,550
£1,295
Boom Mc Stands (Beyer type), each
D.I. Boxes. Imp. session. ADR from
Shure, full range (quantity discounts)
Sennherser, full range
Beyer Headphones DT100, new, from

£22
£21

POA
£27

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Fully equipt with latest technology testing artdanalysis equipment, all testtapes,
spares
etcetera. Main service agents for:
TASCAM, FOSTER, REVOX, 8 ALLEN 8 HEATH.
Please allow for VAT and DELIVERY to all other prices.
Order by telephone - Quote your Credii Card Number for instant despatch.
AUDIO SERVICES
Phone: (06632) 4244 (9.30- 6.30pm Mon -Sat) (Sunday
by Appt.)
Address: Studio HOUse. High Lane village) Near Stockport,
SK6 BAA

AC Electronic Services
Advanced Music Systems
Advanced Sounds
AKG
Alpha Audio
Amek Ltd.
Ampex
Ant Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Aphex Systems Ltd.
Applied Microsystems Ltd.
APRS
Audio & Design Recording
Audio Developments
Audio Service Co
BASF AG
Beyer Dynamics
Boomerang Sound
C. Tape Developments
Cetec Audio
Connectronics
DBX Inc.
Dolby Labs
Dominus
Don Larking Audio
Drawmer Marketing & Sales
Eardley Electronics
EMT -Franz
Feldon Audio
Future Film Developments Ltd.
FWO Bauch Ltd.
Grampian Records
HW International
H.H.B. Hire &Sales
Hardware House
Harrison
Hill Audio Ltd.
Hilton Sound
ICC
I.T A
I.T.D. Ltd
Kelsey Acoustics Ltd.
Kemble /Yamaha
Keyboard Hire
Klark Teknik Research Ltd
Leeholme Audio Services
Lennard Developments Ltd.
Lexicon
Lyrec Manufacturing A/S
Magnetic Tapes
Marquee Electronics
Mike Fraser Film Services Ltd.
Music Labs Hire Ltd.
MXR Innovations
Neuman
Optical & Textile Ltd
Otani

Playback Studio
Quad
Quad Eight Electronics
Rank Strand Sound
Rebis Audio
Roadstar PA Systems
Scenic Sounds
Sony Braodcast Ltd
Soundcraft Electronics
Sowter Ltd., E.A.
Standard Tape Laboratory Inc
Studer
Surrey Electronics
Syco Systems Ltd
Tape Automation Ltd.
Tape Duplicating Co.
Tape Marketing
Tape Talk
Thorn -EMI
Toa Electric Co. Ltd.
Trident Audio Developments Ltd.
Turnkey
Ursa Major
Valley People
Yorke James Ltd
Zum Audio
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